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Abstract
Sediment transport is of crucial importance to engineering projects in coastal regions, so it is of
primary interest in coastal engineering. The driving forces for sediment transport are mostly
determined by the hydrodynamics of oscillatory turbulent bottom boundary layers, which is still not
well understood. Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to improve the present experimental and
theoretical understandings on this subject.
A high-quality experimental study including a large number of tests which correspond to full-scale
coastal boundary layer flows is performed using a state-of-the-art oscillating water tunnel (OWT) for
flow generations and a Particle Image Velocimetry system for velocity measurements. The
experimental results suggest that the logarithmic profile can accurately represent the boundary layer
flows in the very near-bottom region, so the log-profile fitting analysis can give highly accurate
determinations of the hydrodynamic roughness, the theoretical bottom location and the bottom shear
stress. The current velocity profiles in the presence of sinusoidal waves indicate a two-log-profile
structure suggested by the widely-used Grant-Madsen model. However, for weak currents in the
presence of nonlinear waves, the two-log-profile structure is contaminated or even totally obliterated
by the boundary layer streaming which is related with the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy
viscosity. This, together with some other experimental evidence, motivates the development of a new
theoretical model which adopts a rigorous way to account for a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity.
The model accurately predicts the mean and leading Fourier components of the velocity and the
bottom shear stress for various flow conditions. Most importantly, the boundary layer streaming
related to the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity is reasonably predicted, which leads to successful
predictions of the mean velocity embedded in nonlinear-wave tests and the current velocity profiles in
the presence of either sinusoidal or nonlinear waves. The predictions reveal significant differences
between boundary layer flows in OWTs and in the coastal environment, which must be considered
when interpreting OWT results for sediment transport.
Thesis supervisor: Ole S. Madsen
Title: Donald and Martha Harleman Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sediment transport is of crucial importance to designing and maintaining coastal structures, as well as
planning and performing beach nourishment projects, so it is of primary interest in coastal
engineering. The mechanism of sediment transport is as follows. The overlying flow first applies
bottom shear stresses on sediments lying on the seabed to mobilize and transport them along the
bottom as bedload sediment transport. When the flow is strong enough, some sediment grains are
entrained into the overlying water body and are transported as suspended sediment transport. Since
the sediment concentration usually decays quickly with height, the suspended sediment transport
mostly occurs inside the bottom boundary layer. This general description shows that the essential of
modeling sediment transport is predicting bottom shear stresses and near-bottom flows which are both
determined by the bottom boundary layer hydrodynamics. In coastal regions, the flow is generally
turbulent and inherently oscillatory due to dominant waves. Thus, prediction of sediment transport in
coastal waters requires a thorough understanding of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers.
The cross-shore (perpendicular to shoreline) sediment transport (CSST) is very difficult to predict. At
this point, even its direction is not always correctly predicted. Subject to the dominant wave motion,
the net CSST is a small difference between two large components: the onshore and offshore
transports. Under a sinusoidal wave, these two components balance each other, resulting in a zero net
transport. Therefore, the net CSST is due to some secondary processes that may induce a slight
imbalance between the onshore and offshore components.
The wave nonlinearity is believed to be a main driver for the net CSST. As waves propagate into
shallow regions, their nonlinearities start to grow. Namely, they become asymmetric (forward-
leaning) and skewed (relatively flat trough and peaked crest), as shown in Figure 1-1. These features
are also present in the near-bottom wave orbital velocity. The skewness makes the bottom shear stress
during the onshore phase larger in magnitude than during the offshore phase. Since the bedload
sediment transport has a nonlinear dependency on the bottom shear stress (a rough estimation is
qsbb 12u3), integrating the instantaneous bedload sediment transport over a wave period will in
general result in a net onshore transport, although the duration of the onshore phase is shorter than
that of the offshore phase. The asymmetry makes the boundary layer during the onshore phase have
less time to develop than during the offshore phase. Consequently, the boundary layer during the
onshore phase is thinner, which results in a larger bottom shear stress. This will also lead to a net
onshore bedload transport. Most existing models only empirically incorporate these two nonlinear
features into modeling the bottom shear stress, such as da Silva et al. (2006), which is often
oversimplified and will yield unreliable predictions of shear stress under nonlinear waves. Thus, it is
desired to extend our modeling capability to higher level.
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Skewness Asymmetry
Figure 1-1 Nonlinearities of shoaling waves (onshore direction is positive)
A current in the cross-shore direction is another important factor that leads to a net CSST. First, a
current will amplify the bottom shear stress during either the onshore or the offshore phase,
depending on its direction. Consequently, a net bedload sediment transport can be produced.
Secondly, since the waves are often strong enough to entrain a large amount of sediments, a current,
even if weak, can produce a non-negligible net suspended sediment transport. The current in the
cross-shore direction can be produced by certain coastal processes, e.g., offshore undertow produced
by wave breaking, or by the boundary layer processes. Longuet-Higgins (1953) analytically obtained
a streaming embedded in boundary layers of propagating waves (LH streaming hereafter). This
streaming is due to the interaction of near-bottom vertical and horizontal velocities and is in the
direction of wave propagation. Trowbridge and Madsen (1984) obtained another boundary layer
streaming which is due to the temporal variation of turbulent characteristics (TM streaming
hereafter). If the wave is nonlinear or a current exists, a first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity will
exist and interact with the first-harmonic near-bottom velocity to produce a streaming that may be in
the opposite direction of waves and LH streaming. The magnitude of both boundary layer streamings
may be comparable to currents generated by coastal processes, depending on the actual flow
conditions. Thus, it is necessary to accurately include both of them in modelling.
The bottom slope is an obvious factor producing a net CSST. The gravity force parallel to the bottom
decreases the critical bottom shear stress for initiation of sediment motion and enhances the bottom
shear stress' ability to transport sediments in the down-slope direction. The opposite situation occurs
in the upslope direction, so a net down-slope (usually offshore) sediment transport is induced. This
has little to do with the boundary layer hydrodynamics but is something to be considered in sediment
transport models.
The aforementioned secondary processes are all simultaneously present in reality. Their relative
contributions to the net CSST depend on the actual situations. Except the bottom slope, both the wave
nonlinearity and the current are involved in bottom boundary layer hydrodynamics, so we need to
delicately include them in our hydrodynamics models of boundary layer flows. Over the past decades,
many experimental and analytical studies on this subject have been performed. In the following
sections, we will briefly summarize some key studies.
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1.1 Literature review of theoretical studies on turbulent oscillatory boundary layers
In nearshore regions, the near-bottom flow under surface waves is generally turbulent and the sea bed
is hydrodynamically rough, so the bottom boundary layer is characterized as a turbulent oscillatory
boundary layer. Turbulence is the main mechanism to transfer momentum across the bottom
boundary layer, so the boundary layer flow is described by the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations. Based on the methods for modeling the Reynolds stresses, previous works can be
categorized into two groups: numerical models and analytical models. Numerical models require
turbulence closure models, such as Justesen (1988), Holmedal and Myrhaug (2006) and Fuhrman et
al. (2011), etc. The turbulent closure models have pre-determined calibration parameters and
boundary conditions which are borrowed from studies of steady turbulent flows, so the model
predictions are subject to the validities of these pre-assumed parameters. Also, these numerical
models are, at this time, too computationally time-consuming for practical applications. Analytical
models can, however, retain the most important underlying physics, and are more computationally
efficient to apply. With a certain pre-assumed analytical form of the turbulent eddy viscosity, the
governing equation can be solved analytically with certain boundary conditions, e.g., a non-slip
boundary condition on the bottom and a matching boundary condition at a certain elevation in the
overlying flow. Obviously, a simpler analytical form of the turbulent eddy viscosity leads to a simpler
analytical solution, but retains less underlying physics. Thus, the problem of analytical modeling is
finding a balance between the solution's simplicity and comprehensiveness.
Analytical models usually assume the near-bottom flow is uniform in the wave direction, so the
nonlinear terms in the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation, which describe wave
propagations, are neglected. Also, any variation in the direction perpendicular to the wave direction is
disregarded, so the problem is reduced to a linear 1-dimenstional vertical (1DV) problem. The early
analytical models in general assumed a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity which is only a
function of the vertical coordinate. For example, Grant (1977) solved the linear 1DV problem for
sinusoidal waves by assuming a time-invariant eddy viscosity that increases linearly with height and
is proportional to a shear velocity based on the maximum bottom shear stress. The solution was
obtained in terms of Kelvin functions. It reasonably reproduced the measured first-harmonic velocity
amplitude by Jonsson and Carlsen (1976). There are similar analytical models with other vertical
structures of time-invariant eddy viscosity, such as the linear-constant structure proposed by Brevik
(1981) and the parabolic-constant structure proposed by Myrhaug (1982). A common feature is that
all these vertical structures converge to the linear structure in the near-bottom region, so they all give
a logarithmic velocity profile as suggested by observations in the near-bottom region. Also, the
maximum bottom shear stress can be successfully predicted, which is essential for determining the
mobilization and entrainment of sediments. Similar analysis was extended to combined wave-current
boundary layers. Grant and Madsen (1979) derived an analytical solution for combined wave-current
boundary layers by assuming a two-layer time-invariant eddy viscosity. Inside the wave boundary
layer, the eddy viscosity is scaled by the maximum shear velocity of the combined wave- current
flow, while outside the wave boundary layer the eddy viscosity is scaled by the shear velocity based
on the current shear stress. The model can quite accurately predict current velocity profiles in the
presence of waves, as well as the current bottom shear stress. They also found that the current profile
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outside the wave boundary layer is scaled by a conceptual apparent roughness which is much larger
than the physical bottom roughness, as suggested by field measurements, e.g., Forristall et al. (1977).
Thus, the simple models with time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity can reasonably predict the
primary quantities of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers in coastal waters. However, none of these
models is aimed at boundary layers under nonlinear waves, so the imbalance of bottom shear stress
between the two half cycles of a nonlinear wave cannot be accounted for. Also, no boundary layer
streaming is included in any of these models, since the 1DV approximation takes out the LH
streaming and the time-invariant eddy viscosity prevents the TM streaming. Thus, the secondary
processes which are critical to the net CSST cannot be predicted by these simple models.
Mean turbulence characteristics in turbulent oscillatory boundary layers are inherently unsteady, so it
is expected that the turbulent eddy viscosity should have some temporal variation. Trowbridge and
Madsen (1984a) proposed a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity expressed as a Fourier series and
obtained an analytical solution of the 1DV approximated problem for sinusoidal waves using the
perturbation method. They qualitatively predicted the small third-harmonic velocity observed by
Jonsson and Carlsen (1976), and showed that it is due to the interaction of the second-harmonic
turbulent eddy viscosity and the first-harmonic velocity gradient. They also extended the analysis to
propagating waves and included a second-harmonic wave which characterizes the wave nonlinearity
(Trowbridge and Madsen, 1984b). A significant finding is the TM streaming mentioned earlier. In
their model, the time variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity is assumed to be much smaller than the
mean value, while the obtained second harmonic is about 2/5 of the mean. Thus, there is a slight
inconsistency, which requires some revision of their work. Lavelle and Mofjeld (1983) developed a
semi-analytical model for sinusoidal tidal waves in a water body of finite depth. The temporal
variation of turbulent eddy viscosity was separated from the fundamental flow by transferring the
governing equation into a time-distorted coordinate system. The final solution must be obtained
numerically and iteratively, so this model is semi-analytical. They showed that the temporal variation
of turbulent eddy viscosity has little influence on the maximum bottom shear stress, but can
significantly modify its temporal variation. Their time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity was
controlled by an arbitrarily chosen parameter which may only work for sinusoidal waves, so their
study was not applicable for other flow conditions. These two studies only considered the pure wave
boundary layers. Very recently, Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009) followed the concept of Trowbridge and
Madsen (1984a.b) and extended their analysis to boundary layers of waves plus weak currents. He
successfully predicted the TM streaming embedded in a skewed wave reported by Ribberink and Al-
Salem (1995). However, the TM streaming embedded in an asymmetric wave and the current profiles
of combined wave-current flows were not well-predicted. This could be because his model has the
same internal inconsistency as Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a.b), i.e., some "small" and "negligible"
terms suggested by the perturbation method may actually be non-negligible for certain flow
conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an improved model which rigorously includes as
many terms as necessary but still retains a reasonable computational efficiency.
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1.2 Literature review of experimental studies on turbulent oscillatory boundary layers
Numerous experimental studies have been conducted over the past decades to provide insight to the
behavior of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers and give valuable measurements for model
validations. Usually, the boundary layer flow under a surface wave, which can induce noticeable
amounts of sediment transport, is in the regime of fully developed rough turbulent flow, e.g., the
boundary layer under episodic storm waves. The near-bottom wave orbital velocity amplitude U, 2
can reach the order of m/s, so this type of wave boundary layer flow can have a Reynolds number
Re=Ab, Ubm/V up to 0(106), where Abm is the near-bottom excursion amplitude and v is the water's
molecular kinematic viscosity. The major difficulty for experimental studies is producing full-scale
oscillatory flows of such high Reynolds numbers in laboratories.
Previous full-scale experimental studies of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers are mostly conducted
using two types of facilities: wave flumes and oscillatory water tunnels (OWT). To generate
prototype flow conditions, a laboratory wave flume has to be very large. For example, the large wave
flume in Hanover is 280m long, 7m deep and 5m wide, as described by Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes
(2002) . It will be very difficult and time-consuming to set up experiments and deploy instruments in
such a huge facility. Therefore, large wave flumes are not suitable for conducting high-quality
experimental studies of boundary layer hydrodynamics. In fact, they are mostly used to study
sediment transport in terms of bottom morphology evolution. OWTs are usually U-shaped tunnels. A
piston located at one end of the tunnel produces oscillatory motions in the entire tunnel. Since the
flow is driven by pressure, OWTs can easily generate prototype flow conditions at a significant
smaller size than open wave flumes. For instance, the Deltares OWT, as described by Ribberink and
Al-Salem (1994), is only 12m long, 30cm wide and 80cm deep, but can produce oscillatory flows of
even higher Reynolds numbers than the Hanover large wave flume. The much smaller size makes it
much more convenient to set up experiments and deploy various instruments in OWTs, which is a
significant advantage over large wave flumes. The oscillatory flow in OWTs is horizontally uniform,
so it is an approximation of the boundary layer flow under real coastal waves. The longitudinal
uniformity makes the 1DV approximation become the exact situation in OWTs, so these facilities are
ideal for validating analytical or numerical models based on the 1DV approximation. As a trade-off,
some physical processes, such as the LH streaming, do not exist in OWTs. This is a problem that we
have to recognize when interpreting and using experimental results from OWTs, as suggested pointed
out by Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009). Nevertheless, this drawback is offset by the OWT's ability to
obtain highly-accurate experimental data on various nonlinear wave effects at prototype scales. Thus,
OWTs are ideal facilities for experimental studies of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers.
Several keystone experimental studies using OWTs are summarized as follows. Jonsson (1963),
followed by Jonsson and Carlsen (1976), are among the first to perform experimental studies of rough
turbulent oscillatory boundary layers using OWTs. They conducted sinusoidal wave tests with Re of
0(106) over artificially rippled bottoms in the very first OWT at the Technical University of Denmark
as described by Lundgren and Sorensen (1958). The boundary layer flow was measured with a micro-
propeller which could not give reliable measurements of turbulence, so only Reynolds-averaged
velocities were obtained. Their measurements demonstrated the existence of a thin logarithmic layer
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in the immediate vicinity of rough bottoms. The bottom shear stress was inferred from velocity
profiles by two methods: log-profile fitting and momentum integral, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
They assumed that the two methods should give the same bottom shear stress, so the vertical
coordinate which is critical to the log-profile fitting was adjusted to make it give the same maximum
bottom shear stress as the momentum integral. Sleath (1987) studied the characteristics of turbulence
in oscillatory boundary layers using a smaller OWT (only 3.3m long). His experiments included a
large range of bottom roughness (0.2mm to 30mm) and Reynolds number (2- 103 to 3 -10). The
velocity was measured using a Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LDA) which can accurately capture
turbulence. His results demonstrate that the turbulence intensity in the near-bottom region varies
periodically, which supports the idea of temporal variation of turbulence. The observed Reynolds
stress was smaller than the shear stress given by the momentum integral method, and the difference
between the phases was found to be up to 180'. Sleath hypothesized that the momentum is also
transferred by the Reynolds-averaged flow, i.e., a non-zero Reynolds-averaged vertical velocity, so
the Reynolds stress is only part of the effective total shear stress. Most of his tests had velocity
measurements at only one location, so it is very likely that the non-zero vertical Reynolds-averaged
velocity was produced by local inhomogeneity due to individual bottom elements, which can be
removed if averaging measurements at multiple locations, so his hypothesis is flawed and the actual
reason is still unclear. Jensen et al. (1989) performed similar experiments to Sleath (1987) in a higher
range of Reynolds number (7.5- 104 to 6-106). They also performed experiments over a smooth
bottom, so they obtained results for both smooth and rough turbulent oscillatory boundary layers. A
unique feature of their work is that they used hot-film probes to directly measure the bottom shear
stress for their smooth bottom tests, i.e., bottom shear stress was not inferred from velocity
measurements.
There are fewer detailed experimental studies on nonlinear waves in OWTs. Ribberink and Al-Salem
(1995) performed experiments of skewed waves over moveable bottoms. Since their study mainly
focused on sediment transport, few velocity measurements were reported. Nevertheless, they
observed a streaming embedded in the periodic wave motion, which directly demonstrates the TM
streaming. Very recently, van der A et al. (2011) studied the boundary layer hydrodynamics of
asymmetric waves. The flow velocity was measured using a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system
which greatly improved the quality of measurements. They studied both Reynolds-averaged velocities
and turbulence characteristics with focus on the effect of wave asymmetry. They used both the log-
profile fitting method and the momentum integral method to infer the bottom shear stress. The results
showed that the momentum integral method gave bottom shear stresses which are 30%-50% smaller
than those from the log-profile fitting. This finding is counter to the expectation that the two methods
should give identical results, as Jonsson and Carlsen (1976) assumed. They gave no rigorous
explanation for this observation but hypothesized that it was due to a slight non-uniformity of flow in
the longitudinal direction, which would invalidate the momentum integral method. The same
phenomenon is observed in the experimental studies of turbulent oscillatory boundary layers using
other types of facilities, such as the shaking platform experiments by Hay et al. (2012) and the wave
flume experiments by Dixen et al. (2008). Thus, these two methods for inferring bottom shear stress
together with the aforementioned Reynolds stress do not agree with each other, and they give bottom
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shear stress in the sequence: Reynolds stress<momentum integral<log-profile fitting. Therefore,
researchers face the problem of having to choose the "right" measurements for model validations. For
instance, Abreu et al. (2013) chose the momentum integral which agrees with their empirical model
as the correct one, but this choice is certainly questionable. To solve this problem, additional
experiments with higher accuracy and wider coverage of flow conditions are required.
Very few experiments on combined wave-current flows in OWTs have been reported, and most of the
reported measurements are just "by-products" of studies which focused on other issues. Lodahl et al.
(1998) studied combined wave-current flows over a smooth bottom. Their focus was to understand
the effect of wave-current interactions on bottom shear stresses by directly measuring bottom shear
stress with hot-film probes. Measurements of current profiles were with low spatial resolutions, and
no measurement of wave boundary layers was reported. Dohmen-Janssen (1999) measured turbulent
wave-current boundary layers over both moveable and fixed rough bottoms. Her focus was on
investigating the net sediment transports due to phase lags between near-bed flow velocities and
sediment concentrations. Due to high sediment concentrations, the moveable-bottom tests have
questionable measurements of flow velocity in the near-bottom regions, e.g., the observed current
profiles were not smooth. Only the two fixed-bottom tests have acceptable quality for model
validations, but the associated wave velocities were not reported. Other studies have similar issues on
quality. Therefore, it is necessary to perform additional high-quality experimental studies which
directly focus on combined wave-current boundary layers.
1.3 Thesis outline
The general goal of this thesis is to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the physical
mechanisms that govern turbulent oscillatory boundary layers. To achieve this, we perform high-
quality experimental studies focused on boundary layer hydrodynamics using a new OWT. A wide
range of test conditions is covered, including different flow conditions (sinusoidal waves, nonlinear
waves and combined wave-current flows) and different bottom conditions (smooth and rough
bottoms). The experimental results add to the existing experimental database for use in model
validations, or fill in the blanks for certain test conditions, e.g., combined wave-current flows.
Besides the experimental study, we also develop a truly predictive model of turbulent oscillatory
boundary layers based on the JDV approximation and a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity. The
model's performance will be validated against the high-quality OWT experimental studies, since the
1DV approximation happens to be the exact situation in OWTs. The outline of the thesis is as follows.
In Chapter 2, we present a new OWT and the associated instruments for velocity measurements.
Several preliminary tests are reported to demonstrate the excellent ability to generate desired flow
conditions in this OWT.
In Chapter 3, we report the experimental results for periodic wave boundary layer flows in the new
OWT. By applying the log-profile fitting analysis to the measured logarithmic velocity profiles in the
very near-bottom region, the theoretical bottom locations (expect for the smooth bottom) and the
bottom roughnesses are accurately determined for different bottom conditions. The variation of the
bottom roughnesses with the flow condition, i.e. Roughness Reynolds number, is investigated. The
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characteristics of periodic wave boundary layers, including the vertical structure of the velocity
profiles, the boundary layer thickness and the boundary layer streaming of nonlinear waves, are
summarized. The secondary flow observed in the OWT is reported, and its effect on primary flow in
the longitudinal direction is discussed.
In Chapter 4, we present three different methods, log-profile fitting, momentum integral and
Reynolds stress, to infer bottom shear stresses of oscillatory turbulent boundary layer flows from
velocity measurements. The validity of each method is examined by comparing the yielded estimates
of bottom shear stress, and the controversy on which method gives the correct bottom shear stress is
cleared. After this, the characteristics of the bottom shear stress for periodic waves are discussed
based on the experimental results.
In Chapter 5, we present the experimental results for combined wave-current flows. The
characteristics of the current and wave bottom shear stress is first discussed. Then, log-profile fitting
analysis is applied to the current velocity profiles in the presence of sinusoidal waves to obtain key
parameters which are used for validating the widely-used Grant-Madsen model. By the end, typical
measurements of currents in the presence of nonlinear waves are provided to show the effect of the
wave nonlinearities on the coexisting currents.
In Chapter 6, we develop a theoretical model for turbulent oscillatory boundary layers. This model
adopts a rigorous method to represent the temporal variation of turbulent eddy viscosity, and the
algorithm allows us to easily include as many higher-order terms as necessary. Thus, it can efficiently
achieve very high accuracy, and is applicable for any turbulent periodic wave boundary layer or co-
directional wave-current boundary layer in OWTs.
In Chapter 7, the theoretical model is validated against the experimental results shown in Chapters 3
to 5 with focus on the predictions of the leading components of the bottom shear stress and the
velocity.
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Chapter 2
Experimental facility and performance evaluation
Oscillatory water tunnels (OWT) are ideal facilities for full-scale experimental study of turbulent
oscillatory boundary layers. Because of high construction expense, only a small number of such
facilities have been built. The existing OWTs are limited in their abilities to include certain physical
processes, e.g., unable to produce currents needed to study the combined wave-current flows.
Meanwhile, since most of these OWTs are built decades ago, their abilities to give high-quality
experimental data are limited by the available technologies at the time of their construction. Due to
these facts, the available experimental studies, especially those that can be used for quantitative
investigations, are severely limited. Thus, it is necessary to build a new OWT which can give high-
quality and comprehensive experimental data sets on oscillatory turbulent boundary layers and
associated sediment transport. In this chapter, we will first present the general design of a new OWT,
as well as the instruments and methodology for flow velocity measurements. Then, we will report
several preliminary tests that were conducted to evaluate the performance of the new OWT.
2.1 General descriptions of the Wave-Current-Sediment facility
A new oscillatory water tunnel, named the Wave-Current-Sediment facility (WCS), has been built in
the Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory of the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department at the
National University of Singapore. The general design concept, as shown in Figure 2-1, follows the
principles of the Deltares OWT, as described by Ribberink and Al-Salem (1994). The whole system is
essentially a U-shaped tube filled with water. The oscillatory flow motion in the horizontal test
section is driven by a piston moving vertically inside a cylindrical riser.
The horizontal enclosed test section, shown in Figure 2-2(a), is 10 meters long, so the end effects will
only occupy a small portion of the length of the test section. The cross section is 40cm wide and
50cm deep, which is wider but shallower than that of the Deltares OWT. This is because the
analytical study by Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2011) shows that a significant portion of the
flow in the Deltares OWT is controlled by the sidewalls, which is of no interest to us. A 20cm-deep
trough, indicated by the region below the dash line in Figure 2-1, is currently fitted with wooden false
bottom blocks, as seen in Figure 2-2(a). They can serve as the foundation to mount bottom roughness
plates for experiments with fixed bottom configurations. When conducting experiments with
sediments, these false bottom blocks can be replaced by sediments. The glass sidewalls and acrylic
lid are transparent, so it is very convenient to set up any experimental apparatus which requires
introducing light or laser beams into the channel. The test section is supported by a truss above it, and
the entire structure is supported by a pivot and a hydraulic jack. This arrangement makes it possible to
tilt the entire facility using the hydraulic jack, so we are able to include the bottom slope effect (up to
1/20) into our physical modeling.
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The two stainless steel vertical cylindrical risers are 4m in height and im in diameter. One is open to
the atmosphere and the other contains a programmable, hydraulically actuated piston, manufactured
by MTS Systems Corporation, shown in Figure 2-2(b). The risers are connected to the test channel
through honeycomb filters to make in- and outflows uniform. The piston can generate a variety of
prescribed oscillatory (regular or random) wave motions. The maximum excursion amplitude of the
piston is 500mm which corresponds to roughly 2m maximum excursion amplitude of flows in the test
section. Limited by the 40kN maximum driving force of the piston, the maximum amplitudes of
piston velocity and acceleration are 500mm/s and 5OOmm/s 2 , for periods 2s<T<12s, so the
corresponding maximum amplitudes of flow velocity and acceleration in the test section are 2m/s and
2m/s 2 . Thus, the facility is able to generate oscillatory flows that correspond to full-scale coastal
waves. A force cell attached to the piston gives instantaneous measurements of the driving force on
the piston, which is used to trigger emergency shut-down when exceeding the design limit.
Preliminary analyses of force measurements suggest that these may be sufficiently accurate and
repeatable to potentially be used to estimate the bottom shear force exerted on the flow in the test
section when this force is large. A National Instruments (NI) PXIe-8133 controller provides the
digital signals to control the piston movement. It also monitors and records the piston displacements
and driving forces for future analysis.
A current generation system has been built to superimpose a current on oscillatory flows. The core
part is a B6rger EL1550 Rotary Lobe pump, Figure 2-2(c), placed in the basement underneath the
WCS. It can produce a current of up to 60cm/s average velocity in the test section. One significant
feature of this pump is that it can maintain a steady discharge even when the pressure difference
across the pump changes in time, e.g. due to wave generation. Moreover, the direction of the current
can be easily reversed by simply reversing the pump's rotation, so it is very convenient to produce
currents either following or opposing the wave direction, if the wave motion has direction
dependency, such as nonlinear waves. A roughly 2m (width)-by-2m (length)-lm (height) sediment
trap tank, Figure 2-2(d), is inserted in the pipe system to capture suspended sediments when
performing experiments with significant suspended sediment transport. This tank is carefully
designed, so its sidewall deflection is less than 0.1mm under the maximum water pressure. For pure
hydrodynamic experiments, it can be disconnected to save water. The current enters or leaves the
main test section through flexible telescoping pipe connections, Figure 2-2(e), allowing tilting the
entire facility with the current generation system operating. Thus, it will be possible to simulate
sediment transport associated with combined wave-current boundary layer flows on a sloping bottom
in this facility. To the author's knowledge, such experimental studies have never been possible in
existing OWTs.
With all these features, this facility is able to include all the important physical processes of
oscillatory boundary layers in nearshore regions. Its performance will be evaluated in section 2.3.
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Figure 2-1 Conceptual drawing of the WCS
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Figure 2-2 Components of the WCS: (a) main test section, (b) MTS piston, (c) B6rger EL1550 Rotary
Lobe Pump, (d) sediment trap tank, (e) flexible telescoping connections
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2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry system for velocity measurements
The flow velocity is measured by a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system. PIV is an optical
method of flow visualization which can give instantaneous velocity measurements in a non-intrusive
manner. The target flow field is first seeded with nearly neutrally-buoyant seeding particles of which
the diameter is only several micrometers. Such particles can closely follow the flow, so their
velocities can be taken as the fluid velocities. The seeded flow field is illuminated with a 2-
dimensional laser sheet. A high speed camera takes two images of the illuminated flow field with a
very short time interval At. By cross-correlation analysis of the two images using a high-performance
computer, the displacements and hence the velocities of seeding particles are obtained. The most
significant advantage of PIV is its non-intrusive nature. Because the thickness of oscillatory boundary
layers can be only a few centimeters, a slight disturbance due to instrument intrusion can result in
unreliable measurements. By using the PIV system, such problems are avoided. Another advantage of
PIV is its ability to give measurements of a sizable 2D area simultaneously. To give the vertical
distribution of flow velocity inside boundary layers, several measurements at different elevations are
required. For experiments with large-scale bottom roughness, such as ripples, it is also necessary to
obtain measurements over several bottom elements to remove the effect of individual roughness
elements by spatial average. If using point-measurement or vertical- ID-measurement instruments, we
would need to relocate the instrument and repeat the measurements many times, whereas only one
measurement is needed with a PIV system.
In this section, we will first introduce the main components of the PIV system, and then present the
methodology to set-up and calibrate the system. Finally, we will discuss the procedure to process
obtained data.
2.2.1 System components
The PIV system, which is dedicated to serve the WCS, is manufactured by the TSI Corporation. The
whole system includes a laser generation system, a high speed camera, a timing synchronization
device and a controlling computer. For easy deployment, a customized carriage is built to hold these
components, as shown in Figure 2-3(a).
The laser generation system is shown in Figure 2-3(b). The core part is a double-pulsed YAG 135-15
Litron Nano L laser. It contains two laser source units which can produce high-energy (up to 135mJ)
and narrow-band lasers (532nm) with a frequency up to 15Hz. The laser head sits on a moveable
platform of a customized carriage. A flexible light arm is connected to the outlet of the laser head. It
has two flexible elbow connections, and its outlet can rotate 3600, so it is very convenient to move the
straight laser beams to any desired locations. A set of spherical and cylindrical lenses are attached to
the outlet of the light arm to spread the laser beams into a 1mm thin laser sheet with roughly 30-
degree spanning angle. The velocities in the illuminated area can be measured by the PIV system.
Two high-speed cameras are available: a Powerview 4M Plus 2000-by-2000 pixels camera and a
Powerview 2M Plus 1600-by-1200 pixels camera. Their sampling frequencies are adjustable, and the
maximum frequencies are 7.5Hz and 15Hz, respectively. The experiments included in this thesis are
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with wave periods more than 6.25s, so the 4M pixel camera is able give more than 45 samplings per
wave period. This is sufficient to resolve the intra-wave temporal variation, and therefore we only use
this camera for the experiments reported in this thesis.
Timing control is critical to the accuracy of the PIV system. The time interval At between the pair of
images of a single sampling must be precisely controlled. The firing of the laser and the capturing of
images must be carefully synchronized, so only one laser pulse exists during one exposure period of
the camera. This is achieved by using a 610035 LaserPulse Synchronizer, which is able to control
timing with 1 nanosecond accuracy, so the timing control is very reliable. The synchronizer also has
an external trigger option. We can use the NI controller which controls the piston movement to trigger
the PIV system. The moment of sending the trigger signal is marked on the time series of the piston
displacement measurements. Thus, we can easily synchronize flow velocity measurements and piston
displacement measurements.
A DELL Workstation T7500 is used to store and analyze PIV images. This computer has 48GB of
random-access memory, so it can support roughly 3000 continuous samplings using the 4M pixel
camera. With the maximum sampling frequency, the total sampling duration is more than 6 minutes.
This is sufficiently long to cover enough periods to obtain reliable phase-averaged velocities of waves
with periods 2s<T<12s. The PIV images are processed using the Insight 4G software provided by the
TSI Incorporation. Insight 4G first discretizes the digital image into several rectangular interrogation
grids, and then performs cross-correlation analysis for each grid to get velocities. With the computer's
Intel® Quad-CoreC Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU, processing a pair of images only takes about 5-10
seconds.
Figure 2-3 Components of PIV system
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2.2.2 System set-up and calibration
Components set-up
For measuring bottom boundary layer flows in the WCS, the laser sheet is introduced into the test
channel vertically downward through the transparent lid. Since the primary flow is in the longitudinal
direction, the laser sheet is carefully aligned with the lateral center line of the test section to remove
sidewall effects. It is also located close to the longitudinal center of the test channel, so the effect of
the inlet and outlet flow disturbance is reduced to a minimum. The high-speed camera is positioned
roughly 70cm in front of the laser sheet. The camera body is carefully adjusted to make the horizontal
axis of the image line-up with the bottom of the test section and assure the axis of the camera lens to
be perpendicular to the plane of measurement. The camera uses a lens with fixed 105mm focal length.
The corresponding captured area is roughly 10cm-by-10cm, so the resolution parameter is about
50um/pixel. This is the finest resolution we can obtain. For those experiments with over 10cm thick
boundary layers, another lens with 50mm focal length is used to double the size of the captured area.
Since the horizontal component of velocity is the dominant one, the interrogation grid is stretched to
128 (horizontal) x16 (vertical) pixels. The cross-correlation analysis gives velocity vectors in each
quadrant of an interrogation grid, so the finest spacing of the velocity measurements is roughly
3.2mm-by-0.4mm. The 0.4mm vertical spacing is fine enough to reveal most important details of
turbulent oscillatory boundary layers.
Calibration
To accurately determine the resolution parameter of the PIV, we perform system calibration as
follows. We use a laser pointer to produce a laser beam perpendicular to the bottom and in the plane
of PIV measurements. The laser pointer is mounted in a holder which can slide longitudinally on a
calibration platform, as shown in Figure 2-4(a). We first position the laser beam near one edge of the
captured area, and take an image of it. Then we slide the holder to position it near the other edge of
the captured area, and take the second image. The distance moved is read from the ruler attached to
the calibration platform, shown in Figure 2-4(b). The number of pixels moved is obtained by
comparing the two images. The PIV resolution is the distance moved divided by the number of pixels
moved. The same process is repeated several times to remove experimental error.
Figure 2-4 PIV calibration: (a) calibration platform and laser beam, (b) ruler attached on the
calibration platform, (c) the image of laser beam on the PIV image
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Determination of time interval between image pair
The time interval At between the image pair of a single PIV measurement should be chosen
appropriately to make the particle displacements within a reasonable range. The cross-correlation
analysis cannot detect any particle displacement less than 1/10 of a pixel, so if the displacement is
smaller than 1 pixel, the potential error will be more than 10%. Thus, it is desired to have large
particle displacements. On the other hand, the particle displacement which is mostly in the horizontal
direction must be smaller than a quarter of the size of interrogation grid, i.e., 128/4=32 pixels.
Otherwise, too many seeding particles will move out of the integration grid, so the cross-correlation
analysis cannot pair the particles between the two images appropriately. After several trials, we
choose to use a time interval At that gives a displacement of 16 pixels for maximum Reynolds-
average flow velocity Uax. Thus:
16 -PIV ResolutionAt =(2.1)
U.Umax
Seeding particles
After setting up the laser and the camera, we add seeding particles (Model SH400S20) provided by
TSI into the test section. The particles are coated with silver to enhance laser reflection. The average
diameter is 13,um, and the density is 1.65g/ml, so they are suitably small to closely follow the fluid
motion. The dry particle powder is premixed with some water, and the mixture is then injected into
the test section through tabs located in the lid. To quickly mix the particles with water, we run a mild
wave motion at the same time. The particle concentration should be high enough to give more than 10
seeding particles in each interrogation grid, but it should also be lower than certain limit so the fluid
will not be too cloudy. Therefore, seeding particles are gradually added while the PIV is used
sporadically to monitor the concentration during the process. After finishing this, the PIV system is
ready for use.
2.2.3 Data processing
PIV Image processing and data cleaning
The captured PIV image pairs are analyzed using the Insight 4G software provided by TSI. To
increase signal-to-noise ratio, the image background brightness is obtained and removed from all
images. After this, Insight 4G discretizes the whole 2000x2000-pixel image into small interrogation
grids. The grids containing solid bottom elements are masked off. Cross-correlation analysis is
performed for each grid to give four velocity vectors of its four quadrants. If the analysis gives a
signal-to-noise ratio less than 1.5, the obtained velocity vector is taken as a bad vector. Usually 1-3%
of the vectors are bad vectors. This is because the seeding particles are not completely mixed with
water, so there can be insufficient particles in a few interrogation grids. Besides the bad vectors, there
are also a few local outlier vectors with good signal-to-noise ratio. This is mainly due to analysis
error. To detect those vectors, a local validation analysis is applied. For each vector, a local mean
vector based on its neighboring 8 vectors is calculated. If the vector deviates from the local mean
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vector by more than 3 standard deviations obtained from the averaging, it will also be treated as a bad
vector. Each bad vector is replaced by the average of its neighboring 8 vectors.
Data post-processing
The velocity vectors given by Insight 4G are post-processed to give Reynolds-averaged velocities and
turbulent fluctuations as follows. First, the obtained vector fields over N wave periods are phase-
averaged into a single wave period T:
Vf(x,z,t)=iL,(x,z,t+(n-1)T), O<t<T (2.2)
Nn=1
where V is either the horizontal or vertical component of flow velocity and (x, z) are the horizontal
and vertical coordinates. If the scale of individual bottom roughness is much smaller than the scale of
the interrogation grid, the measurements at the same vertical level but different longitudinal positions
are effectively homogeneous. Therefore, the longitudinal coverage is equivalent to increasing the
number of wave periods, so we can perform a spatial average to consolidate the 2D field into a
vertical profile:
M=1
The Reynolds-averaged quantities are obtained by performing both spatial and phase average:
<y>((z,t)=yI(xz,t+(n--1)T), O<t<T (2.4)
m=1 n=1
The associated turbulent fluctuation is then given by:
/'(, z,t) = y(x, z,t)- <yr(z,t)> (2.5)
The Reynolds stress is obtained through the double average:
< U'W '>(Zt)= I IU'(m, Z,t +(n -)T) -w'(xm, z,t +(n -)T), O < t < T (2.6)
M N=1
where (u, w) are the horizontal and vertical components of velocity. Since we are interested in the
average flow properties across several roughness elements, rather than the detailed flow properties
over a single roughness element, the spatial- average is also necessary to remove fluctuations due to
individual roughness elements when these are large. In such cases, we shall notice that the turbulent
fluctuation, as defined by Eq. (2.5), will include fluctuations due to spatial inhomogeneity. Therefore,
the Reynolds stress given by Eq. (2.6) is an equivalent Reynolds stress which contains the correlation
of the spatial fluctuations of u and w. This correlation is essentially the form drag due to individual
roughness elements which also plays a role in controlling the double-averaged velocity profile. In the
following part of this thesis, unless otherwise indicated, we will for simplicity use y(z, t) to denote the
double-averaged quantities as defined by Eq. (2.4).
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2.3 Facility performance evaluation
In this section, we will present some preliminary test results to evaluate the performance of WCS.
The evaluation is separated into a wave generation part and a current generation part. For wave
generation, it is necessary to check if the piston can accurately produce the user specified oscillatory
motion. Also, we want to test the flow response to the piston motion. These two examinations will
enable us to evaluate the facility's ability to produce desired oscillatory flows. For current generation,
we want to see if the pump can produce a steady discharge when operating against either constant or
time-varying pressures. We also want to evaluate the ability to control the pump's total discharge to
produce a desired current.
2.3.1 Wave generation
Generation of oscillatory piston motion
The hydraulically actuated piston system of the WCS can generate a variety of wave forms. To test its
performance, three preliminary tests, including a Stokes wave, a forward-leaning wave and a spectral
wave, are performed over the smooth wooden false bottom.
For both Stokes wave and forward-leaning wave tests, the piston displacements sp(t) is the sum of two
harmonics:
s,(t)= a, sin(ot)+ -sin(2cot +9 2 ) (2.7)8
where a, is the first-harmonic amplitude and co is the angular frequency. The corresponding piston
velocity is:
V, (t) = aao cos(cot) + ag- cos(2cot + 92) (2.8)
4
The wave period is 6.25s for both tests. The second-harmonic phase q2 is 0' for the Stokes wave, so
the piston velocity corresponds to a second-order Stokes wave, as shown in Figure 2-5(a-2). The
velocity time series has a peaked crest and a flat trough, which represents the skewness of nonlinear
waves. If the second-harmonic velocity exceeds 1/4 of the first-harmonic velocity, a secondary peak
will appear at the center of the flat through. Consequently, we choose a,/8 as the amplitude of the
second-harmonic displacement. For the forward-leaning wave test, 'P2 is 90', so the time-series of
piston velocity has a forward-leaning shape, as shown in Figure 2-5 (b-2). This represents the
asymmetry of nonlinear waves. The first-harmonic amplitude a, is 400mm for the Stokes wave, and is
320mm for the forward-leaning wave. Thus, the piston excursion does not exceed the 500mm limit,
and the piston velocity and piston acceleration are close to or even slightly larger than their suggested
design limit (500mm/s and 5OOmm/s 2 ) , as shown in Figure 2-5 (a-2), (a-3), (b-2) and (b-3).
The spectral wave is the sum of six harmonics:
s,(t)= a, sin(- 2rft) (2.9)
n=1
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The amplitudes are: a, 6 = {16, 32, 128, 160, 128, 80}mm. The frequency f of the first harmonic is
0.512Hz. This signal has a recurrence period of 117.1875s. The piston displacement, velocity and
accelerations over one recurrence period are shown in Figure 2-6. As we can see, the signals are
reasonably random and the maximum velocity and acceleration are fairly close to the design limits.
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Figure 2-5 Intended piston movement of the preliminary periodic wave tests (Stokes wave: (a-1)
piston displacement, (a-2) piston velocity (a-3) piston acceleration; Forward-learning wave: (b-1)
piston displacement, (b-2) piston velocity (b-3) piston acceleration)
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Figure 2-6 Intended piston movement of the preliminary spectral wave test: (a) piston displacement,
(b) piston velocity, (c) piston acceleration.
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To test the stability of wave generation, the periodic wave tests have over 25 wave periods, and the
spectral wave test covers 6 recurrence periods. The piston displacements are sampled at 20.48Hz and
recorded using the NI controller for later analysis.
To avoid exceeding the maximum piston force, a linear ramp function with ramp time TR=5s is
applied when the piston begins to move, so the piston displacement gradually increases to the desired
level as:
tsP(t) O<t<TR
sP,(t)= TR (2.10)
s,(t) t > TR
Figure 2-7(a) shows the measured piston displacement for the Stokes wave during the initial stage.
The measured displacement converges to the command signal in less than two wave periods, so there
is visually no difference between the two signals after the second positive peak. This indicates a
reasonable quick system starting-up which can be important in experiments with short total duration.
The measured displacement after the second positive peak is Fourier analyzed to give the amplitude
spectrum as shown in Figure 2-7(b). Except for the intended two harmonics, the remaining
fluctuations have amplitudes less than 1mm. Thus, the generated piston movement has a low noise to
signal ratio. The amplitudes of the intended two harmonics and the second-harmonic phases for both
Stokes and forward-leaning waves are shown in Table 2-1. The amplitudes deviate from their target
values by only 0.2%, and the second harmonic phases deviate from the target value by only a few
degrees. This slight error in phase can, if desired, be corrected by changing the phase of the input
signal, e.g., use ( 2=5.5' for the Stokes wave.
Table 2-1 Fourier analysis of piston displacement measurements of periodic wave tests
a,[mm] a2 [mm] (2 [']
Target Measured offset Target Measured offset Target Measured offset
Stokes 400.00 399.2 0.2% 50 50.1 0.2% 0 -5.5 5.5
Forward-leaning 320.00 319.3 0.2% 40 39.9 0.2% 90 86.7 3.3
To check the stability of wave generation, the measured displacement signal is Fourier analyzed
period-by-period. Figure 2-7(c), (d) and (e) shows the obtained amplitudes of the first two harmonics
and the second-harmonic phase of the Stokes wave test. The first wave period which contains the
ramp stage is neglected. The results indicate that all the three quantities become virtually stable after
the third period. The standard deviations are 0.17mm (0.04% of a,) for the first-harmonic amplitude,
0.07mm (0.14% of a2) for the second-harmonic amplitude and 0.1P for the second-harmonic phase.
These results demonstrate that the wave generation is very stable. The same analysis of the forward-
leaning wave test gives the same conclusions, so it is not presented.
For the spectral wave, the time series after the first recurrence period is Fourier analyzed to give the
amplitudes and phases of the six harmonics. The results are shown in Table 2-2. The measured phases
deviate from target values by offsets of the order 0.10, which is even better than the periodic wave
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tests. This is not essential for actual spectral wave tests, since an ideal spectral wave should have
random phases, but it indicates that the phase differences obtained in Table 2-1 may be caused by the
fact that the imposed wave motions are approaching the WCS design limit. The measured mean
amplitudes deviate from the target values by less than 1%, except the first harmonic which has the
highest frequency but smallest amplitude. As the second-harmonic phase of Stokes wave, we can
modify the command signal so that the realized sixth harmonic meets the target value. Such
modification is generally unnecessary, unless the experiment has extreme requirements on the
accuracy of wave generation.
Based on these three preliminary experiments, we conclude that the piston is able to precisely and
stably generate a specified oscillatory motion.
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Figure 2-7 Period-by-period Fourier analysis of measured piston displacement: (a) initial stage of
wave generation, (b) spectrum of measured displacement (c) first-harmonic amplitude, (d) second-
harmonic amplitude, (e) second-harmonic phase.
Table 2-2 Fourier analysis of piston displacement measurements of the spectral wave test
Target Measured Offset
Amplitude[mm] Phase[*] Amplitude[mm] Phase[*] Amplitude[% Phase[*]
a, 16.0 0 18.4 0.2 15% 0.2
a2  32.0 0 32.2 -0.5 0.6% -0.5
a3  128.0 0 128.2 -0.2 0.2% -0.2
a4  160.0 0 160.0 -0.1 0.0% -0.1
a5  128.0 0 128.1 0.1 0.1% 0.1
a6 80.0 0 79.8 -0.1 0.3% -0.1
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Flow response to piston motion
To understand if the flow in the horizontal test section responds accurately to the piston movement,
we use the PIV system to measure the bottom boundary layer flow for the Stokes wave test.
Measurements show that the velocity is very uniform near the upper edge (10cm above bottom) of the
captured area, so the free-stream area is also covered. Two measurements located symmetrically on
both sides of the lateral centerline with half-width distance (20cm) apart are performed to check the
lateral uniformity. The PIV sampling frequency is 5.12Hz, so 32 samples are taken per wave period,
and a total of 16 wave periods are included for each measurement.
Based on the conservation of total volume, the cross-section average velocity can be inferred using
the piston displacement measurements:
Uinfer (t) - " V,() (2.11)
Achannel
where Apiston is the area of piston and AChael is the area of test channel's cross section. The piston
velocity V(t) is obtained by differentiating the piston displacement approximated by its first six
harmonics. Since the flow is retarded in the boundary layers, the effective cross-section area which
carries the free-stream velocity is reduced. Based on actual measurements, this reduction can be
reasonably estimated by calculating the reduced volume flux in the boundary layers, as shown in
Appendix A. For the Stokes wave test shown here, the reduction is estimated to be only 0.5% of the
total cross-section area. This is corrected by reducing the Achael in Eq. (2.11) by 0.5%, so the
measured free-stream velocity up,(t) should be very close to Uinfer(t), if the flow response is perfect.
Table 2-3 shows the amplitudes of the first two harmonics and the second-harmonic phase from
Fourier analysis. The relative discrepancies among amplitudes are less than 0.5% for the first
harmonic a, and 1.4% for the second harmonic a2, and the discrepancy among second-harmonic
phases P2 is less than 1'. These results show that the flow is laterally uniform and responds near-
perfectly to the piston movement. This, together with the fact that the piston can be precisely and
stably controlled as mentioned before, demonstrate that the WCS has excellent wave generation
capabilities.
Table 2-3 Comparison of PIV measured free-stream velocity to the cross-section average velocity
inferred from piston displacement measurements: Stokes wave
a, [cm/s] a2 [cm/s] (2 [ ]
upi, 1 157.06 39.84 -5.56
Upiv,2 157.88 40.39 -4.92
Uinfer 157.52 39.50 -5.42
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2.3.2 Current generation
The current is produced by a B6rger ELI550 Rotary Lobe pump. This pump has two counter rotating
rotors for which the rotation frequency can be specified between 10Hz and 50Hz. The rotation of the
rotor pair creates a cavity on the upstream side of the pump, which draws the fluid into the pump
chamber. With further rotation, the pumped fluid is conveyed past the pump and released to the
downstream. Six cavity charges are displaced with each rotation. The geometry of the rotor is such
that a cavity gradually opens when another cavity gradually closes, so the pump's pulsating nature is
dramatically reduced, and the current generation is expected to be virtually continuous.
Pure current generation
Before adding the influence of oscillatory motions, we first check the pump's ability to generate
steady discharges when operating alone. Five preliminary current-only tests for which the pump
rotates at 13Hz, 26Hz, 40Hz, -26Hz and -40Hz are performed. The last two tests are for checking the
reversibility of the current generation. To make the tests self-similar, we want to have these tests in
the rough turbulent flow regime. Thus, we covered the bottom of test channel with 3 MTM 710 Safety-
Walkm Slip-Resistant Coarse tapes (simply referred as sandpapers) which consist of large abrasive
particles bonded by a tough, durable polymer to a plastic film. The mean height of roughness
elements, as will be discussed later, is about 1mm. The sandpapers are glued onto 8mm-thick
aluminum plates which are mounted on the wooden false bottom, so the depth of the test channel is
reduced by 8-9mm. The current velocity profiles are measured using the PIV system. The
measurement plane is aligned with the lateral centerline of the test section and is located near its
longitudinal center. The sampling frequency is 5Hz and the test duration is 200 seconds (1000
samples) for all tests.
Figure 2-8(a) shows the spatial-averaged velocity of the 40Hz test measured at 8cm above the bottom.
The time series shows no visually detectable trend of variation over the entire test duration. The
standard deviation is 2.Ocm/s, which is less than 5% of the mean value (44.3cm/s). Therefore, the
current generation is very stable. The spatial average has already removed a large amount of the
turbulent fluctuation, so this 2cm/s fluctuation is mostly due to the pulsating current generation. Since
the PIV's sampling frequency is 5Hz, it can only resolve oscillations with frequency less than 2.5Hz,
so the expected frequency of pump's pulsation (about 40x6=240Hz) cannot be reached. The
frequency spectrum, shown in Figure 2-8(b), just has some random noise which is generally under
0.2cm/s as indicated by the dashed line. For typical waves with over lm/s amplitudes and 0.1-0.5Hz
frequency, such noise will add less than 1% error to the measured wave velocity. Thus, it should not
be a concern for neither current generation nor wave velocity measurements.
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Figure 2-8 Spatial-average velocity of 40Hz pure current test measured at 8cm above the bottom: (a)
time series, (b) frequency spectrum.
The transferred volume of a single pump rotation cycle is fixed, so the total pump discharge should be
proportional to the pump's rotation frequency. To evaluate this, it is necessary to understand the
cross-section average velocity which is roughly estimated as follows. The Reynolds-averaged
velocity profiles of steady rough turbulent boundary layers should follow the logarithmic profile, as
suggested by Nikuradse (1933). For fully developed current flows in the WCS, and the flow along the
lateral centerline is mostly controlled by both the bottom and top boundary layers. A rough estimation
of the bottom boundary layer thickness is half of the channel's depth 500m/2=250mm, so the velocity
measured at 250mm/e=9Omm above the bottom should be fairly close to the average current velocity
in the bottom boundary layer, assuming the velocity profile is logarithmic. The cross-section average
velocity is also controlled by the sidewall and lid boundary layers, but it should not be significantly
different from the average velocity in the bottom boundary layer, so we can use the measurement at
90mm above the bottom as a rough estimation of the cross-section average velocity. The
measurements are plotted against the pump rotation frequency in Figure 2-9. The signs of reversed
currents are changed for easy comparison. Clearly, the measurements fall nicely on a fitted straight
line giving a slope of 1.14 cm/(s-Hz) with a i8% 95%-confidence interval. Thus, the pump's
discharge has a fairly linear dependency on the pump's frequency. The actual cross-section average
velocity can be roughly determined by:
u~cm /s]=1[cm/ s-Hz- 1]-f[z] (2.12)
where f is the pump's rotation frequency. This can be used to obtain a rough estimate of the pump's
rotation frequency required to generate a desired current. The reversed currents, as indicated by the
circles, differ from the positive currents by less than 2%, so the current generation has good
reversibility.
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Figure 2-9 Current velocities under different pump rotation frequencies (the measurements are at
90mm above the smooth bottom)
Stability of current generation under a time-varying pressure
For combined wave-current tests, the pump must be able to produce a steady discharge against the
time-varying pressure produced by the piston's oscillatory motion. Otherwise, the instability of
current generation will produce unwanted oscillatory flows in the test channel which can be detected
in the frequency spectrum. This requires that: (1) the pump's operation should not influence the
piston motion, (2) no sizeable oscillations other than the intended harmonics should exist in the
frequency spectrum of flow velocity and (3) the flow response to piston movement should be as
excellent as when waves are generated alone. Two preliminary tests of combined wave-current flows
and a baseline pure wave test were performed. For all tests, the piston movement is a sinusoidal
oscillation with 400mm amplitude and 6.25s period. The pump rotation frequency is 13Hz for one
wave-current test (WC 13), and is 40Hz for the other (WC40). The velocity is measured using the PIV
system with the same settings as the preliminary pure current tests. The total test duration is 200s for
both tests, which covers 32 wave periods.
The amplitudes of the first three harmonics of piston displacement are obtained by Fourier analyzing
the measured piston displacements over the 200s test duration. The results are shown in Table 2-4.
The intended first harmonic is accurately produced with offsets of 0(0.1mm). The measured second
and third harmonics, of O(1mm), are negligibly small compared to the first harmonic. The two wave-
current tests give essentially the same first and third harmonics as the pure wave test. The second
harmonic seems to increase with the current's strength. As will be introduced in Chapter 6, a second-
harmonic bottom shear stress is produced by superimposing currents on sinusoidal waves. The
second-harmonic piston displacement is probably the response to such a second-harmonic bottom
shear stress. These results suggest that the pump's operation has virtually no influence on the piston
motion.
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Table 2-4 First three harmonics of measured piston displacement of combined wave-current tests
a, [mm] a 2 [mm] a 3 [mm]
Target 400.00 0 0
Wave 400.28 0.34 1.05
WC13 400.29 0.64 1.12
WC40 400.21 1.14 1.05
The spatial-averaged free-stream velocity (measured at 17cm above the bottom) of the WC40 test is
Fourier analyzed to give the frequency spectrum shown in Figure 2-10. For clarification, the
frequency is normalized by the wave frequency which is 0.16Hz. The intended first harmonic and the
mean are obvious larger than any other harmonics. The residual noise (mostly less than 0.2mm/s as
indicated by the dash line) is in agreement with that in Figure 2-8(b), which indicates that it is mainly
produced by the normal current generation. Some integer-number harmonics indicated by the circles,
such as the second and third harmonics, are larger than the residual noise. They are probably
produced by the boundary layer processes that will be discussed in Chapter 6. Nevertheless, they are
much smaller than the dominant first harmonic. Therefore, we conclude that no unwanted oscillations
are observed in the frequency spectrum of spatial-averaged free-stream velocity.
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Figure 2-10 Frequency spectrums of spatial-averaged free-stream velocity of a wave-current test
(frequency is normalized by the wave frequency 0.16Hz)
To check the flow response to piston movement, the double-averaged free-stream velocity is Fourier
analyzed and compared to the free-stream velocity inferred from piston movements. Following the
method discussed in Section 2.3.1, the reduction of the effective cross-section area due to the wave
boundary layers is about 0.6-0.8% of the total area. This is slightly larger than the 0.5% reduction for
smooth bottom Stokes wave test, because the bottom boundary layer is thicker due to increased
roughness. Also, the total depth of the test channel is reduced by 8mm-thick roughness plates and
roughly 2mm-thick sandpapers, so the cross-section area is further reduced by 10mm/500mm=2%.
Therefore, the inferred amplitude of the first-harmonic free-stream velocity is slightly larger than that
in Table 2-3. The comparison is shown in Table 2-5. The first-harmonic amplitudes of wave-current
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tests deviate from inferred value by only 0.2-0.3cm/s (0.2% of a,), and such offset is comparable to
that of pure wave test and those shown in Table 2-3. The PIV measured second and third harmonics
are not in agreement with the inferred values. Nevertheless, they are not intended to exist and are
sufficiently small to be considered negligible. Therefore, these results indicate that the flow response
to piston movement is as excellent for combined wave-current flows as when waves are generated
alone. The current velocities measured at 90mm above the bottom are 19.5cm/s and 53.7cm/s for test
WC13 and WC40, respectively. They are slightly larger than what have been observed in pure current
tests over a smooth bottom, which is because that the current velocity profiles are modified by the
coexisting waves. Nevertheless, the current generated in the presence of waves are of the same
magnitudes as when they are generated alone.
Table 2-5 Comparison of PIV measured free-stream velocity to the cross-section average velocity
inferred from piston displacement measurements: wave-current tests
a, [cm/s] a2 [cm/s] a3 [cm/s]
Inferred PIV Inferred PIV Inferred PIV
Wave 161.28 160.71 0.28 1.49 1.25 0.23
WC13 161.52 161.71 0.51 1.67 1.35 0.29
WC40 161.24 161.54 0.92 2.36 1.26 0.75
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Chapter 3
Experimental study of turbulent wave boundary
layers
Before considering the coexisting currents, it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of pure
wave boundary layers. In this chapter, the experimental studies of pure oscillatory flows in the WCS
over wide ranges of flow and bottom conditions will be presented. We will first introduce the
determinations of theoretical bottom locations and bottom roughnesses, which are critical for the
subsequent analysis of measurements. Then we will present some characteristics of turbulent wave
boundary layers, including general vertical and temporal structures, boundary layer thickness and
boundary layer streaming. Finally, the presence of a weak secondary flow in the WCS will be shown,
and its effect on the primary flow will be discussed.
3.1 Experimental conditions
Bottom conditions
Oscillatory flows over rough bottoms with high Reynolds numbers are generally in the fully rough
turbulent regime, so they are no longer controlled by the Reynolds number, but by the inverse relative
roughness Abm/kN, where kN is the Nikuradse equivalent sand-grain bottom roughness. In real coastal
waters, this parameter can change by several orders, e.g. 0(101) to O(104). Such a wide range is not
achievable by just changing Abm, since it must be sufficiently large to give high Reynolds number, but
is limited by the facility's maximum piston excursion. Thus, it is necessary to have different values of
kN-
In this study, three bottom conditions, a smooth bottom and two rough bottoms, are included. The
smooth bottom shown in Figure 3-1(a) is for studying smooth oscillatory turbulent boundary layer
flows. 10 pieces of 8mm-thick, 40cm-wide and Im-long flat aluminum plates are mounted on the
wooden false bottom to form the smooth bottom. The joints of the plates and the mounting bolts are
covered with black smooth plastic tapes to remove any potential disturbance. The plates are anodized
to make the surfaces black, so the laser reflection is dramatically reduced, which is critical for the
near-bottom velocity measurements. For the two rough bottoms, since this study focuses on the
hydrodynamics of bottom boundary layers, bottom roughness elements are fixed to exclude the
movable bottom effect. One rough bottom, as shown in Figure 3-1(b), is built by gluing 3 MTM 710
Safety-WalkT M Slip-Resistant Coarse tapes onto the aluminum plates. These rough tapes consist of
large abrasive particles bonded by a tough, durable polymer to a plastic film, so they to some extent
resemble sandpaper. For simplicity, this bottom will be referred as the "sandpaper" bottom hereafter.
To determine the average vertical scale of bottom roughness elements D, a side-view image of an
18cm-long cut through the sandpaper was taken by a digital camera with a 4416(horizontal)-by-3312
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(vertical) resolution. A small part of this image is shown in Figure 3-2 (a). The surface of bottom
elements is tracked by searching for the border between the gray image background and the black
bottom substances, as indicated by the yellow line. With the calibration factor (59.2pm/pixel)
provided by the ruler in the image, a profile which shows the waviness of the bottom surface is
obtained, as shown in Figure 3-2 (b). To further understand the undulation, it is Fourier analyzed to
give the amplitude components a, for different values off= 1/lA, where A is wave length, as shown in
Figure 3-2 (c). The spectrum suggests that most fluctuations exist in the region f<lmm1 , and a
representative wave length Lr and a representative wave height Hr are obtained from:
N 2
Lr =1/fr Z f- Y 1 =2.6mm (3.1)
1an
and
Hr =2 FIa 2 = 0.62mm (3.2)
Lr and Hr can be taken as the characteristic horizontal and vertical scales, L, and D, of the bottom
roughness, respectively. Lr is about four times Hr, so the undulation of the rough surface is mild.
Accurate determinations of L, and D require performing such analysis for a large number of samples,
but this is not necessary since the kN which actually controls boundary layer flows must be
determined experimentally. Thus, the obtained Lr and Hr should be sufficient to give an impression of
the bottom's physical roughness. The other rough bottom is the ceramic-ball covered bottom shown
in Figure 3-1(c). A mono-layer of 12.5mm-diameter ceramic balls are carefully placed and glued onto
the aluminum plates, so this bottom has a much larger D than the "sandpaper" bottom. Using such
uniform roughness elements can avoid the randomness presented in the "sandpaper" bottom, so the
bottom condition is well understood and the experimental results will be more reliable for scientific
understanding of the fluid-solid interactions.
Figure 3-1 Bottom conditions: (a) smooth bottom, (b) "sandpaper" bottom, (c) ceramic-ball bottom
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Figure 3-2 Vertical scale of the "sandpaper"-bottom roughness (a) part of the side-view image of an
18cm-long cut, (b) obtained profile of the rough bottom, (c) amplitudes of Fourier components of the
obtained profile of the rough bottom
Flow conditions
Three periodic wave shapes, sinusoidal, Stokes and forward-leaning waves, are included in this study.
The sinusoidal wave tests are for studying the primary physics of turbulent wave boundary layer
hydrodynamics. The Stokes wave and forward-leaning wave are the sum of two harmonics:
U
U.,(t)= U 1 cos(wt) + "I cos(2t +eo ,2) (3.3)4
The second-harmonic phase (P-2 is 0' for Stokes and 900 for forward-leaning waves. As shown in
Figure 2-5 (a-2) and (b-2), they represent the skewness and asymmetry features of nonlinear waves,
respectively. For each wave shape, a variety of wave amplitudes and two wave periods (6.25s and
12.5s) are considered, as summarized in Table 3-1. Most tests are with Reynolds numbers of 0(106),
so they correspond to full-scale sea waves. The PIV sampling frequency is 5.12Hz for all tests, so the
number of samplings per period is 32 for the short-period (6.25s) tests and 64 for the long-period
(12.5s) tests. Each test is sampled for 32 wave periods for reliable phase averaging.
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For combined wave-current tests, two currents for which the pump's frequencies are 13Hz and 40Hz
are considered in this study. Since the nonlinear waves have direction dependency, currents in both
positive and negative directions are considered. Here the positive direction is the direction of positive
wave velocity, e.g. the direction of the maximum velocity of Stokes waves. A brief summary is
presented in Table 3-2. The experimental results of combined wave-current flows will be discussed
later in Chapter 5. For determining theoretical bottom location and bottom roughness, some additional
pure current tests with pump frequencies between 13Hz and 50Hz are also performed.
Test identifier
The whole set of experiments covers almost all possible combinations of the three bottom conditions,
ten wave conditions and four current conditions, so over 100 tests are performed in this study. For
simple and clear identification of each test, a three-part scheme, "WAVECURRENTBOTTOM", is
used to identify tests. "WAVE" is the wave identifier chosen from the test IDs listed in Table 3-1,
"CURRENT" is the current identifier chosen from the test IDs listed in Table 3-2, and "BOTTOM" is
the bottom identifier which is chosen from "sm" (the smooth bottom), "sa" (the "sandpaper" bottom)
and "ce" (the ceramic-ball bottom). For example, the test "ST400aC40r_ce" is a combination of the
Stokes wave given by the fifth row in Table 3-1 and a 40Hz current in the negative direction over the
ceramic-ball bottom. For pure wave or pure current tests, only the wave or current identifier is used,
e.g. "C13_sm" means a 13Hz pure current test over the smooth bottom, and "FL160_sa" denotes a
test of a forward-leaning wave given by the last row in Table 3-1 over the "sandpaper" bottom.
Table 3-1 Summary of pure wave conditions
Test ID Wave shape Approx. U, [cm/s] T [s] Re= A,,,jU/v
SP400a Sinusoidal 160 6.25 3.1.106
SP400b Sinusoidal 80 12.5 1.6 106
SP250 Sinusoidal 100 6.25 1.2-106
SP200 Sinusoidal 40 12.5 0.4-106
ST400a Stokes 160 6.25 3.1.106
ST400b Stokes 80 12.5 1.6-106
ST200 Stokes 80 6.25 0.4-106
FL320a Forward-leaning 130 6.25 2.1.106
FL320b Forward-leaning 65 12.5 1.1.106
FL160 Forward-leaning 65 6.25 0.5-106
Table 3-2 summary of current condition
Test ID Pump freq. [Hz] Approx. cross-section average
velocity [cm/s]
C40 40 50
C40r -40 -50
C13 13 17
Cl3r -13 -17
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3.2 A brief review of steady turbulent boundary layers based on the experimental
studies of Nikuradse
Nikuradse (1932, 1933) performed systematic experimental studies on steady turbulent flows in
smooth and rough pipes. His pioneering work reveals lots of important physics of turbulent boundary
layer flows, and has been widely used in the following researches and practical applications. For easy
reference in the later context, here we briefly review the fundamentals of steady turbulent boundary
layers based on his work.
For smooth turbulent boundary layer flows, according to dimensional analysis, the dimensionless
Reynolds-averaged velocity # in turbulent boundary layers should be controlled by a dimensionless
vertical scale q:
Su(z) = ZU) (3.4)
U* V
where u* is the shear velocity, / P , with T being the bottom shear stress, and z is the vertical
elevation. In the immediate vicinity of the smooth bottom, the turbulent fluctuations vanish and the
flow is dominated by viscous effect, so there is a viscous sublayer where # varies linearly with q, as
shown in Figure 3-3. It transitions to a logarithmic layer through a buffer layer. Nikuradse (1932)
conducted numerous experiments over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in circular smooth pipes.
He used the pressure differences between two sections of the pipe to directly determine u. and
showed that the dimensionless logarithmic profile exists for all flow conditions:
=5.5 +5.75log(7) (3.5)
This is equivalent to:
zu*
u = u* n(9.05 )u (3.6)
K V
where K is the Von Kirman constant, Nikuradse obtained a value of 0.41 for K, but several subsequent
studies have found K to vary between 0.38 to 0.42, so in the following, we adopt the value 0.4 for K.
Very often, the logarithmic profile is written in terms of a bottom roughness scale zo:
u* z
u - ln(-) (3.7)
K zo
Therefore, Nikuradse's experimental results suggest that for smooth turbulent flows zo is:
zo = (3.8)
9.05u.
The overlying logarithmic profile intersects with the linear profile of viscous sublayer, i.e. O= q, at
q=1 1.6. Thus, the thickness of a viscous sublayer is often defined as:
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,5, = 11.6 _'(3.9)
u.
Nikuradse also showed that the logarithmic profile can only approximate measurements when q
>641 00. Thus, the thickness of the buffer layer is taken as:
3 buffer = 6 4 ~ 10 0  (3.10)
ln(z)
Logarithmic layer
U c ln(z)
e
6 buffer..................................................
Buffer layer
................... ..................
Viscous sublayer:
u OC z
U
Figure 3-3 Sketch of smooth steady turbulent boundary layer
For rough turbulent flows, Nikuradse (1933) performed experiments over a wide range of flow
conditions in circular pipes which had densely-packed uniform sand grains glued to the inside of his
pipes. His measurements demonstrate that the near-bottom velocity profile of rough turbulent flows
also follow the logarithmic profile given by Eq. (3.7). After performing log-profile fittings, he
obtained the bottom roughness scale zo and found this to depend on a roughness Reynolds number
defined as:
Re. = dNu* (3.11)
V
where dN is the diameter of the uniform sand grains. He showed that when Re. is sufficiently high, zo
is consistently 1/30 of dN, so its dependency on Re* vanishes. This high Re. regime is defined as the
fully rough turbulent regime. Below Re.~70~ 00, zo varies with Re., and is given by:
zo =K- C(Re.) (3.12)
dN
where Nikuradse's experimental determination of C(Re.) is shown in Figure 3-4. In the fully rough
turbulent regime (Re*>701 00), C takes on a constant value 8.48, so zo=dN130. As Re. decreases from
70-100, C gradually increases and reaches a maximum (-9.6) around Re*=7-14. This indicates that
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the flow experiences a reduced zo. When Re. is less than 3-5, the viscous sublayer is thick enough to
cover the sand grains, so the flow enters the smooth turbulent regime. According to Eq. (3.6) and Eq.
(3.12), C should vary linearly with ln(Re.) as indicated by the solid line in Figure 3-4:
1 1C= ln(Re.)+-ln(9.05) (3.13)
Inspired by Nikuradse's experimental results in the fully rough turbulent regime, a bottom roughness
is defined as:
kb =30zo (3.14)
Thus, kb should vary with Re. when outside the fully rough turbulent regime, but in the fully rough
turbulent regime it takes on a constant value which is defined as the Nikuradse equivalent sand grain
roughness kN. For bottoms consisting of densely packed sand-grain-shaped 3D roughness elements of
diameter d, e.g. flat sand or gravel beds, it is expected that kN should equal d, i.e. d=dN. For other
bottom roughness configurations, e.g. consisting of 2D roughness elements such as ripples, kN may
not be equal to the physical scale of the roughness elements. However, it is customary to fit a log-
profile to velocity measurements over any bottom roughness configuration to obtain a zo and
designate the value of 30zo=kN as the equivalent Nikuradse sand grain roughness provided the
Reynolds number 30zou./v=kNu*/v for the experiment exceeds 70~100. It is important to realize that a
kN value obtained in this manner is purely fictitious, i.e. it does not represent the physical scale, D, of
the actual bottom roughness elements, but a "diameter" of a 3D sand-grain-shaped roughness that
would result in the same flow resistance as the actual bottom roughness configuration. In the
transition regime, the variation of bottom roughness kb/kN in terms of the parameter C is often
assumed to follow Nikuradse's experimental determination, i.e. Figure 3-4. For smooth turbulent
flows, according to Eq. (3.6), an effective bottom roughness is defined as:
V Vkb = 30 = 3.3- (3.15)
9.05u. U.
Thus, although the bottom is smooth, the logarithmic part of the velocity profile is controlled by a
finite bottom roughness.
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Figure 3-4 Dependency of C on Re. (this figure is a reproduction of Figure 16 in Nikuradse (1933))
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3.3 Determination of theoretical bottom locations and bottom roughness
The bottom roughness kb which actually controls boundary layer flows is determined by the 3-
dimensional geometry of roughness elements and the flow conditions, so it is unknown and must be
determined from measurements. To describe the vertical variation of boundary layer flows, the origin
of a vertical coordinate z must be defined. For smooth bottom tests, the theoretical bottom location,
z-O, is simply the surface of the aluminum plates, and can be directly determined from PIV images.
However, for the two rough bottoms, it should be somewhere below the crests of the bottom
elements, but the actual location is unknown. Without accurate determinations of kb and z=0, it is
impossible to analyze the obtained velocity measurements. Thus, before discussing other
experimental results, we will first present how these two quantities are determined.
3.3.1 Determination of theoretical bottom location for smooth bottom tests
For smooth bottom tests, the theoretical bottom location z=O is the surface of the aluminum plates.
Figure 3-5 shows part of a PIV image which contains the image of the smooth bottom from test
SP400a_sm. Where the laser sheet hits the bottom surface, the strong laser reflection makes the local
brightness exceed the maximum acceptable brightness of the PIV camera, which is indicated by the
pink layer. Since the laser sheet is not infinitely thin, the pink layer is roughly Imm thick, the actual
location of z=O is somewhat uncertain. Intuitively, z=0 should be located along the centerline where
the laser sheet hits the bottom, so it is reasonable to believe that it is inside the pink layer.
Figure 3-5 A small part of the PLV image showing the smooth bottom (the image is from test
SP400a_sm)
The laser intensity decays from the lateral centerline of the laser sheet towards the edges, so the
brightness across the pink layer should have a bell-shaped distribution, and z=0 is where the
brightness reaches its maximum, as shown in Figure 3-5. To determine this location, it is reasonable
to fit the vertical brightness distribution with a normal distribution:
(Z-ZO(X)) 2
B(X,Z)= e 2-(X)2  (3.16)
where B is the brightness of a single image pixel, (X, Z) are the horizontal and vertical image
coordinates (in pixels) with the origin set at the lower-left corner of the image, o is the standard
deviation of the normal distribution and Zo is the vertical coordinate of the distribution's peak (in
pixels). The normal-distribution fitting can be performed at every horizontal location X to get a
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profile of Zo(X). If the bottom is smooth, Zo(X) should form a horizontal straight line which can be
taken as the theoretical bottom location.
The horizontal span of the 4M-pixel camera is 2048 pixels. Except two roughly 100-pixel-wide
regions near both edges of the PIV image, where the local brightness is very low, there are roughly
1800 single-pixel-wide profiles which can be used for the normal-distribution fitting. However, these
profiles are not smooth due to the existence of seeding particles, as shown in Figure 3-6(a), which
will reduce the accuracy of the normal-distribution fitting. Since it is not necessary to resolve the
bottom profile over the horizontal span with a single-pixel (0.05mm) horizontal resolution, every 50
adjacent single-pixel-wide profiles are binned to give a much smoother 50-pixel-averaged brightness
profile for the normal-distribution fitting, as shown in Figure 3-6(b). Thus, the bottom profile is
obtained with 50x0.05mm=2.5mm horizontal resolution. The camera replaces the measured
brightness when it exceeds its maximum acceptable brightness, so there is a flat region around the
peak of the bell-shaped distribution which corresponds to the pink layer in Figure 3-5. These data
points are not actual measurements, so they should not be used in the normal-distribution fitting. The
two tails of the distribution are not symmetric, since the area above the pink layer is the water body
but the area below the pink region is just the dark bottom. Consequently, we should use a limited
number of data points from the two tails to exclude the potential effect of this asymmetry. It has been
found that data points within 2- from the peak of the fitted distribution are reasonably symmetric. To
select appropriate data points, 10 points on both sides of the flat region are initially used in the
normal-distribution fitting. After the first round of analysis, the selected data points are adjusted
according to the obtained standard deviation a. This process is repeated until no further adjustment is
needed.
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Figure 3-6 Vertical image brightness profiles for the smooth bottom (a) a single-pixel-wide profile,
(b) 50-pixel-averaged profile
A normal-distribution fit to the profile shown in Figure 3-6(b) is presented in Figure 3-7. The fitted
curve nicely passes through the selected data points and the obtained ZA is roughly located at the
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center of the flat region with a mere 0.2-pixel 95%-confidence interval. Other profiles have similar
good qualities of the normal-distribution fitting, so this methodology to obtain the bottom profile
Zo(X) is very robust and accurate. The obtained bottom profile Zo(X) is shown in Figure 3-8(a). It can
be reasonably approximated by a straight line with a roughly 1/900 slope. This slope is due to the fact
that the horizontal axis of the camera is not exactly aligned with the bottom. Since it is very small, we
can simply neglect it and take the average Zo as the bottom surface level. The maximum introduced
error which occurs at both ends will be only 1 pixel (0.05mm). The residual after subtracting the fitted
straight line, as shown in Figure 3-8(b), is about 0.2 pixels, which agrees with the 95%-confidence
interval as shown in Figure 3-8(a). This suggests that the residue is very likely reflecting the analysis
error.
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Figure 3-7 Normal-distribution fitting of the 50-pixel-averaged brightness profile shown in Figure
3-6(b): fitted curve (solid line), selected data points (x), measured brightness profile (dots)
The strong piston oscillation can produce a large time-varying water pressure, which makes the two
glass sidewalls of the test channel deflect a bit. This deflection will affect the refraction of laser
beams as they travel across the sidewalls, so the camera will effectively see a vertically "oscillating"
bottom. It is necessary to make sure that such a vertical bottom oscillation is negligible, so that there
is no need to assign different z=0 for images taken at different phases of a wave period. 32 PIN
images which cover a wave period of test SP400a_sm are analyzed using the aforementioned method
to give 32 bottom profiles Zo(X), as shown in Figure 3-9(a). Judging from the color distribution, all
the profiles are virtually parallel and form a 2-pixel-wide band. Figure 3-9(b) shows the temporal
variation of the obtained Zo at a fixed horizontal location (X=1025) which is marked in Figure 3-9(a).
An approximately sinusoidal temporal variation with roughly 1-pixel amplitude is observed. This
demonstrates that the effective bottom oscillation is associated with the deflection of sidewalls which
should also have a sinusoidal temporal variation. Since test SP400a sm is very close to the design
limit of the WCS, its 1-pixel effective bottom oscillation can be taken as the maximum that the
sidewall deflection can ever introduce. Therefore, this phenomenon will give a determination error
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less than 1 pixel in general. The final theoretical bottom location is obtained by averaging the bottom
profiles over a wave period and averaging the obtained ZO(X) over the horizontal span. Both averages
are expected to introduce errors which are less than 1 pixel, so the total error is no more than 2 pixels
(0.1mm). Therefore, the theoretical bottom location for the smooth bottom is determined with
extreme accuracy.
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Figure 3-8 Bottom profile determined from normal-distribution fitting: (a) the obtained bottom profile
(dots) with the 95%-confidence interval (error bars) and a linear fit (solid line), (b) the residue after
subtracting the linear fit from the obtained bottom profile.
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Figure 3-9 Temporal variation of the theoretical bottom location over a wave period of test
SP400a_sm: (a) bottom profiles of 32 PIV images which cover a wave period (profiles are
differentiated by colors), (b) the temporal variation of the bottom location ZO at X=1025.
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3.3.2 Near-bottom logarithmic velocity profile and log-profile fitting
For rough bottom tests, z=0 cannot be obtained using the aforementioned methodology, so it must be
obtained in another manner. As introduced before, for steady turbulent boundary layer flows, the
near-bottom velocity profile above the buffer layer follows the logarithmic profile:
u(z) = U* n( z
K z0
For oscillatory turbulent flows, the analytical solution for sinusoidal wave boundary layers by Grant
(1977) indicates that the near-bottom wave velocity profile can also be approximated by the
logarithmic profile:
u(z, t)= U In-z cos(ot + p) (3.17)
Ic zo
where u*, is the maximum wave shear velocity which is associated with maximum bottom shear
stress and p is phase difference between the near-bottom velocity and the free-stream velocity. Eq.
(3.17) also suggests that the amplitude profile, which is often taken as the first-harmonic amplitude
profile, also follows the logarithmic profile:
U, (z) = u*W ln(-) (3.18)
K zo
The existence of the near-bottom logarithmic profile for turbulent oscillatory flows has been proved
by all experimental studies which have measurements in the near-bottom region, e.g. van der A et al.
(2011).
The shear velocity u* (or u*s) and the bottom roughness kb =30z0 are the two unknowns. They can be
determined by fitting a straight line to the measurements plotted in a semi-log coordinate system, as
shown in Figure 3-10. The intersection of the straight line with the z-axis gives zo and hence kb, and
the slope of the straight line gives u* (or u,,). Mathematical details on the least-square fitting routine
used to obtain the best fit log-profiles are presented in Appendix B. The theoretical bottom location
z-0 can be obtained by choosing different possible locations of z=0 in the log-profile fitting. The one
that gives the best fitting property is regarded as the "theoretical" bottom, i.e. defines z-0.
Accurate determination of u. (or u*,), kb and z=0 requires high-quality measurements in the
immediate vicinity of the bottom, i.e. fine vertical resolution and no disturbance of instruments. Thus,
for those early experimental studies when this was not achievable, experimentalists had to pre-
determine one parameter, so they could obtain reasonable values for the other two. For instance,
Jonsson and Carlsen (1976) used the shear velocity uw given by the momentum integral method to
obtain a reasonable theoretical bottom location for their Test-2. Jensen et al. (1989) simply set z=0 at
the mean crest level of the bottom roughness elements (sands) in their log-profile fittings, which is
above the actual z=0. This will reduce the vertical coordinates of all data points, especially the ones
close to z=0 since the vertical coordinate is in log-scale, and shift them downward. Consequently, the
bottom roughness and shear velocity are potentially underestimated. If this was applied to the present
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sandpaper bottom tests, bottom roughness and shear velocity could be underestimated by up to 40%
and 15%, respectively, which cannot be considered negligible. As introduced in Chapter 2, the PIV
system used in this study can give non-intrusive measurements with up to 0.4mm vertical resolution,
so the present study have far better velocity measurements than these previous studies. Thus, the log-
profile fitting analysis shown in the following can be performed without any pre-determined
parameters.
In(z)
1A/
Figure 3-10 Definition sketch of the log-profile fitting
3.3.3 Determination of the theoretical bottom location for rough bottom tests
General methodology
For the two rough bottoms, a temporary vertical coordinate y, with its origin being the mean crest
level of bottom roughness elements is defined as follows. For the ceramic-ball bottom, y=0 is the
mean crest level virtually determined from PIV images by drawing a horizontal line across all
observed crests, as shown in Figure 3-1 I(a), so it is subjected to some determination error which is
estimated to be less than ±0.25mm (±5 pixels). For the "sandpaper" bottom, the vertical scales of
individual bottom roughness elements are random, so y=0 cannot be determined with acceptable
accuracy. For a systematic determination of y=0, the methodology to give Zo(X) for the smooth
bottom is applied to determine a "bottom profile" shown in Figure 3 -11 (b) and Figure 3 -12 (a), with
the amplitudes of its Fourier components shown in Figure 3-12 (b). This "bottom profile" is similar to
that shown in Figure 3-2, but has a smaller representative wave height Hr=0.34mm and a shorter
representative wave length (2. 1mm). The reason is that the bottom regions of elements are blocked by
the elements in front of them, so only top regions are detected. y=0 for the "sandpaper" bottom is
defined at the mean level of the obtained "bottom profile" plus half of H, As indicated by the yellow
dashed line in Figure 3-1 I(b) and the red dashed line in Figure 3-12 (a), this is a reasonable
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estimation of the mean crest level. This definition is without any arbitrariness and has a small
determination error comparable to the 0.1mm error of determining z=0 for the smooth bottom.
The vertical coordinate z is related to y by:
z=y+A (3.19)
where the zero offset A is the distance between y=0 and z=0. Thus, the determination of A is
equivalent to the determination of z=0. Since the velocity at y=O is clearly non-zero and there is no
fluid below the roughness elements, A must be larger than 0 and smaller than the physical scale of
bottom roughness elements D. For the ceramic ball bottom, D is clearly the diameter 12.5mm. For the
"sandpaper" bottom, as discussed in Section 3.1, the average vertical scale of bottom roughness
elements is about 0.62mm, but some elements have larger physical scales. To be conservative, D is
taken as 1mm. To quantify A, different values between [0, D] are tried in the log-profile fitting. The
optimal value of A will be the one which gives the coefficient of determination R2 closest to unity in
the log-profile fitting of u versus ln(y+ A).
Figure 3-11 Mean crest levels y=O (yellow dashed lines): (a) ceramic-ball bottom,
bottom (black curve is the bottom profile as shown in Figure 3-12(a))
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Figure 3-12 "Bottom profile" of the "sandpaper" bottom determined from the PIV image: (a) actual
profile (black curve) and y=0 (red dashed line), (b) Amplitudes of Fourier components of the obtained
profile
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Both the pure current tests and the sinusoidal wave tests have near-bottom logarithmic profiles which
can be used to determine A. For fully rough turbulent flows, A should have no dependency on the
flow conditions, e.g. flow steadiness and Reynolds number. Therefore, tests over the same bottom
should give similar values of A. For pure current tests, the double-averaged velocity profiles can be
directly used for the analysis. For sinusoidal wave tests, the first-harmonic amplitude profile does not
contain the experimental error which is characterized by the noise in the frequency spectrum, as
shown in Figure 2-10, it is expected to give more accurate results, and is therefore chosen for the log-
profile fitting analysis for sinusoidal waves. The remaining question is how to select the appropriate
data points for log-profile fitting.
Rules for data selection
It is desired to use measurements as close to the bottom as possible, since the logarithmic profile only
exists in the near-bottom region. However, the velocities measured very close to the bottom can be
unreliable for the following reasons.
First, there can be a large amount of bad vectors and outlier vectors in the very-near bottom region.
As can be seen in Figure 3-11(a), the adjacent ceramic balls behind the plane of measurements leave
some shadows on the PIV image which may be taken as stationary particles (with zero velocity) by
the Insight 4G. The obtained velocity is the average of the real particle velocities and the zero
velocity of the shadows, so it can be dramatically different from its neighboring velocities, and hence
is taken as an outlier. Meanwhile, the image background is very bright in the immediate vicinity of
the bottom due to laser reflections, so less seeding particles can be identified, which will result in
many bad vectors. The bad vectors and outliers are replaced by interpolated vectors. The percentage
of interpolated vectors dramatically increases in the immediate vicinity of the bottom, as indicated by
an example shown in Figure 3-13. If too many interpolated vectors appear at a certain vertical level,
the double-averaged velocity is essentially interpolated from the nearby vertical levels, and can
therefore lead to an invalid velocity at the given level. It has been found that a double-averaged
velocity can significantly deviate from the logarithmic profile if it is based on a set of velocity vectors
for which less than 75% are good vectors. Therefore, the 75%-good-vector threshold is used to
determine the lower limit for data selection. Usually, it gives a lower limit between y=0.5mm and
y=1.5mm.
Second, if the measurement is within one or two times D from the bottom, it is possible that the effect
of individual roughness elements becomes significant, so the spatial average cannot remove the local
longitudinal nonuniformity. This problem is more significant for the ceramic-ball bottom, since it has
larger roughness elements and the PIV image's horizontal span only covers about 10 ceramic balls.
Among all ceramic-ball bottom tests, the one with smallest Abm (SP200_ce) is most questionable. To
check the spatial uniformity, Figure 3-14 shows the spatial variation of the first-harmonic amplitudes
of phase-averaged velocities at the three bottom-most levels (after applying the 75%-good-vector
threshold). The three curves have very similar patterns of undulation which almost follow the
waviness of individual ceramic balls. This clearly demonstrates that the local flow is subject to the
effect of individual roughness elements. The standard deviation a is generally less than 2% of the
mean value, so the 95%-confidence interval of the spatial-averaged first-harmonic amplitude (1.96c/
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-vn) with n:30 is less than 1% of the mean value. This is negligibly small, so the effect of individual
roughness elements should not be a problem for the test SP200_ce and hence any other tests in this
study.
Third, for some smooth bottom tests and the "sandpaper" bottom tests, the roughness Reynolds
number may not be large enough to ensure fully rough turbulent flow, so the viscous sublayer and the
buffer layer can be a few millimeters thick. Therefore, a lower limit, defined as the thickness of buffer
layer, is also applied:
y+A> 100V (3.20)
Thus, the lower limit for data selection is higher of Eq. (3.20) and the 75%-good-vector threshold.
Since u. must be determined from log-profile fittings, only the 75%-good-vector threshold is applied
initially. After a first round of log-profile fitting, using the obtained u*, Eq. (3.20) is applied to adjust
selected data set. This procedure is repeated until no further adjustment is required.
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Figure 3-13 Percentage of interpolated vectors of a single PIV sample (#326) from test SP250a_sa
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Figure 3-14 Spatial variation of the first-harmonic velocity
phase-averaged velocity field (test SP200_ce)
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For turbulent sinusoidal wave boundary layers, since the logarithmic profile only exist in the near-
bottom region, an upper limit must be applied for choosing appropriate data points. Grant (1977)
shows that the log-profile approximation is only good in the region where the normalized vertical
coordinate 4=z/l is smaller than 0.1. Here I is a characteristic boundary layer length scale:
IU*W (3.21)
If imax=0. 1 is chosen as the upper limit for data selection, most tests will have too few (less than 5)
selected data points, and this will lead to very high uncertainty of fitted parameters. Therefore, the
upper limit is increased to:
y = Ax = 0.15 (3.22)
Since the wave shear velocity u., is unknown, this upper limit must be iteratively applied. Initially,
the 10 bottom-most data points above the lower limit are selected for the first round of log-profile
fitting. With the obtained u*w, is calculated. The data points above max=0.15 are removed and the
log-profile fitting is performed again using the remaining data points. This process is repeated several
times until no adjustment is necessary. For pure current boundary layers, the logarithmic layer exists
in the region where (y+A)/3 is a small number. Here 5 is the boundary layer thickness. For most pure
current tests, observation suggests that the boundary layer thickness exceeds 20cm at the location of
the PIV measurement (the longitudinal center of the WCS). Since the vertical resolution of
measurements is about 0.4mm, using y=lcm as the upper limit for data selection will give 20-25
selected data points which is sufficient for the log-profile fitting, and the corresponding values of
(y+A)/a will be less than 0.1. Therefore, ynx=l cm is taken as the upper limit for selecting data for
pure current tests.
Theoretical bottom location of the ceramic-ball bottom
As shown later, all tests with the ceramic-ball bottom are in the fully rough turbulent flow regime, so
a constant value of A is expected. Figure 3-15 shows the variation of 1-R 2 as a function of A for four
sinusoidal wave tests and two current tests. Since A is involved in the upper limit for data selection,
the selected data set may change with A. The log-profile fitting is affected by the number of
acceptable data points, so some curves are not continuous. The discontinuity is a minor problem,
since it does not affect the general variation of the curves. All the six tests have quite well-defined
minimum values of 1-R 2 of O(10-1) to O(10-4), which suggests that the selected data points can be well
approximated by the logarithmic profile. Test SP200_ce has the largest minimum value of 1-R 2
(1.4- 10-4) since it has the thinnest boundary layer and hence the fewest acceptable data points (only 5).
The obtained values of optimal A are shown in Table 3-3. The average optimal A based on the four
wave tests, 3.95mm, is in excellent agreement with the one obtained from the two current tests,
4.05mm. Since the validity of using log-profile fitting to get A for steady turbulent flows has been
proved in many previous studies, e.g., Kamphuis (1974), and A should have no dependency on flow
conditions if the flow is in the fully rough turbulent regime, this agreement proves that the analysis
based on the first-harmonic amplitude profiles of sinusoidal wave boundary layers is valid. It also
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proves that the data selection rules, especially the upper limit of data selection for the wave tests,
4max=0.15, is appropriate. The average A based on all the six tests is 4.0mm, which is equal to 32%
(-1/3) of the diameter of ceramic balls D=12.5mm. This is in good agreement with the A=0.35D
reported by Bayazit (1976) who studied steady turbulent boundary layers in an open flume using
uniform fixed hemispheres as bottom roughness, but is larger than A=0.23D reported by Dixen et al.
(2008) who studied turbulent oscillaotry boundary layers in a wave flume with uniform fixed
pingpong balls as bottom roughness. Bayazit (1976) not only used the present method to obtain A, but
also used shear velocities determined from total head loss measurements in the open flume as a
reference for determining A, so his result should be very reliable. Dixen et al., (2008) experiments had
very thin wave boundary layers which cannot give sufficient data points if max=0.15 is taken as the
upper limit for data acceptability. Therefore, their upper limit for data selection was chosen to to 0.2-
0.33, where 3 is the elevation where the maximum velocity amplitude, which can be 1.5-2 times
larger than the characteristic length scale defined by Eq. (3.21), as will be shown later in Chapters 6
and 7. If an upper limit max=0.4, i.e. roughly the same as Dixen et al.'s, was applied to the present
study, the obtained A would be between 2mm-3mm (0.16-0.25D). This explains why Dixen et al.
(2008) obtained a smaller A. The standard deviation among obtained A in this study (Table 3-3) is
0.4mm, which is partly due to the 0.25mm determination error in y=0. Nevertheless, it is only 10% of
the mean A, so the determination of the theoretical bottom location for the ceramic-ball bottom is
very accurate. Hereafter z=0 is set at 4.0mm below y=O for all tests over the ceramic-ball bottom.
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Figure 3-15 the coefficient of determination for log-profile fitting 1-R 2 as a function of zero offset A
(ceramic-ball bottom)
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Table 3-3 Determination of the zero offset A (ceramic-ball bottom)
Min(1-R ) A[mm]
SP400ace 8.8-10- 3.6
SP400bce 2.4 -1V 4.7
SP250_ce 7.0 -1V 3.8
SP200 ce 1.4- 10-4 3.7
C40_ce 4.3 0- 3.8
C13 ce 4.0 I0V 4.3
Theoretical bottom location of the "sandpaper" bottom
For the "sandpaper" bottom tests, if the flow intensity is not sufficiently high, the flow will be in
transition regime, and the combined thickness of the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer can be a
few millimeters. Among all the tests with the sandpaper bottom, the weak current test C1 3_sa has a
11mm lower limit for data selection, according to Eq. (3.20), which is above the upper limit (10mm)
for data selections. Although it is possible to increase the upper limit, the selected data points will be
very far away from the bottom (y>10mm). Adding a small A between the acceptable range (0 to 1mm)
to huge values of y (>10mm) will immaterially change the positions of data points in the semi-log
plot, so the property of log-profile fitting, i.e. 1-R 2 , is not controlled by A, but by the experimental
error, and hence no minimum 1 -R2 can be obtained within the acceptable range of A. Thus, this test is
not used for determining A, and is replaced by another pure current test C45_sa for which the pump's
frequency is 45Hz.
Figure 3-16 shows the variation of 1-R 2 as a function of A. The analysis of test SP200_sa gives a 1-R 2
increases from A=0 to A=mm, suggesting that the optimal A is negative (-0.14mm after extending
the lower limit of A to -1mm). Compared to other tests, it is clearly an outlier and hence not shown or
included in the statistics. This is possibly because that its boundary layer is much thinner than those
of other tests, so only 5 data points meet the rules for data selection. The remaining five tests, similar
to the tests with the ceramic-ball bottom, all give minimum values of 1-R 2 of 0(10-) within the
acceptable range of A, which again suggests very good quality of the log-profile fittings. The obtained
optimal values of A and corresponding 1-R 2 are shown in Table 3-4. The average A of the three wave
tests is 0.60mm which is in good agreement with the 0.61mm average of the two current tests, so the
wave tests and the current tests are controlled by the same A, as was demonstrated for the ceramic-
ball bottom. As will be shown later, the two current tests and the test SP400bsa are not in the fully
rough turbulent regime. Thus, the consistency of A suggests that the theoretical bottom location is not
sensitive to flow condition. The five tests give an overall average A of 0.60mm and a standard
deviation of only 0.1mm, which is the same as the estimated determination error of y-O. This
suggests that the analysis introduced no additional error, so determination of A and hence z=0 is very
accurate. Since the bottom geometry is not as well-defined as the ceramic-ball bottom, we will not
discuss the physical meaning of A=0.60mm, but just leave it as a pure number. Hereafter the
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theoretical bottom location is set at 0.60mm below y=O for all tests with the "sandpaper" bottom, with
y=O determined from the analysis of the laser-line bottom profile.
in -2
Figure 3-16 The coefficient of determination for log-profile fitting I -R2as a function of zero offset A('sandinaper" bottom)
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Table 3-4 Determination of the zero offset A ("sandpaper" bottom)
Min(]-R2) A[mm]
SP400a-sa 1.4 1 V 0.45
SP400b-sa 7.4 1 V 0.63
SP250-sa 6.0 1 V 0.71
SP200-sa
C40-sa 3 1-10 0.66
C45-sa 2.8 -I V 0.56
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3.3.4 Determination of bottom roughnesses
With z-O accurately determined, the remaining work is to re-perform the log-profile fitting with the
determined z=0 to obtain experimental values of shear velocities and bottom roughness. We will
focus on the determination of bottom roughness in this subsection, and discuss the shear velocities in
Chapter 4.
Effective bottom roughness of the smooth bottom
As introduced in Section 3.2, the effective bottom roughness kb=30zo of smooth turbulent boundary
layer flows is given by:
kb= 3.3 (3.23)
This empirical formula is widely used for modeling steady smooth turbulent flows. For oscillatory
smooth turbulent flows, the near-bottom logarithmic layer is very thin (a few millimeters), so
previous experimental studies which were subject to inadequate measurement technology could not
accurately measure it. Thus, the effective bottom roughness which must be obtained through the log-
profile fitting is still unknown. Researchers often assume that Eq. (3.23) is applicable for oscillatory
smooth turbulent flows with a certain choice of the characteristic shear velocity u., e.g., Gonzalez-
Rodriguez and Madsen (2011) used the time-averaged shear velocity. This, of course, requires
experimental validation. The present study can accurately resolve the near-bottom logarithmic layer
with up to 0.4mm vertical resolution, so it is possible to use the present measurements to quantify the
effective bottom roughness and check the validity of Eq. (3.23) for smooth oscillatory turbulent
boundary layer flows.
Before analyzing the sinusoidal wave tests, we should first prove that Eq. (3.23) works for pure
currents. Otherwise, either the general validity of Eq. (3.23) or the validity of the present study is
questionable. Four current tests over the smooth bottom, C13_sm, C30_sm, C40_sm and C50_sm, are
analyzed here. Their normalized current velocity profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles are shown in
Figure 3-17. For clarity, only the near-bottom parts of the velocity profiles which contain the data
points for log-profile fittings are presented. The selected data points all nicely collapse onto the fitted
straight lines. This confirms the existence of a near-bottom logarithmic layer for steady smooth
turbulent flows. The measured velocity profiles all begin to deviate from the fitted straight lines at
about q=100, which proves the existence of the buffer layer and the correctness of using Eq. (3.20) as
the lower limit. Below i= 2 0 3 0 , the measured velocities become increasingly smaller than the
predictions of the fitted logarithmic profiles, as suggested by tests C13__sm and C30_sm, which is in
agreement with the observations by Nikuradse (1932) and the sketch shown in Figure 3-3.
The corresponding results of log-profile fittings are presented in Table 3-5. The relative 95%-
confidence intervals of the fitted u. are of the order 1%, and the 95%-confidence factors of the fitted
bottom roughness kb, are less than 1.1. Therefore, both kb,1 and u. are obtained with excellent
accuracy. The effective bottom roughness kb,2 given by Eq. (3.23) is calculated with the fitted u.. The
ratio kb,2/kb,] is presented in the last column of Table 3-5. This ratio has a 0.96 average and a 0.07
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standard deviation, so the predicted effective bottom roughness is in excellent agreement with the
measured effective bottom roughness. Thus, the four pure current tests over the smooth bottom
demonstrate the validity of Eq. (3.23). The methodology to determine the theoretical bottom location
for the smooth bottom is verified as well. Otherwise, such good agreement could not have been
achieved.
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Figure 3-17 Dimensionless measured current velocity profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles over the
smooth bottom (data points between the two "x" markers are used for log-profile fittings): (a)
C13_sm, (b) C30_sm, (c) C40_sm, (d) C50_sm.
Table 3-5 Results of log-profile fittings: current tests over the smooth bottom
1-R 2  u*[cm/s] Au*lu* kb, I [mm] Akb,J ( x/+) kb,2 =3.3v/u* [mm] kb,2/kb I
C13_sm 4.0-10-4 0.67 1.03% 0.44 1.04 0.39 0.89
C30_sm 1.9-10~1 1.35 0.61% 0.21 1.03 0.19 0.93
C40_sm 1.1.10-4  1.74 0.64% 0.14 1.03 0.15 1.05
C45 sm 4.3-10~4 2.14 1.19% 0.13 1.06 0.12 0.97
For oscillatory flows, the lower limit which accounts for the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer, i.e.
Eq. (3.20), is applied using the maximum wave shear velocity obtained from log-profile fittings. For
the weakest test, SP200_sm, this lower limit is very close to the upper limit, i.e. Eq. (3.22). The
logarithmic layer is not thick enough to give even 3 points for the log-profile fitting. Therefore, it is
not considered here, and the following analysis is based on the three remaining sinusoidal wave tests,
SP400a_sm, SP400bsm and SP250_sm.
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Figure 3-18 shows the measured first-harmonic profiles and the fitted logarithmic profiles in the near-
bottom region. Since the wave boundary layer and hence the near-bottom logarithmic layer is very
thin, only 4 to 5 points meet the rules of data selection. Nevertheless, all the selected data points are
nicely fitted by the straight lines. The values of 1-R 2 are as low as those of the pure current tests,
which is partly because of the small number of data points (if only 2 points are selected, 1 -R2 will be
0). Several measurements above and below the selected data points still reasonably fall on the fitted
logarithmic profiles, so the near-bottom logarithmic layer even extends outside the pre-determined
limits of data selection. Due to the smaller number of data points, the 95%-confidence interval of u.
and the 95%-confidence factor of kb l are larger than those for the pure current tests, but they are still
small enough to be acceptable. The effective roughness kb,2 is predicted using Eq. (3.23) with the
fitted u.. The results show that kb,2 and kb,1 are of the same order, so the general validity of Eq. (3.23)
for oscillatory smooth turbulent flows is confirmed. The values of kb,2/kb,], 0.87, 0.80 and 0.81, are
remarkably consistent. Given the fact that the 95%-confidence factor of kb,I can be up to 1.37, and
only three tests are considered here, this consistency may be just a coincidence. In fact, if adding one
or two data points outside the pre-determined ranges of data selection, this ratio can vary between 0.6
and 1.0. Nevertheless, the fitted roughness is always larger than the predicted roughness, which
suggests that either the empirical constant 3.3 should be increased, e.g. changing it to 3.3/0.8=4.13, or
another characteristic shear velocity which is smaller than the maximum shear velocity should be
used. The first modification certainly has limitations, since the new empirical constant is only based
on three sinusoidal wave tests. There is no guarantee that it will also work for other flow conditions,
e.g. nonlinear waves or combined wave-current flows. For the second modification, shear velocities
based on the average magnitude of the bottom shear stress can be defined as:
t b = tidt (3.24)
'T 0 p
or
f lT rb (70
2* = dt (3.25)
where rb(t) is the instantaneous bottom shear stress. If the bottom shear stress is assumed to follow a
sinusoidal temporal variation, fi*1 and i* are 76% and 80% of the maximum wave shear velocity,
respectively. Both of them can nicely remove the differences between the predictions of Eq. (3.23)
and the measurements. Since the effective bottom roughness is controlled by the viscous sublayer and
the buffer layer which may not respond immediately to the time-varying flow condition, replacing the
maximum shear velocity by these characteristic shear velocities makes sense. Another advantage of
this modification is that it can be easily extended to other flow conditions, since the underlying
physics are not limited to just sinusoidal waves. Therefore, it is concluded that for smooth oscillatory
turbulent flows, the effective bottom roughness can be given by Eq. (3.23) with a shear velocity given
by either Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.25).
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Figure 3-18 Dimensionless measured first-harmonic amplitude profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles
of the sinusoidal wave tests over the smooth bottom (data points between the two "x" markers are
used for log-profile fittings): (a) SP250-sm, (b) SP400b-sm, (c) SP400a-sm
Table 3-6 Results of log-profile fittings: sinusoidal wave tests with the smooth bottom
I -R' u.[cm/s] ±Au./u. kb,,[mm] Akb, I ( x/ kb,2=3.3vlu. [nim] kb, 21 kb, I
SP250 sin 4.8 -10-' 4.91 2.11% 0.062 1.13 0.054 0.87
SP400b sin 1.6- 10-4 3.85 1.73% 0.086 1.10 0.069 0.80
SP400a sin 8.4- 10-4 7.28 5.34% 0.045 1.37 0.036 0.81
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Bottom roughness of the "sandpaper" bottom
For the "sandpaper" bottom in this study, some weak flow tests, e.g. the pure current tests and
SP200_sa, do not have a sufficiently large Re. to be considered fully rough turbulent flows, so it is of
interest to see if we can obtain Nikuradse's dependency of kb on Re., i.e., Figure 3-4, using the tests
for our "sandpaper" bottom.
Four pure current tests and four sinusoidal wave tests are considered in the following analysis. For
test C13_sa, since the shear velocity is very low, the lower limit which accounts for the near-bottom
viscous layer and buffer layer, i.e. Eq. (3.20), gives 11mm which is above the 10mm upper limit, so
for this test the upper limit is increased to 15mm. The results are shown in Table 3-7, and the
measured velocity profiles and the fitted logarithmic profiles are shown in Figure 3-19. The values of
1-R2 is in general O(10-) to O(104), except for the test SP200_sa which only has five acceptable data
points, so the existence of the near-bottom logarithmic layer is confirmed. For the four pure current
tests, many data points below the lower limit still nicely follow the fitted straight line, which indicates
that the start of the logarithmic layer is lower than Eq. (3.20). This is probably because the
disturbances of bottom roughness elements make the viscous sublayer and the buffer layer thinner.
Test C13_sa and test C26 sa, Figure 3-19 (a) and (b), clearly show the existence of a buffer layer
where the measurements are smaller than the prediction of fitted logarithmic profiles below z=5mm
(q= 4 3) and z-3mm (q=5 1), respectively. This is in agreement with the deviations observed in Figure
3-17 for test C13_sm and test C30_sm below q=20~30.
The 95%-confidence factor of kb is generally less than 1.1, except or SP200_sa, so kb is determined
very accurately for each test. From test C13_sa to test SP250_sa, kb clearly increases with u.. The two
strongest tests, SP400asa and SP250_sa, have nearly identical kb, 3.60mm and 3.77mm. This
indicates that they have reached the fully rough turbulent regime. Thus, the equivalent Nikuradse
bottom roughness kN for the sandpaper bottom is taken as the average of these two values, kN
=3.69mm. The roughness Reynolds number Re. listed in Table 3-7 is calculated for each test with the
fitted u. and the obtained kN. To facilitate comparison with the observations by Nikuradse (1933), the
corresponding values of C(Re-) are inferred from kb as follows:
C = -ln( k) /K (3.26)
30kN
and its 95%-confidence interval is given by the 95%-confidence factor of kb:
AC = ln(Akb) / K (3.27)
The resulting curve for C(Re.) is shown in Figure 3-20. The present study does not cover the low Re.
region, but in the remaining region the general pattern of variation is similar to that shown in Figure
3-4. However, clear differences between the two studies are observed. First, the end of the transition
regime is at Re.=300-400 for the present study, which is larger than the Re.=70~100 observed by
Nikuradse, so the beginning of the fully rough turbulent regime is delayed for the "sandpaper"
bottom. Secondly, although measurements in the low Re. (<30) regime are missing, the data suggest
that C will converge to the line of smooth turbulent flows at about Re.=10~15, which is larger than
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Re.=3~5 suggested by Nikuradse's results. Thus, the smooth turbulent regime is wider for the
"sandpaper" bottom. Thirdly, the maximum C in the transition regime is over 12.5, and it could be
even larger as Re. further decreases, so it is considerably larger than the Cmax= 9 .6 shown in Figure
3-4, which means the effect of flow conditions on kb is more significant. These results indicate that
the present "sandpaper" bottom does not behave in the same manner as the rough boundary made of
densely-packed sand grains in Nikuradse's study. This is possibly because kb also depends on the
horizontal geometries of bottom roughness elements and their spacing, which are not considered in
Eq. (3.26). As shown in Figure 3-21(a), for the present "sandpaper" bottom individual sand grains are
loosely placed and coated with a layer of a black rubberized substance. The vertical scale is roughly
1/4 of the horizontal scale, as discussed in Section 3.1, so individual elements have much larger lee
space than the densely-packed sand grains in Nikuradse's study. Therefore, the flow separation can
even reach the bottom region of roughness elements, and consequently the area on the lee side with
low pressure is relatively larger and the flow resistance is higher, which is reflected in larger bottom
roughness. This explains why kN for the "sandpaper" bottom is almost 6 times the estimated physical
scale of the bottom roughness D=0.62mm, while it is equal to the physical scale of bottom roughness
for Nikuradse's packed-sand-grain bottom by definition. The rubberized substance coating of the
"sandpaper" makes the surface of bottom roughness elements less angular, which may increase the
required Re. to get fully developed eddies, so the beginning of fully rough turbulent regime is
delayed. For the same reason, the flow separation on the lee side of roughness elements which is
mostly triggered by angularity of element's surface, is retarded, so the departure from smooth
turbulent flow is delayed. It is of interest to notice that if kN is replaced by the physical scale of
bottom roughness D in the calculation of Re., the thresholds of the fully rough turbulent regime and
the smooth turbulent regime are reduced to Re.~50~60 and Re.~2-3. Given that 0.62mm is a rough
estimation of D and some bottom roughness elements have larger D, these values are quite close to
Nikuradse's results, which suggests that the thresholds possibly should be determined by a Re. scaled
with D rather than kN. However, the horizontal geometries of bottom configurations are not
considered by using D as the characteristic vertical scale, so this finding may be just a coincidence.
The discrepancies between Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-4 suggest that the curve of C versus Re. given
by Nikuradse in the transition regime and the threshold for fully rough turbulent regime Re.~70~100
are not universally applicable. For bottoms which are not similar to his packed-sand-grain bottom,
such as the "sandpaper" bottom in this study, C(Re.) must be re-determined experimentally.
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Figure 3-19 Measured velocity profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles of tests over the "sandpaper"
bottom (data points between the two "x" markers are used for log-profile fittings): (a) C13_sa, (b)
C26_sa, (c) C40_sa, (d) C45_sa, (e) SP200_sa, (f) SP250_sa, (g) SP400bsa, (h) SP400a-sa.
Table 3-7 Results of log-profile fittings: tests over the "sandpaper" bottom
1-R2 u.[cm/s] ±Au./u* k([mm] Ak ( x/+) Re.
C13 sa 4.4-104 0.71 1.59% 0.73 1.14 33
C26 sa 3.8-10~5  1.35 0.44% 0.88 1.04 62
C40_sa 7.0-10-5 2.18 0.43% 1.08 1.04 100
C45 sa 4.5-10-5 2.49 0.34% 1.17 1.03 114
SP200 sa 1.0-10- 3.27 5.89% 1.88 1.55 151
SP400b sa 7.6-10~5 6.34 0.71% 3.15 1.04 293
SP250sa 1.0.10-4 8.93 1.01% 3.77 1.06 411
SP400a sa 6.0-10-5 13.25 0.63% 3.60 1.04 611
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Figure 3-20 Dependency of C on Re. for the "sandpaper" bottom (error bars indicate 95%-confidence
interval)
(b)
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Figure 3-21 Geometry of bottom roughness elements: (a) roughness elements of the "sandpaper"
bottom, (b) roughness elements of Nikuradse (1933)
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Bottom roughness of the ceramic-ball bottom
Four wave tests and two current tests are used to determine the bottom roughness for the ceramic-ball
bottom. The measured velocity profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles are shown in Figure 3-23, and
the analysis results are shown in Table 3-8. Similar to the aforementioned tests over smooth or
"sandpaper" bottoms, excellent log-profile fits are obtained for all tests. Since the bottom condition is
much rougher than the other two bottoms, the viscous and buffer layers virtually do not exist, so the
lower limit for selecting data is determined by the 75%-good-vector threshold. The selected data
points (and even a few points above) all nicely follow the fitted logarithmic profiles, so our upper
limit for data selection is appropriate and the existence of a near-bottom logarithmic layer is
confirmed.
The fitted bottom roughness is between 15.70mm and 22.95mm, so it is much more consistent than
that of the "sandpaper" bottom tests (0.66mm to 3.77mm). This is because the ceramic-ball bottom is
much rougher, so even the weakest flow condition, e.g., C13_ce, has a roughness Reynolds number
close to 300. Consequently, all tests are in the fully rough turbulent regime, and a constant bottom
roughness should be expected. The average bottom roughness of the six tests is 20mm, and the
associated standard deviation is 3mm or 15% of the average. The standard deviation is not completely
due to the analysis error, since the 95%-confidence factor of kb is generally less than 1.1. As shown
before, there is a 0.4mm determination error of the theoretical bottom location z=0. After changing
z=0 by ±0.4mm, the obtained bottom roughness varies by ±2~4mm. Therefore, the 15% variation is
very likely due to the error in determination of z=0. Nevertheless, it is small enough to be considered
negligible, so hereafter the bottom roughness of the ceramic-ball bottom is taken as 20mm. This is 1.6
times the diameter of ceramic balls (12.5mm), which is smaller than kN 2.5D obtained by Bayazit
(1976). In the present study, there can be some weak flows around the bottom halves of the ceramic
balls, while this region did not exist in Bayazit's study, since he used hemispheres as bottom
elements. Thus, the hydrodynamic behaviors of the two bottoms are somewhat different. Since the
ceramic balls are densely packed and their surfaces are much smoother than angular real sand grains,
it is expected that the kN should be equal to or smaller D. The reason for obtaining a larger kN is the
anisotropy of bottom resistance. As shown in Figure 3-22 (a), the ceramic-ball bottom is built by
triangular packing of uniform ceramic balls, namely, the centers of pairwise neighboring three
ceramic balls form an equilateral triangle. If the flow is along a side of the equilateral triangle, e.g. the
green arrow, streamlines can pass through the valleys formed by two rows of ceramic balls without
any blockage, as shown in in Figure 3-22 (b), so the local flow virtually feels no resistance. However,
if the flow direction is perpendicular to any side of the equilateral triangles, e.g. the red arrow, there is
no such clear passage for streamlines. As shown in in Figure 3-22 (c), the flow which has just passed
through a valley will hit a blocking ceramic ball (shown in red), so the streamline has to rise up to
climb over the blockage and separate from the surface shortly after the crest. Since the distance to the
next blocking ceramic ball (shown in orange) is slightly smaller than D, the flow separation has
plenty space to develop, which creates significant difference of pressure between the downstream and
upstream sides of the blocking ceramic ball. Thus, the particles experience a stronger form drag, and
consequently the flow feels more resistance. Higher bottom resistance means larger bottom
roughness, so the bottom roughness for the second scenario is larger than for the first scenario. For a
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completely 3D sand-grain covered bottom, such dependency of bottom roughness on flow directions
should not exist and kN~D. Thus, the second scenario, which is the case for all tests in this study,
should have a kN larger than D, and the first scenario should have a kN less than D.
(a) 4
I
(b)
Actual
flow
direction
(c)
k, 7 < D k.>D
Aluminum plates
Figure 3-22 Directional dependency of bottom roughness: (a) equilateral-triangle packing of uniform
ceramic balls, (b) clean passage of a streamline, (c) streamline blocked by ceramic balls
Table 3-8 Results of log-profile fittings: tests over the ceramic-ball bottom
1-R2 u.[cm/s] IAu./u. kb[mm] Akb ( x/+) Re*
C13 ce 4.9-10- 1.15 0.42% 15.70 1.02 287
C40 ce 6.6-10-5 3.55 0.49% 19.18 1.02 887
SP200 ce 1.4-10-4 5.38 2.21% 22.03 1.12 1346
SP250~ce 7.5-10~' 13.19 0.86% 20.77 1.05 3298
SP400b ce 9.5-10-5 9.58 0.79% 22.95 1.04 2394
SP400a ce 1.2-10~' 17.59 0.88% 16.76 1.05 4398
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Figure 3-23 Measured velocity profiles and fitted logarithmic profiles of tests over the ceramic-ball
bottom (data points between the two "x" markers are used for log-profile fittings): (a) C13-ce, (b)
C40-ce, (c) SP200-ce, (d) SP250-ce, (e) SP400b-ce, (f) SP400a-ce
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3.4 Characteristics of turbulent periodic wave boundary layers
With the theoretical bottom location and bottom roughness accurately determined, it is now possible
to study the overall characteristics of turbulent wave boundary layers using the measurements, i.e. the
vertical and temporal structures of the oscillatory flows and the boundary layer streaming (if any). To
facilitate investigation, the measured Reynolds-averaged horizontal velocities are Fourier analyzed to
give the amplitude and phase profiles of the first three harmonics, as well as the profile of the period-
averaged velocity. The following discussions will be based on these velocity profiles.
3.4.1 Vertical structures of turbulent periodic wave boundary layers
Sinusoidal waves
All sinusoidal wave tests have very similar vertical structures. For simplicity, the following
discussions are based on a typical test, SP400a-ce. Figure 3-24 shows the amplitude and phase
profiles of its first three harmonics. The gray zones indicate the variation in the longitudinal direction
with their widths representing the standard deviations obtained from the spatial average. For the first
harmonic, the standard deviation of its amplitude is generally 2-5mm/s (0.1%~0.3%) and the standard
deviation of its phase is less than 0.05 degrees, so they are not detectable when shown together with
the spatial-averaged amplitude and phase. This indicates very good longitudinal uniformity which is
the desired nature of the flow produced in the WCS.
The first-harmonic amplitude and phase profiles show the typical vertical structures also observed in
other experimental studies. The amplitude is uniform in the region z> 13 0mm. Below this level, it first
increases a little to reach the maximum overshoot which is roughly 5% larger than the free-stream
amplitude at about z=60mm, and then rapidly decreases towards the bottom. The first-harmonic phase
starts to deviate from the free-stream value at roughly z- 150mm, so the boundary layer process
affects the phase earlier than the amplitude. It slightly decreases until reaching a negative maximum
overshoot (-1) at about z-100mm, and then generally increases towards the bottom. At the lowest
levels where valid measurement are still available, z=5mm, the local velocity leads the free-stream
velocity by about 22 degrees. The second harmonic has a rather chaotic amplitude profile which
swings between 1.5cm/s and 3.5cm/s, and its phase does not have the organized structure of the first
harmonic. The standard deviations of its amplitude and phase are considerably larger than those of the
first harmonic. Since the positive and negative half cycles of a sinusoidal wave in the WCS are
symmetric, the second harmonic should theoretically not exist. The observed second harmonic is a
combination of the imperfect wave generation, the residual turbulent fluctuation after the double
averages and the PIV measurement error. Since it is quite unstructured and negligibly small, it can be
simply considered as experimental error. Compared to the second harmonic, the third harmonic is
clearly meaningful. The third harmonic amplitude profile has a huge overshoot below z=40mm which
reaches 6.8cm/s. Such a large overshoot cannot be associated with the merely 1-2cm/s free-stream
third harmonic. The third-harmonic phase, unlike the nearly constant second-harmonic phase, varies
smoothly and rapidly by about 360' from z=80mm to z--5mm. Thus, a non-trivial third harmonic
exists in the turbulent wave boundary layer. Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a) suggested that this third
harmonic in the near-bottom region is produced by the interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy
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viscosity and the time-varying velocity. Since the third-harmonic volume flux must be zero, if the
piston motion is purely sinusoidal, another third harmonic in the free-stream region is developed to
balance the total third-harmonic volume flux in the near-bottom region. At certain locations, e.g.
z=40mm, the two third harmonics may have similar magnitudes but are out of phase, so the total third
harmonic is close to zero. That explains the kink in the amplitude profile observed at about z=35mm.
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Figure 3-24 First three harmonics of the measured Reynolds-average velocity: Test SP400a ce (gray
zone indicates standard deviation from spatial averaging): (a) first-harmonic amplitude, (b) first-
harmonic phase, (c) second-harmonic amplitude, (d) second-harmonic phase, (e) third-harmonic
amplitude, (f) third-harmonic phase.
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Nonlinear waves
Two typical tests in the fully rough turbulent regime, ST400a ce (U, 1=169.0cm/s, Uc, 1=47.6cm/s
and (2=-7.6') and FL320a ce (U., 1=136.7cm/s, U=33.lcm/s and T2= 9 0 .20 ), are chosen to represent
the Stokes and forward-leaning waves, respectively. Figure 3-25 shows the velocity amplitude and
phase profiles of their first three harmonics. For easy comparison of the two tests, the first- and
second-harmonic amplitude profiles are normalized by their free-stream amplitudes, and the free-
stream second-harmonic phases are subtracted from the measured second-harmonic phases to give the
second-harmonic phase leads.
The first-harmonic velocity amplitude and phase profiles of the two nonlinear waves have vertical
structures very similar to those of the sinusoidal waves (Figure 3-24). The forward-leaning wave has
a relatively thinner boundary layer, since its velocity amplitude is slightly lower (137cm/s vs.
169cm/s). The two phase leads at z=5mm are almost the same (210 and 220), which also agrees with
test SP400ace. Thus, there is no significant effect of wave nonlinearities on the vertical structures of
the primary first harmonic. This is not surprising, since the additional second harmonic is only 1/4 of
the first harmonic in velocity amplitude. The second-harmonic velocity amplitude profiles generally
follow the vertical variations of the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profiles. Judging from the
locations of the overshoots, second harmonics have slightly thinner boundary layers than the first
harmonics. Although the free-stream second-harmonic phases of the two nonlinear waves differ by
900, the two profiles of the second-harmonic phase lead are very similar, except in the immediate
vicinity of the bottom (z<10mm), where the forward-learning wave gives a nearly constant phase
lead, but the Stokes wave gives a phase lead which follows the general trend of the entire profile.
Nevertheless, at z-5mm, the second-harmonic phase leads (18' and 260) are reasonably close to the
first-harmonic phase leads (21' and 220). This means the phase difference of the two harmonics (qP-
2qI) decreases by roughly 200 as the bottom is approached, so the shape of the velocity time series
and hence the wave nonlinearity characteristics vary as the bottom is approached. The third-harmonic
velocity amplitude and phase profiles show features similar to those of the sinusoidal waves. The
near-bottom overshoot of the forward-learning wave occurs lower than that of the Stokes wave. This
is because the two waves have different wave shapes, so the time variations of the turbulent eddy
viscosity and the near-bottom velocity are not the same, and therefore the produced third harmonics
are different.
It is of interest to see whether the first- and second-harmonic amplitude profiles of the nonlinear
waves also follow the logarithmic profile in the near-bottom region. The measurements are re-plotted
with logarithmic vertical scale in Figure 3-26. Generally speaking, below z=20mm, both first- and
second-harmonic amplitude profiles can be approximated by straight lines, so it is reasonable to
perform log-profile fittings to them. The aforementioned data selection rules for the sinusoidal waves
are directly applied to the first harmonics. For the second harmonics, the upper limit for data selection
is unclear, but it should be slightly lower than that of the first harmonic since the second harmonics
have thinner boundary layers. Thus, in order to have enough but not too many data points, the
bottom-most 5 points are simply chosen in log-profile fitting of second-harmonic velocity amplitudes.
The analysis results are shown in the top half of Table 3-9. The first harmonics give the same good
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fitting properties as the sinusoidal waves. The fitted values of bottom roughness (15.7mm and
16.0mm) are close to the 20mm obtained before. The second-harmonic amplitude profile of the
Stokes wave Figure 3-26(d) nicely follows the logarithmic fit even over a large region above the
selected data points (up to z=20mm), and the obtained bottom roughness (14.7mm) is in good
agreement with that obtained from the first harmonic. However, the second harmonic of the forward-
leaning wave gives a much smaller fitted bottom roughness, 8.8mm. As can be seen in Figure
3-26(b), the measured profile clearly has some curvature, so the data points other than the selected
ones significantly deviate from the fitted straight line. As mentioned before, the second-harmonic
phase lead of the forward-leaning wave has a strange variation in the region below z=1 0mm, which
suggests that there could be some unknown contamination of the assumed log-profile behavior in the
very near-bottom region. Thus, it is possible that the bottom-most 5 points actually deviate from the
logarithmic profile and should not be used in the log-profile fitting. As a matter of fact, if we re-
perform the log-profile fittings with only 5 data points above z=1 0mm, as shown in the bottom half of
Table 3-9, the fitted bottom roughness from the second harmonic of the forward-learning wave
increases to 15.06mm and agrees with the values for the other tests, which were virtually unchanged.
This unknown contamination is possibly due to an additional second harmonic produced by the
interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the time varying velocity. For some
reason, this disturbance is more pronounced for forward-leaning waves than for Stokes waves.
Nevertheless, it only modestly changes the second harmonic. In general, both the first- and second-
harmonic velocity amplitude profiles follow the logarithmic profile in the near-bottom region.
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Figure 3-25 First three harmonics of the measured Reynolds-average velocity: a forward-leaning
wave FL320a_ce (black dots) and a Stokes wave ST400a_ce (red dots): (a) dimensionless first-
harmonic amplitude, (b) first-harmonic phase, (c) dimensionless second-harmonic amplitude, (d)
second-harmonic phase lead, (e) third-harmonic amplitude, (f) third-harmonic phase
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Figure 3-26 Log-profile fitting of the near-bottom velocity amplitude profiles of nonlinear waves
(data points
FL320a_ce,
between the two "x" markers are used for log-profile fittings): (a) first harmonic of
(b) second harmonic of FL320a-ce, (c) first harmonic of ST400ace, (d) second
harmonic of ST400ace.
Table 3-9 Results of log-profile fittings: two nonlinear wave tests over the ceramic-ball bottom
l-R 2  u.[cm/s] ±Au/u. kN[mml AkN( x /)
FL320ace, first harmonic 4.1-10' 15.05 0.89% 15.70 1.04
FL320a ce, second harmonic 4.8 -10~4 3.18 4.01% 8.83 1.22
ST400ace, first harmonic 8.6 10-' 16.82 0.93% 16.04 1.05
ST400a ce, second harmonic 2.8-10-4  5.04 3.05% 14.74 1.16
Withfive data points above z=lOmm
FL320a_ce, first harmonic 8.3 10-4 14.74 5.29% 17.46 1.27
FL320a ce, second harmonic 8.0-10-4 3.77 5.31% 15.06 1.26
ST400ace, first harmonic 5.9-10- 16.69 1.38% 15.72 1.06
ST400a ce, second harmonic 1.1.10- 5.25 11.2% 16.57 1.64
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3.4.2 Thickness of turbulent wave boundary layers
The most common definition of the boundary layer thickness 6 is the elevation where the velocity
reaches 99% of the free-stream velocity. As shown in Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25, inside wave
boundary layers both the velocity amplitudes and phases change with depth and the primary first
harmonic has the thickest boundary layer. Therefore, a reasonable definition of the wave boundary
layer thickness &5 is where the velocity deficit of the complex first-harmonic velocity reaches 1%:
1 =I% (3.28)
I U.(1 I
Here the complex first-harmonic velocity is defined as:
U -(z)= U (z)e (z) (3.29)
Since the overshoot of velocity amplitude profiles can be larger than the free-stream amplitude by
over 5%, there are three locations, one below the maximum overshoot and two above it, satisfying
Eq. (3.28). The highest one should be taken as the boundary layer thickness, since the overshoot is
produced by boundary layer processes. To determine such a small 1% velocity deficit, the velocity
measurements must be extremely accurate which was not achievable in most previous experimental
studies. Thus, the elevation m of the maximum overshoot is often taken as an alternative measure of
the boundary layer thickness. The definition sketch of these two characteristic boundary layer
thicknesses is shown in Figure 3-27. For the present study, the relative error of measuring the first-
harmonic amplitude is generally less than 0.3%, as indicated by the standard deviation of spatial
average, and the error of measuring first-harmonic phase is less than 0.1 , so total measurement error
of the complex velocity deficit is:
______ U _ - (U e 1 + c(0)-Ue I(l ±ic(p1 )I0.3% (3.30)(U) [U1 +±e(U)]e9"*'e(9) - Ue'" e(U1)UM Uiei'q U,
The spatial average is based on 20-30 adjacent profiles, so it has a 95%-confidence interval,
1.96e / 20 ~30 , < 0.1%. This is small enough for us to determine the 1% velocity deficit, so the
present tests can give measurements of . For easy comparison with other experimental studies, m is
also measured.
z
si,
5M
0 u
Figure 3-27 Definition sketch of the two boundary layer thicknesses
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For turbulent sinusoidal wave boundary layers over rough bottoms, the boundary layer is only
controlled by the inverse relative roughness Ab,,/kN. For nonlinear waves, since the dominant first
harmonic is used to determine boundary layer thickness, the excursion amplitude based on the first-
harmonic velocity, Ab, = Us1ow, is used as the representative excursion amplitude. The boundary
layer thickness can be normalized by kN to give a dimensionless boundary layer thickness, =64/kN, so C
depends solely on Ab,/kN. In Figure 3-28, the measurements of C, from the present tests together with
some measurements from other studies are plotted as a function of AbIkN. For easy comparison, the
measurements of smooth bottom tests are provided with kN being the effective bottom roughness kb
from fitting their first-harmonic velocity amplitude profiles. The data suggest that , increases with
Ab,/kN, which can be approximated by a straight line in the log-log plot. This leads to the following
power-law relationship between C, and Ab,/kN:
( m _c ( )C2 (3.31)
kN kN
Power-law fit is separately applied to the data from the present study (only rough bottom tests) and
those from previous studies. The rough bottom tests within the transition regime are also included,
since no significant difference, is observed between them and the tests in the fully rough turbulent
regime. As shown in Table 3-10, the fitted parameters based on the present study, c=0.084 and
c2 =0.80, are remarkably close to those based on other experimental studies, c=0.076 and c2=0.82,
which suggests good agreement between the two. A power-law fit based on all studies, as indicated
by the straight line in Figure 3-28, gives that cl=0.079 and c2=0.81. The parameter 1-R2 is of O(103).
The 95%-confidence factor of c, is 1.1, and the 95%-confidence interval of c2 is 0.050 (6.3% of 0.81).
These results confirm a power-law dependency of C. on Abm/kN. If the smooth bottom tests are treated
as rough bottom tests with an effective bottom roughness kb=3.3v/u-, one would expect these smooth
turbulent results to give the same power-law relationship as the rough bottom tests. However, as seen
in Figure 3-28, they consistently have larger values of C,, than the prediction of the power-law fit by
40%±4%, which indicates that the smooth turbulent wave boundary layers are systematically thicker
than the rough turbulent wave boundary layers.
Figure 3-29 shows the measured C; only from the present study, since no data from other studies are
available for comparison. Again, there is no significant difference between tests in the fully rough
turbulent regime and the transition regime. For all rough bottom tests, the power-law fit, as indicated
by the straight line in Figure 3-29, still appears to afford an excellent representation of our data. The
fitted parameters are cp=0.192 and c2=0.80, with a 95%-confidence factor on c, of 1.3, and the 95%-
confidence interval of c2 of 0.116. Both confidence limits are larger than those obtained from fitting
C., so the power-law relationship works better for C;, than for C;. This is not surprising, since C, is far
more difficult to measure than C.. An interesting finding is that C, and C; have identical values of C2,
given that their confidence intervals being about 0.1. Thus, the ratio 4/4; is nearly constant over the
range 20<Abrn/kN<1000, and is equal to the ratio of cl, i.e., 0.192/0.079=2.43. This suggests that the
maximum overshoot will occur at the same relative elevation C, /, for wave boundary layers over the
range 20<Abm/kN<1000. The 4; of smooth bottom tests is again larger than the power-law prediction
by about 63%±8%. Therefore, the systematic difference between the smooth and rough wave
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boundary layers is even more significant for 4,. As will be discussed later, this is possibly due to the
effect of secondary flows in the WCS.
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Figure 3-28 Boundary layer thickness 4 m as a function of the inverse relative roughness Abm/kN
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Figure 3-29 Boundary layer thickness , as a function of the inverse relative roughness Abm/kN
Table 3-10 Power-law fit of boundary layer thickness
95%-confidence 95%-confidence
factor of c interval of c2
4m, present study 5.5-10- 0.084 1.2 0.80 0.065
Cm, previous studies 8.0-104 0.076 1.3 0.82 0.084
C, all studies 7.0-10- 0.079 1.1 0.81 0.050
C, 1.6-10-2 0.192 1.3 0.80 0.116
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3.4.3 Boundary layer streaming
Boundary layer streaming is obtained by averaging the double-averaged horizontal velocity over a
wave period:
T
U(z)= u(z,t)dt (3.32)
For each bottom condition, the obtained boundary layer streaming profiles of three typical tests
representing the three wave conditions are shown in Figure 3-30. Since the two half cycles of a
sinusoidal temporal variation are completely symmetric, no boundary layer streaming should be
expected for sinusoidal waves. This expectation is supported by the residual current of the three
sinusoidal wave tests being only of the order mm/s and rather chaotically distributed around zero.
However, for all nonlinear wave tests, the boundary layer streaming is clearly non-zero. The profiles
have similar patterns of vertical variation, i.e., the streaming is negative in the near-bottom region,
and then becomes positive at higher elevations. The magnitude of this near-bottom negative
streaming can be up to 1-3cm/s and increases with bottom roughness. This is about 1-3% of the
maximum free-stream velocity, which is in agreement with other observations, e.g. van der A et al.
(2011) for forward-leaning waves and Ribberink and Al-Salem (1995) for Stokes waves. This
negative streaming can be only explained by the TM streaming mechanism introduced in Section 1.1,
i.e. the interaction of the first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity and the first-harmonic Reynolds-
averaged velocity. To balance the negative mean volume flux in the near-bottom region, a mean
pressure gradient is developed to produce the observed positive streaming in the upper part of the
boundary layer streaming profile. Although such a small boundary layer streaming is negligible
compared with the primary oscillatory flows, it can potentially contribute noticeably to suspended
sediment transport. Therefore, it is necessary be able to accurately predict it, and this will be
addressed later in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Figure 3-30 Boundary layer streaming (the width of the gray zones represents the standard deviation
from spatial average): (a) sinusoidal wave SP400a ce, (b) forward leaning wave FL320a_ce, (c)
Stokes wave ST400a ce, (d) sinusoidal wave SP400a sa, (e) forward leaning wave FL320a sa, (f)
Stokes wave ST400asa, (g) sinusoidal wave SP400a sm, (h) forward leaning wave FL320a_sm, (i)
Stokes wave ST400a sm.
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3.5 Vertical velocity profiles: the secondary flow in the WCS
Since the PIV system gives 2-dimensional velocity measurements, it is of interest to investigate the
vertical velocity in wave boundary layers. Presumably, the Reynolds-averaged flow in the WCS
should be purely horizontal, so the Reynolds-averaged vertical velocity w must be zero. To check
this, the double-averaged vertical velocities are Fourier analyzed to obtain the first three harmonics
and the period-averaged velocity i-(z).
The oscillatory part of the Reynolds-averaged vertical velocity has no meaningful vertical structures.
As an example, the first-harmonic vertical velocity of test SP400asa is shown in Figure 3-31. The
amplitude is about 1-2mm/s, which is comparable to the standard deviation from spatial average. The
phase also has large standard deviations and unorganized vertical variations. The second and third
harmonics are similar to the first harmonic. Thus, the oscillatory vertical velocity is likely just the
residual turbulence after the double average.
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Figure 3-31 First-harmonic vertical velocity of test SP400a sa (the width of the gray zones represents
the standard deviation from spatial average): (a) amplitude profile, (b) phase profile.
Although the period-averaged vertical velocity is as small as the oscillatory part, it clearly exhibits an
organized vertical variation. For three smooth bottom tests shown in Figure 3-32(a), f(z) is generally
positive, but for the sandpaper bottom tests shown Figure 3-32(b) and the ceramic-ball bottom tests
shown in Figure 3-32(a), O(z) becomes generally negative. The ceramic-ball bottom tests have the
strongest O(z) which can be up to -9mm/s. Since the solid boundary is not penetrable, in the very
near-bottom region, O(z) should decrease and converge to zero. The decreasing trend is observed in
all tests, but for some tests, e.g., FL320 sm, iv(z) does not converges to zero. This is possibly due to
some experimental error, e.g. residual turbulent fluctuation after double-averaging and PIV
measurement error. Nevertheless, meaningful period-averaged vertical velocities are observed in the
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WCS. It seems to have no clear dependency on wave form, but is determined primarily by bottom
conditions.
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Figure 3-32 Period-averaged vertical velocity profiles: (a) smooth bottom tests, (b) "sandpaper"
bottom tests, (c) ceramic-ball bottom tests.
The period-averaged vertical velocity in the WCS can be explained by the secondary flow in a
straight non-circular conduit. For steady turbulent flows in rectangular or square ducts, it has been
shown by many experimental and theoretical studies that a secondary flow characterized by
streamwise vortices is produced by the inhomogeneity of mean turbulence characteristics near
boundaries ofthe cross section, e.g. Hoagland (1962), Fujita et al. (1989), Gessner (1973), Gavrilakis
(1992) and others. This secondary flow is often classified as Prandtl's secondary flow of the second
kind, since Prandtl (1926) was the first to offer an explanation of its origin. For steady turbulent flows
in a smooth conduit with a square cross section, the flow near the corners is controlled by the bottom
and the sidewall boundary layers, while the flow far away from the corners is only controlled by one
boundary layer. Therefore, in each quadrant of the square cross section, such a difference drives a pair
of counter-rotating circulations which are symmetric around the corner's bisector and brings fluid
toward the corner along the bisector, as shown in Figure 3-33(a). Such secondary flow pattern has
been observed in many experimental studies of steady turbulent flows, e.g. Hoagland (1962). If the
smooth bottom is replaced by a rough bottom, the main inhomogeneity is the difference between the
rough bottom boundary layer and smooth sidewall boundary layer. Generally, the turbulence intensity
is higher in the rough bottom boundary layer, which results in a larger turbulent pressure and
produces a mean flow that goes along the bottom toward the corner and then is forced upward along
the sidewalls, as shown in Figure 3-33(b). To balance it, a downward flux towards the bottom along
the vertical centerline of the cross section is created, so the entire cross section is occupied by two
counter-rotating circulations, as observed by Fujita et al. (1989). The secondary flows have no
dependency on the primary flow's direction, so the same circulation should be expected when the
primary flow is oscillating. The WCS has a cross-section (40cmx5Ocm) which is close to a square, so
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the circulation patterns should be very close to those shown in Figure 3-33. Since the measurements
shown in Figure 3-32 are along the vertical centerline of the cross section and cover the 10cm near-
bottom region, the mean vertical velocity should be positive for the smooth bottom tests and negative
for the rough bottom tests, which is corroborated by our observations. For the smooth bottom tests,
as a confirmation, the O(z) measured at one-quarter width from the sidewall is shown in Figure 3-34.
The measurements are generally zero or slightly positive in the near-bottom part (z<40mm), and
become negative at higher elevations, which agrees well with the secondary flow pattern suggested in
Figure 3-33(a). For the rough bottom tests, since the ceramic-ball bottom tests have higher turbulence
intensity in the bottom boundary layer than the "sandpaper" bottom tests, their secondary flows
should be relatively stronger, which is confirmed by our measurements. Therefore, although it is
impossible to obtain the entire flow field in the traverse plane from our measurements, the observed
O(z) clearly indicates the existence of a secondary flow in the WCS.
Figure 3-33 Conceptual drawing of secondary flows in a straight channel with squared cross-section:
(a) smooth bottom (the black short line indicates where the measurements in Figure 3-34 are taken),
(b) rough bottom.
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Figure 3-34 Period-averaged vertical velocity of smooth bottom tests, measured at 1/4 width from the
sidewall
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The secondary flow may affect the behavior of the primary flow, which can be seen from the 1DV
Reynolds-averaged horizontal momentum equation:
au a(p/P) +-(-< u'w'> -uw) (3.33)
at ax az
The existence of iv(z) gives rise to an additional equivalent Reynolds stress -uW. Very close to the
bottom, since both iA(z) and u approach zero, while the Reynolds stress -< u' >, as defined by
Eq. (2.6), reaches its maximum, -uO should be much smaller than -< ii w>. Therefore, the
influence of the secondary flow on the primary flow is negligible in the near-bottom region. This is
very critical for the validity of the log-profile fitting analysis. However, near the edge of the boundary
layer, while -< u'w' > approaches zero, both W(z) and u approach their maxima, so the primary
flow is mostly controlled by -uv, and therefore the secondary flow may significantly change the
behavior of the primary flow. One possible result of this is the modification of boundary layer
thickness. Since O(z) is mostly downward for rough bottom tests, it will transfer the high momentum
of the free-stream region into the bottom boundary layer, so the boundary layer is consolidated.
However, for smooth bottom tests, wi(z) is generally upward, so it will transfer the low momentum
fluid within the bottom boundary layer into the free-stream region, and the boundary layer is
stretched. This can possibly explain why the smooth bottom boundary layers seem to be thicker than
the rough bottom boundary layers, especially for C, as shown in Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29.
Meanwhile, this also implies that the observed rough bottom boundary layers may be thinner than
those of real coastal waves, so the fitted power-law formulas may just work for periodic waves in
OWTs. Since the major interest of the present study is to understand the bottom shear stress which is
controlled by the near-bottom part of boundary layers, the existence of the secondary flow is not a big
concern, but it has to be kept it in mind that any method that relies on velocity measurements far from
bottom may be contaminated by this effect, e.g. the momentum integral method which will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Experimental determination of bottom shear stress
for periodic waves
Bottom shear stress plays an important role in determining sediment transport and wave energy
dissipation, so it is a major target for most experimental studies, and hence experimentalists want to
measure it as accurately as possible. Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to directly measure the
bottom shear stress in the WCS at this point. Nevertheless, boundary layer theories provide us
methods to infer it from high-quality velocity measurements. In this chapter, we will present three
methods for inferring experimental values of bottom shear stresses for oscillatory turbulent boundary
layers, including the log-profile fitting method, the momentum integral method and the Reynolds
stress method. As mentioned in Section 1.2, there are significant mismatches among the three, so
researchers are facing the problem of having to choose the "right" measurements. To solve this
problem, we will assess the validity of each method, make comparisons based on our measurements
and determine which method can reliably afford experimental values of the bottom shear stress. The
determined bottom shear stresses from periodic wave tests will be summarized in terms of wave
friction factors and phase leads.
4.1 Log-profile fitting of the instantaneous Reynolds-averaged velocity profiles
In Chapter 3, it is shown that log-profile fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile can give
a shear velocity which is believed to be the maximum bottom shear stress, according to the simple
analytical model of Grant (1977). However, the intra-period variation of bottom shear stress cannot
be resolved by log-profile fitting of the first-harmonic amplitude profile, so this method can only be
used for determining bottom roughness.
The existence of a near-bottom logarithmic profile does not necessarily depend on the simple model
of Grant (1977), but can also be deduced from a quasi-steady assumption of the near-bottom flow.
The 1 DV momentum equation for oscillatory turbulent boundary layers in the WCS is:
au a(p/p) a(r/p) (4.1)
at ax az
where i/p is often referred to as the kinematic shear stress, but we will simply call it shear stress
hereafter. To satisfy the no-slip bottom boundary condition, u must approach zero towards the bottom,
so the au/at term is negligibly small compared to other terms in the very near-bottom region and the
flow can be treated as quasi-steady. After neglecting this term, at any instance during a wave period,
the near-bottom flow should be equivalent to a steady flow which is controlled by the instantaneous
bottom shear stress and bottom roughness. Consequently, a thin near-bottom logarithmic layer should
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always exist, and we can perform log-profile fitting to obtain the instantaneous shear velocity u.(t).
The bottom shear stress rb(t)/p is then given by:
"bW)= U(Q)IU.(W (4.2)
p
Notice that this argument is not limited to only sinusoidal waves, but is applicable for oscillatory
boundary layers for any flow conditions, e.g. nonlinear waves, spectral waves and combined wave-
current flows.
However, the near-bottom logarithmic profile may not always exist during a wave period. To
illustrate this, Figure 4-1 shows the measured phase- and spatial-averaged instantaneous velocity
profiles of a sinusoidal wave over the ceramic-ball bottom, SP400ace. For clarity, only the region
z<50mm is shown. When the near-bottom flow intensity is around its maximum, e.g. at ot=00 and
1800, the velocity profiles below z- 10mm can be reasonably approximated by straight lines even
though the measured velocity is over 100cm/s which is not negligibly small as required by the quasi-
steady assumption. This is because au/at becomes zero when u reaches the maximum, so that this
term can safely be dropped without requiring u to be very small. This is a great benefit for the log-
profile fitting method, since it means that the determination of the maximum bottom shear stress,
which is of most interest to us, is very reliable. The data selection rules for log-profile fitting the
instantaneous velocity profiles are not quite clearly defined. Intuitively, the upper limit should not
exceed that for fitting the first-harmonic amplitude profile, i.e. Eq. (3.22), and the same lower limit
should apply. Thus, to have sufficient but not too many data points, the log-profile fittings are simply
based on the bottom-most five data points which satisfy the data selection rules for fitting the first-
harmonic amplitude profile. As shown in Figure 4-1 (a) and (b), the fitted logarithmic profiles still
reasonably pass through a few data points above the selected ones, so this choice is appropriate. The
details of the log-profile fittings are presented in Table 4-1, and the time series of the obtained 1-R2
and instantaneous bottom roughness kb are also graphically shown in Figure 4-2 (b) and (c) for easy
interpretation. Due to some high-frequency noise embedded in the instantaneous velocity profiles, the
values of 1-R 2 are generally between 0(104) and 0(10-2), which are much higher than for fitting the
first-harmonic amplitude profile for which we found 1 -R2,1 .2 1 0-. Nevertheless, they are still small
enough to be considered acceptable, so in terms of 1 -R2 , the log-profile fitting method works almost
over the entire wave period. Similar conclusions apply if the 95%-confidence interval of u.(t) is
considered, i.e. it is generally of the order 10%, except for one profile which has a fitted u.(t) very
close to zero. However, if the fitted bottom roughness kb is considered, the acceptability of log-profile
fitting becomes questionable over a larger portion of the wave period. As shown in Figure 4-2(c),
there are two time windows of the same length, one from ot=68' to 900 and the other from ot=248'
to 2700, when the instantaneous kb differs from the kb given by fitting the first-harmonic velocity
amplitude profile (16.8mm) by a factor over 4. The associated velocity profiles are highlighted in red
in Figure 4-1(a) and (b) as are the corresponding results of the log-profile fitting in Figure 4-2 an
Table 4-1. According to the free-stream velocity um(t) shown in Figure 4-2(a), these two time
windows correspond to when u,,(t) approaches zero. As um(t) decreases, the pressure gradient ap/ax
(equal to -aujat) has the same sign of u,(t) and generally increases with w. Therefore, the
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oscillatory flow experiences an increasingly adverse pressure gradient as it approaches a zero-
crossing. As shown in Figure 4-3, the adverse pressure gradient will first reduce the flow velocity in
the immediate vicinity of the bottom, as indicated by the orange profile. Since we cannot measure
velocity extremely close to z=zo, fitting the lowest several measurements will give an increased
bottom roughness, i.e. the "orange" zo is above the "black" zo. This explains why the fitted zo and
hence kb given in Table 4-1 generally increases from cot =34* to 68' and from cot =203' to 236'. As
the adverse pressure gradient further increases and um(t) further decreases, separation (near-bottom
velocities opposing the free-stream velocity ) may eventually occur, as indicated by the red profile in
Figure 4-3. Since we do not capture the very near-bottom velocities, the bottom-most several
measurements may appear to increase in magnitude towards the bottom, and the fitted logarithmic
profile intersects with the z-axis at an unrealistic level which is above the lowest data point. This
phenomenon is observed for the velocity profiles at cot=79' and 259', as shown in Figure 4-1 and
Table 4-1, and consequently we obtained huge values of kb at these instances (13m and 31km,
respectively). After uci(t) crosses zero, the pressure gradient becomes favorable, so the separation
stops and the boundary layer is re-organized to approach a near-bottom logarithmic layer. During this
process, kb first suddenly jumps from the unrealistic high value to an unrealistic low value when the
slope formed by the bottom-most five points just changes sign, e.g. the fitted values of kb at cot=90
and 270' are 0.7mm and 2.1mm, respectively. After this, kb quickly increases to acceptable values,
e.g. at cot=1010 and ot=281'. Those abnormally low values of kb are still much larger than the
predicted instantaneous smooth bottom roughness, i.e. kb=3.3v/u*(t), so they are not due to the
possibility that the instantaneous flow is weak enough to be considered in the smooth turbulent
regime, but are just the residual effects of flow separation. The total duration Tfa1 when the log-profile
fitting is not applicable is about 67' for the sample test SP400ace, which is roughly 20% of T. For
other periodic wave tests, Tfali is about 20~30% of T. Thus, the log-profile fitting method is still
applicable during most of a wave period.
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Figure 4-1 Instantaneous double-averaged veloci profiles of test SP400a ce and the associated log-ity
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first half period, (b) second half period
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Figure 4-2 Log-profile fittings of the instantaneous velocity profiles of test SP400a ce (questionable
fittings are marked by red "x" markers): (a) free-stream velocity, (b) coefficient of determination, (c)
bottom roughness (circles: fitted kb with questionable values which are abnormally small or large are
replaced with 0mm or 40mm, respectively, dashed line: kb=20mm obtained from fitting first-
harmonic velocity profiles, as discussed in Section 3.3.4).
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Table 4-1 Log-profile fitting of the instantaneous velocity profiles of test SP400a ce (questionable
values are marked by red color)
Phase [0] 1-R 2 u.[cm/s] ±Au./u. kb[mm] Akb( x/s) mooth-- W Re.(t)
0
11
23
34
45
56
68
79
90
101
113
124
135
146
158
169
180
191
203
214
225
236
248
259
270
281
293
304
315
326
338
349
9.2- 10-3
3.5 10-3
4.8- 10-4
5.6 10-4
3.8- 10-3
1.8-10-3
1.1-10-2
9.5-10-'
8.8- 10-4
1.3-10-4
1.0-10-3
3.6-10-3
1.7-10-3
1.6-10-'
8.3-10-3
4.8-10-3
3.7-10-3
5.9 10-3
7.2- 10-3
6.8-10'
2.5- 10-3
1.7- 10-2
1.3-10-3
2.2- 10-'
1.1-10-2
9.5 -10-'
2.4 -10-
8.6- 10-4
2.6- 10-4
1.0.10-3
1.2-10-4
9.2-10-4
14.5
14.6
14.6
10.9
9.7
6.7
4.0
2.1
-3.3
-9.0
-16.2
-15.9
-17.6
-17.9
-18.7
-14.4
-14.6
-13.4
-11.6
-11.6
-10.4
-5.4
-3.4
-1.2
4.4
9.2
16.9
16.3
17.2
17.8
15.4
15.9
13.6%
8.3%
3.0%
3.3%
8.7%
6.0%
14.9%
13.9%
4.1%
1.6%
4.4%
8.4%
5.8%
5.5%
12.9%
9.7%
8.5%
10.8%
12.0%
3.6%
7.0%
18.8%
5.0%
166.1%
15.1%
13.9%
6.9%
4.1%
2.2%
4.4%
1.5%
4.2%
13.6
14.4
21.8
15.1
25.4
34.0
115.5
1.3-104
0.7
11.0
25.0
19.8
19.5
21.3
19.1
10.9
13.1
13.4
15.9
24.7
32.1
24.1
139.1
3.1 106
2.7
10.9
26.1
22.6
20.0
19.2
14.8
14.7
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.8
1.3
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.0
1.5 10'
1.8
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.9-10-2
1.9-10-2
1.8- 10-2
2.4- 10-2
2.7 10-2
4.0- 10-2
6.2 10-'
1.2-10-'
8.0- 10-2
2.9-10-2
1.6- 10-2
1.6- 10-2
1.5- 10-2
1.4- 10-2
1.5- 10-2
1.8- 10-2
1.9-10-2
2.1 10-2
2.3- 10-2
2.2- 10-2
2.6- 10-2
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Figure 4-3 Conceptual sketch of the effect of the adverse pressure gradient on the log-profile fitting of
velocity profiles: (a) linear vertical scale, (b) logarithmic vertical scale
Since the instantaneous roughness Reynolds number, Re.(t)=u(t)kN/v, is always greater than 1000,
the flow is always in the fully rough turbulent regime and a time-invariant kb should be expected. The
fitted values of kb during the rest of the wave period give a mean value of 19.3mm which is fairly
close to the kN of 20mm obtained from our analysis of first-harmonic amplitude profiles and current
velocity profiles in Section 3.3.4. The variability, as shown in Figure 4-2 (c), gives a standard
deviation of 6.3mm, which is partly due to the analysis error represented by the 95%-confidence
factors of kb (mostly between 1.1-1.3) and partly due to the residual effect of flow separation.
Nevertheless, for this sample test, it is reasonable to treat the fitted kb as time-invariant. As will be
shown Section 4.5, for all periodic wave tests in this study, a time-invariant assumption of kb is
generally appropriate. Since it is already obtained reliably from fitting the first-harmonic amplitude
profile, it can be considered a known quantity. Thus, u.(t) can be determined through a modified log-
profile fitting which has a predetermined zo. All tests over the ceramic-ball bottom are in the fully
rough turbulent regime, so a universal zo=kN/30 is used, but for all smooth-bottom tests and some
"sandpaper"-bottom tests which are not in the fully rough turbulent regime, zo is given by the fitted kb
of each test. The mathematical details of the modified least-square fitting are presented in Appendix
B. One advantage of this modification is that the experimental error of determining kb, e.g. the scatter
during the high velocity regime in Figure 4-2 (c), is removed, so the obtained time series of u.(t) is
smoother and the associated 95%-confidence intervals are smaller, as shown in Figure 4-4. At the
instants when the very near-bottom logarithmic profile disappears, the instantaneous Tb(t) and u.(t) are
close to zero, so it is still acceptable to apply the log-profile fittings to the bottom-most five points
and use the fitted u.(t), which is also close to zero, as a rough estimate of the actual u*(t). In such
situations, with a predetermined zo, u.(t) is estimated more realistically. For example, at ot=79' in
Figure 4-1, the bottom-most five measurements are negative, which indicates that Tb(t) and u.(t)
should be negative. A predetermined zo forces the fitted u.(t) to become negative, so at least the
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direction is correctly estimated, whereas the fitted slope and hence u(t) would be positive with a
varying zo.
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Figure 4-4 Time series of shear velocity obtained from log-profile fittings of test SP400a -ce (circles:
modified log-profile fitting with a known and constant bottom roughness scale zo, dots: log-profile
fittings without a fixed zo, error bar indicates 95%-confidence interval)
To check the potential effect of high-frequency noise on u*(t), the instantaneous velocity profiles are
smoothed by just retaining the first three odd harmonics (first, third and fifth harmonics), since the
harmonics higher than the fifth order are negligibly small and the even order harmonics should not
exist for sinusoidal waves. Log-profile fitting analysis is first performed without a fixed zo to the
smoothed velocity profiles to obtain the instantaneous bottom roughness. As shown in Figure 4-5, the
newly obtained time series indicated by black circles is clearly smoother than the one based on the
original instantaneous velocity profiles (red crosses). Beside the unrealistic variation of kb due to the
effect of flow separation (not shown in Figure 4-5), the remaining temporal variation is quite
organized, e.g. from ot=1000 to 2000 kb first increases to roughly 23mm after flow separation and
then decreases to about 14mm at wt1750 before it increases again. Nevertheless, the variation is
roughly within ±4-5mm or about 25% of the kN=20mm obtained in Section 3.3.4, so we can safely
neglect it. As shown in Figure 4-6, log-profile fitting of the smoothed (first three odd harmonics) or
the instantaneous velocity profiles with a fixed kv=30zo=20mm give virtually the same shear velocity
u.(t). Therefore, we will perform log-profile fittings directly to the original velocity profile hereafter.
The methodology using log-profile fitting to obtain the instantaneous shear velocity and hence bottom
shear stress is now established. The time series are further Fourier analyzed for easy comparison with
other methods, and we will present this comparison in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4-5 Time series of bottom roughness obtained from log-profile fitting the smoothed
instantaneous velocity profiles (questionable values of bottom roughness kb are removed)
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Figure 4-6 Shear velocity of test SP400ace obtained from log-profile fittings: (circles: based on
instantaneous velocity profiles, dots: based on smoothed velocity profiles, error bar indicates 95%-
confidence intervals)
4.2 Momentum integral method
Another way to obtain the bottom shear stress from Reynolds-averaged velocity profiles is the
momentum integral method. The lDV horizontal momentum equation for oscillatory turbulent
boundary layer flow is:
au _ (p/p) a(r/p)
- = +
at ax az (4.3)
The boundary layer approximation suggests that the pressure gradient is depth-invariant and can be
given by the potential flow outside the boundary layer, so:
a(p/p) a (p/p) au (4.4)
ax ax at
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where p,, and u. are the free-stream pressure and velocity, respectively. With Eq. (4.4), Eq. (4.3) can
be integrated to give the shear stress at any vertical elevation z:
r(z, t) _ z a[u. (t) - u(z ' t)]
P fat dz (4.5)
where the free-stream velocity u,(t) is estimated by averaging the top-most ten measurements and the
free-stream level z5 is the top of the measured profiles. For all tests, z6 is between 1.3 and 1.5 times
the boundary layer thickness &5 obtained in Section 3.4.2, ensuring that r(z,5,t)/p is zero. Eq. (4.5) can
be expressed in terms of Fourier components:
z fz in= J (U,", - U(z ')(n))dz' (4.6)
Thus, the n-th harmonic of the shear stress can be obtained by integrating the n-th harmonic of the
double-averaged velocity to a level where valid measurements of velocity no longer can be expected,
i.e. the 75%-good-vector threshold. Figure 4-7 shows the obtained amplitude and phase of the first-
harmonic shear stress of a typical test, SP400a ce (sinusoidal wave over the ceramic-ball bottom).
The phases are all related to the first-harmonic free-stream velocity, so that wot=0* is when the first-
harmonic free-stream velocity reaches its maximum. As we can see, both the amplitude and phase
increase smoothly towards the bottom, except for the free-stream region where phases become
chaotic since the amplitudes are virtually zero.
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Figure 4-7 First-harmonic shear stress of test SP400a ce given by the momentum integral method: (a)
amplitude, (b) phase,
The bottom shear stress is often evaluated at zrz 0 which is below the lowest level where valid
measurements exist, i.e. below the 75%-good-vector threshold zi. Thus, the integral to get bottom
shear stress must be split into two parts:
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(n)
Tb = f inCo(U(") - UC"))dz + -ifnCO(U,(") - Z(4.7)
The second part is essentially an extrapolation of the first part from zi to zo. Since there are no valid
measurements for z<zi, it must be calculated using an assumed velocity distribution. For amplitude
profiles, the most reasonable extrapolation is extending the logarithmic profile given by the overlying
measurements, as shown in Figure 4-8 (a). For phase profiles, the extrapolation is not quite as clear.
In general, if plotted with a logarithmic vertical scale, the phases of all meaningful harmonics will
increase towards the bottom with a decreasing gradient rp" log(z), as shown in Figure 4-8 (b), so
any rational extrapolation should be between two limits: one is a depth-invariant extrapolation of the
phase at zi, as indicated by the blue dotted line, the other, as indicated by the red dotted line, depends
linearly on log(z) with a slope obtained from fitting the lowest five measurements of phases.
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Figure 4-8 Extrapolation of the first-harmonic amplitude and phase for test SP400a ce: (a) amplitude,
(b) phase
As shown in Table 4-2, these two limits of extrapolating phase yield nearly identical extrapolations of
the first-harmonic shear stress (see the two columns under "Extrap.") and hence little difference
between the total first-harmonic bottom shear stresses, i.e. the discrepancies are less than 1% for
amplitudes, and 10 for phases. This is because the differences between the extrapolated phases are
generally less than 100 and the deficit complex velocity is controlled by the deficit of velocity
amplitude. Therefore, it is not necessary to introduce an elaborate way to extrapolate the phase, and
the constant-phase extrapolation will be used hereafter for its simplicity.
For the three tests shown in Table 4-2, the extrapolation term (the third column to the left) can be up
to 50% of the numerical-integral term based on actual measurements (the second column to the left),
and they do not have similar phases, i.e. roughly 750 versus l~O 0 . Thus, adding the extrapolation
term will increase the amplitude of the numerical integrals by roughly 20% and change the phase by
roughly 20g. This is also true for smooth-bottom tests and "sandpaper"-bottom tests, so the
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extrapolation is a substantial part of the momentum integral method. For any experimental
methodology which contains such a large extrapolated component, the obtained results are inherently
questionable, unless the extrapolation has very solid physics background. For smooth-bottom tests,
we cannot measure the flow velocity inside the extrapolation layer due to the limited resolution of our
PIV, but our proposed extrapolation of velocity, although is not perfect, is still an acceptable
representation of the actual velocity distribution, so the momentum integral method can be considered
reliable. However, for rough-bottom tests, part of the extrapolation layer, called the roughness layer
hereafter, is occupied by solid roughness elements, which makes the concept of a "fluid velocity"
completely fictitious, especially for the ceramic-ball bottom (4mm out of 5mm). Thus, any assumed
distribution of velocity, including ours, is questionable. In fact, as shown in Figure 4-7(a), the
amplitude of first-harmonic shear stress IT(1)l of test SP400a ce varies linearly in the very near-bottom
region. With a linear extrapolation, we would obtain a Irob1IW of 21 Ocm 2/s 2 , which is 10% larger than
the 193cm 2/s 2 obtained using the proposed method. More discussions on this issue based on
comparisons with other methods will be given in Section 4.4.
Table 4-2 Comparison of the two ways of extrapolating phases
First harmonic of rI/p
Amplitude [cm 2/s2] Phase [ ]
Integral Extrap. Total Integral Extrap. Total
SP400ace, constant ,p 53.5 193.2 76.6 28.7161.3 12.5
SP400a ce, linear-log q' 53.9 194.1 76.0 28.6
SP250 ce, constant p 32.6 80.8 1 76.2 24.0
-- 66.0 I 1.0
SP250_ce, linear-log 9 32.9 81.4 75.3 24.0
SP200_ce, constant p 1 5.4 12.6 2 76.0 26.7
-10.0 I 2.7
SP200_ce, linear-log _p 5.5 12.8 74.8 26.9
4.3 Reynolds stress
For highly turbulent flows, the turbulent Reynolds stress derived from Reynolds averaging the
Navier-Stokes equation is the dominant mechanism for transfer of momentum across turbulent
boundary layers, so it can be considered as the shear stress which controls the Reynolds-averaged
flow. In the very near-bottom region, the spatial homogeneity is broken by individual bottom
roughness elements, so spatial fluctuations of the Reynolds-averaged velocity exist. The non-zero
correlation of the vertical and horizontal components of spatial fluctuations also plays a role in
controlling the spatial-averaged boundary layer flow, i.e. the 1DV horizontal momentum equation
(Eq. (4.3)). Thus, for all tests in this thesis a generalized Reynolds stress is defined as:
TR(Z U'(x,z,t+(n-)T)w'(xz,t+(n-1)T), 0<t<T (4.8)
m=1 n=1
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where the generalized turbulent fluctuations u' and w' are obtained by subtracting the spatial- and
phase- averaged velocity from direct PIV measurements, as introduced in Section 2.2.3, so they
contain both turbulent and spatial fluctuations.
For easy comparison with other methods, the time series of Reynolds stress is Fourier analyzed.
Figure 4-9 shows the first three harmonics of the Reynolds shear stress of test SP400ace. The first
harmonic, as expected, has organized vertical variation and much larger amplitude than the other two
harmonics. The second-harmonic Reynolds stress is negligibly small (<10 cm 2/s 2 ) compared to the
first harmonic, and the vertical variations of both its amplitude and phase are quite unstructured,
which confirms that it primarily represents experiment errors. As shown in Figure 4-9 (e) and (f), the
Reynolds stress method gives a third-harmonic shear stress for which both the amplitude and phase
increase towards the bottom in organized manners similar to those of the first-harmonic shear stress,
in spite of its relatively large scatter. Its amplitude is about 20% of the first harmonic, and is
considerably larger than the second harmonic, which agrees with the prediction of Trowbridge and
Madsen (1984a). Therefore, the Reynolds stress method is in principle able to estimate the third-
harmonic shear stress. To obtain the bottom shear stress, one would have to extrapolate the profiles to
the level z=zo, i.e. the determination of the actual bottom shear stress from the Reynolds stress method
suffers from an extrapolation uncertainty similar to that of the momentum integral method. Based on
the profiles in Figure 4-9, a simple linear extrapolation appears reasonable for both amplitude and
phase profiles.
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Figure 4-9 Reynolds shear stress of test SP400ace: (a) first-harmonic amplitude, (b) first-harmonic
phase, (c) second-harmonic amplitude, (d) second-harmonic phase, (e) third-harmonic amplitude, (f)
third-harmonic phase.
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4.4 Comparison of the three methods to determine the experimental bottom shear stress
The previous three sections have introduced three methods to give bottom shear stress or vertical
distribution of shear stress: log-profile fitting, momentum integral and Reynolds stress. As mentioned
in Section 1.2, these three methods may not give identical estimates of bottom shear stress, so here we
will compare them using our measurements and determine which method can be considered to yield
the correct experimental results.
4.4.1 Reynolds stress versus momentum integral
We will start with the comparison between the Reynolds stress method and the momentum integral
method, since both of them can give profiles of the shear stress. Because the momentum integral
method can only estimate dominant harmonics, here we only compare the first-harmonic shear stress
of sinusoidal waves.
Figure 4-10 shows the comparisons based on a typical sinusoidal wave, SP400a, over our three
bottom configurations. Based on the amplitude profiles shown in Figure 4-10 (a), (c) and (e), the
obtained Reynolds stresses are generally smaller than the shear stresses given by the momentum
integral method. At about z=5~6mm, for tests over smooth and "sandpaper" bottoms the Reynolds
stresses are roughly 50% of those obtained from the momentum integral, but for the test over the
ceramic-ball bottom this ratio increases to about 75%, so the discrepancy seems to decrease with
bottom roughness. Moreover, the discrepancy also decreases with elevation and the elevation Zmatch
where the two methods become identical decreases with bottom roughness, i.e. Zmatch is 80mm for the
smooth bottom test, but decreases to 38mm and 18mm for the "sandpaper" and ceramic-ball bottoms,
respectively. The momentum integral method is based on the momentum equation, which appears to
be without any crucial approximations for the uniform flow in our WCS. So at this point, we have to
believe in its reliability except for the region close to the edge of the boundary layer where the small
velocity deficit is significantly affected by experimental error. Thus, the observed differences which
mainly exist in the lower part of boundary layers suggest that the Reynolds stress method has a
systematic error which leads to a considerable underestimation of shear stress.
To understand this, we have to investigate how the turbulent fluctuations are obtained. As introduced
in Section 2.2, the PIV data-processing software, Insight 4G, divides the entire PIV image into
rectangular grids with length and depth scales of O(1mm) and reports the average particle velocities
in these grids as the final measurements. This algorithm essentially serves as a low-pass filter which
removes all turbulent eddies smaller than the size of the interrogation grids, so the contribution of
these small eddies to the total Reynolds stress is missed. For wall-bounded turbulent boundary layers,
according to the mixing length theory, the characteristic scale of eddies increases with elevation, so
less eddies are missed in the upper part of the boundary layer, which leads to better agreement
between the momentum integral method and the Reynolds stress method. Since the characteristic
scale of the turbulent eddies is proportional to the physical scale of bottom roughness elements and
the three tests shown in Figure 4-10 have identical sizes of the interrogation grids, smoother bottom
leads to smaller turbulent eddies and consequently more severe underestimation of Reynolds stress.
This explains why the test over the ceramic-ball bottom, SP400ace, has the best agreement and
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lowest zmatch. To further prove the aforementioned arguments, the Reynolds stresses of test SP400asa
given by two PIV resolutions are shown in Figure 4-11. The coarse resolution is about 2 times the
fine resolution. As can be clearly seen, the two amplitude profiles are virtually identical above
z=40-50mm, but below this level the coarse resolution affords a roughly 20% smaller Reynolds
stress, which confirms our argument.
The phase profiles, as shown in Figure 4-10 (b), (d) and (f), unlike the amplitude profiles, show good
agreement between the two methods, except for the region close to the upper edge of the boundary
layer where the momentum integral is subject to experimental error. If we consider the total Reynolds
stress is the sum of contributions from missed and captured eddies:
'rR (Z't)-=<UW>missed +<U'W'>captured (4.9)
the agreement of phase profiles indicates that the two contributions are in phase, so missing some
small eddies only reduces the amplitude, but will not change the phase. This hypothesis is further
supported by the excellent agreement between the two phase profiles for different PIV resolution
shown in Figure 4-11 (b).
Most velocity measurement instruments, such as PIV, require a finite sampling volume with scales of
O(mm) to provide measurements, so they are all subject to the effect of "missing" eddies. This is the
likely reason why almost all existing experimental studies have reported that the measured Reynolds
stress was smaller than that obtained from the momentum integral, e.g. van der A et al. (2011). The
second-harmonic shear stresses of nonlinear waves in general lead to the same conclusions, but it is of
no practical importance since the failure of the Reynolds stress method to yield reliable results has
been established for the larger first harmonic, so we will not show them here for simplicity.
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of first-harmonic shear stresses given by momentum integral and Reynolds
stress: (a) and (b) test SP400a sm, (c) and (d) test SP400a sa, (e) and (f) test SP400ace.
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of first-harmonic Reynolds stress of test SP400asa sampled with two PIV
resolution (the coarse resolution is about 2 times the fine resolution)
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4.4.2 Momentum integral versus log-profile fitting
Since the log-profile fitting method can only give bottom shear stress and the momentum integral
only works for the large intended harmonics, the comparison between these methods is based on their
determination of the first-harmonic bottom shear stress.
The tests over three bottom configurations are shown separately in Tables 4-3 to 4-5. For tests over
the smooth bottom, Table 4-4, the two methods give nearly identical estimations of the first-harmonic
bottom shear stress, i.e. the average ratio of amplitudes is 100%± 14% and the average offset in phases
is -3.2±4.6'. Test ST400b sm gives an abnormally large phase offset, -11.36', which may be due to
an occasionally large experimental error of the momentum integral method given that the phase
afforded by log-profile fitting is in good agreement with those of other tests. Excluding this test from
the overall statistics will improve the agreement between phases to -2.1 ±3.4 . The obtained good
agreement proves that both methods are valid for estimating bottom shear stress for smooth
oscillatory turbulent boundary layer flows and our proposed extrapolation of velocity following the
logarithmic profile works quite well for extrapolating the momentum integral. As an additional piece
of evidence, Jensen et al. (1989) directly measured the bottom shear stress using hot-film probes and
found that the direct measurements were in good agreement with the bottom shear stresses given by
log-profile fittings. However, this good agreement disappears when the bottom becomes rough, with
the first-harmonic bottom shear stress afforded by momentum integral becoming systematically
smaller than that of the log-profile fitting method as the bottom roughness increases (Tables 4-4 and
4-5). Thus, for the tests over the "sandpaper" bottom the average ratio of amplitudes drops to
72%±9%, and is further reduced to 58%±6% for tests over the ceramic-ball bottom. The log-profile
fitting method is based on a quasi-steady assumption which is independent of whether the bottom is
smooth or rough, and many experimental studies, including Nikuradse (1933), have shown that it
works for steady rough turbulent boundary layer flows, so it is legitimate to extend its confirmed
validity for smooth bottom scenarios to rough bottom scenarios. We have shown in Section 4.2 that
the extrapolation term of the momentum integral contributes a lot (at least 20% of amplitude) to the
total bottom shear stress. For rough-bottom tests, this term is calculated based on an extrapolated fluid
velocity which is completely fictitious in the roughness layer, so its validity is suspect. Therefore, the
observed discrepancy for rough-bottom tests is very likely attributed to the inability of the momentum
integral method to produce accurate results. The observed discrepancy suggests that the extrapolation
is probably underestimated. As an exaggerated yet still reasonable extrapolation of velocity, we can
assume the conceptual fluid velocity in the roughness layer is constantly zero, which will give the
largest estimates of the extrapolation term and the first-harmonic bottom shear stress. For test
SP400ace, the amplitude of the extrapolation term is increased from 54cm 2/s 2 to 89cm 2/s2 , but the
total first-harmonic bottom shear stress is slightly changed from 193cm 2/s 2 to 205cm 2 /s2 . This is
because the extrapolation term leads the numerical-integral term by roughly 600 in phase, as shown in
Table 4-2, so the amplitude of their sum is not very sensitive to the proposed change. This means that
we cannot close the observed 30-40% gap between the momentum integral method and the log-
profile fitting method by changing the way for extrapolating velocity. Thus, beside the suspect
extrapolation term, there must be some other factors.
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In the context of the smaller bottom shear stress predicted from the momentum integral method, van
der A et. al (2011) argued that: "this is most likely due to the presence of the vertical velocities, which
cause non-uniformity in the horizontal flow. Accounting for the non-uniformity requires a uau/ax
term to be added within the integral". It is true that mean vertical velocities are observed in our WCS,
as shown in Section 3.5, but they are due to secondary flows in the traverse plane, and hence are
balanced by mean lateral velocities v, i.e. aw/az+av/ay=0, so a horizontal non-uniformity is not
produced by the vertical velocity. However, there are deflections of the test channel under high time-
varying water pressure, as demonstrated in Section 3.3.1. This gives rise to a horizontal gradient of
total discharge aQ/ax since continuity requires aA/at+Q/ax=o (A is the local cross-section area), and
hence produces a non-zero uau/ax. Such an effect would have no dependency on the bottom
configurations, so if it was the reason for a non-vanishing w, it should also affect our smooth-bottom
tests for which we obtained excellent agreement between the two methods. Thus, it is not the
horizontal non-uniformity which makes the momentum integral underestimate the bottom shear
stress.
To find a rational explanation, we need to consider the horizontal momentum equation from which
the momentum integral method is derived. The full form of it is:
au au a+V- +Wu =-a(p/p) + + +  (4.10)
at ax ay az ax ax ay az
We already argued that the a/ax terms are not the reason for the observed discrepancy, so they can be
disregarded. Since our measurements are taken at or very near the lateral centerline of the WCS, by
symmetry, all a/ay terms should vanish. Thus, the equation becomes:
au au+ a(r/p) au
at - - w-t (4.11)at at az az
where r is equal to rx and a(p/p)/ax=-au <at was introduced. The vertical velocity w is produced by
the secondary flow in the traverse plane, so it only has a mean component i-. Thus, the equation
becomes linear in u and may be stated in terms of Fourier harmonics. The equation governing the
first-harmonic motion may then be written as:
a (-CMP) -a(U( -UT0)iCo(U 1 - U( V)= - W a - (4.12)
az az
which can be integrated from z to z6 where T) vanishes to yield:
ic = (U - U)dz'+ i a (Uc1) - U(1 )dz' (4.13)fZ 0 fZ z Iz
The first term on the right-hand side is the first-harmonic momentum integral 1, so Eq. (4.13) can be
written as:
I) =r )/ p -( i- (U1 -UW ))dz' (4.14)
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In this form it is readily recognized that the momentum integral is the actual shear stress minus the
influence of the non-zero vertical velocity component which represents the "error" of the momentum
integral method. To examine the nature of the "error" term, we may integrate this by parts to obtain:
-z i- a(UP - UN)d= 3(UP - U')+ J (U - (4.15)
z az' If z Iz
The second term on the right-hand side is scaled by the vertical gradient of the mean vertical velocity.
As a rough estimation, fv- is of the order 1-10mm/s (see Figure 3-32) and the boundary layer thickness
is of the order 10cm, so the vertical gradient is less than 0.1s-, which is much smaller than the
angular frequency w=1s 4 or 0.5s-1 for tests in this study. Thus, this term is negligibly small compared
to the momentum integral, and consequently only the first term could result in a sizeable error. Thus,
Eq. (4.14) can be approximately written as:
I0) = .0 /pL+(U 
-U) (4.16)
Near the edge of the wave boundary layer, the velocity deficit is very small, so the error term can be
neglected. This is why the momentum integral gives the same estimate of shear stress as the Reynolds
stress method in the upper part of the boundary layer, as shown in Figure 4-10. In the near-bottom
region, since 11) leads UV) by no more than 20~25', and the phase difference between UV) of T) in
the near bottom region is also very small (see Figure 4-10), we can neglect the influences of phase in
Eq. (4.16) to obtain:
|IN P)=1 T(1 /p I +W(I U.(1 I- IU(1 1) (4.17)
Apparently, the momentum integral will underestimate/overestimate the shear stress if 0 is
negative/positive. As shown in Figure 3-32, we observed a positive 0 for smooth-bottom tests, but
negative W for rough-bottom tests which increases in magnitude with increasing bottom roughness.
Since the velocity deficits increase towards the bottom, the error term also grows and the momentum
integral becomes increasingly incorrect, as shown in Figure 4-12. If the momentum integral is linearly
extrapolated from z=z1 to the bottom level z=zo, the obtained bottom shear stress is definitely
inaccurate. Thus, we cannot perform the extrapolation geometrically and have to use an assumed
velocity distribution to carry out the extrapolation. At z=zo where the bottom shear stress is evaluated,
we have:
Ib( 1= lb-- /p I  Wb I U (4.18)
Ideally, Wb should be zero since the bottom is not penetrable, so the error term is zero. However, for
rough-bottom tests, z=zo is a fictitious bottom level which does not necessarily require a zero mean
vertical velocity, e.g. for the ceramic-ball bottom there is still 8.5mm space from z=zo to the solid
surface of aluminum plates. Thus, the secondary flow can still exist inside the roughness layer. As
shown in in Figure 3-32(c), Ov even increases towards the bottom below z=20mm, which is also
observed for the gravel-bottom tests of van der A et al. (2011) (see their figure 12(c)). Thus, having a
finite iib is possible for rough-bottom tests. The error term is essentially a net downward transfer of
momentum which drives (together with the pressure gradient) the porous flow below z=zo to produce
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a "form drag". The momentum integral method fails to capture this, and consequently underestimates
the bottom shear stress. For the SP400a wave (sinusoidal wave with approximately 160cm/s free-
stream velocity), based on Figure 3-32, i0 at the lowest level is about -1.5mm/s for the "sandpaper"
bottom and -6mm/s for the ceramic-ball bottom. If we use these two values for -b, the obtained error
terms are -24cm 2/s2 and -96cm 2/s 2, respectively, which correspond to 16% and 30% of the bottom
shear stress given by the log-profile fitting method (see Tables 4-4 and 4-5). These are comparable to
the observed discrepancies, i.e. 28% and 42%. However, for smooth-bottom tests, even though the
observed vertical velocities may not approach zero towards the bottom due to some unknown
experimental error, as shown in Figure 3-32 (a), there is no question that right at the surface of the
smooth bottom, W- must be zero. Since the level zo=kb/30 is less than 0.001mm, it is reasonable to
expect that iOb=O. Thus, the error term vanishes and the momentum integral is still able to give the
correct bottom shear stress for smooth-bottom tests.
In conclusion, we have found that the momentum integral method gives a significantly smaller
estimate of bottom shear stress for rough-bottom tests than the log-profile fitting method. This is due
to the non-zero mean vertical velocity associated with the secondary flow in the traverse plane.
Therefore, among the three possible methods to infer bottom shear stress from velocity
measurements, only the log-profile fitting method can be considered to yield the correct estimate.
- Momentum integral
-"error"
- Actual shear stress
1--------- --- - -- -------.
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Figure 4-12 Schematic drawing of the failure of the momentum integral method for rough-bottom
tests
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Table 4-3 Comparison of first-harmonic bottom shear stresses afforded
method and the log-profile fitting method: tests over the smooth bottom
by the momentum integral
Test ID Amplitude rcm2/s2' Phase r]
Mom. int. Log-law M.I./L. Mom. int. Log-law M.I.-L.
SP250 sm 19.3 20.3 94.9% 16.1 12.9 3.3
SP400asm 49.0 44.4 110.3% 12.6 12.6 0.0
FL320b_sm 8.3 8.8 93.9% 8.5 12.8 -4.3
FL320a_sm 30.3 35.4 85.6% 6.9 11.8 -4.9
FL160_sm 10.5 8.2 128.3% 8.0 11.0 -3.0
ST400asm 43.7 47.7 91.5% 6.3 12.4 -6.1
ST200_sm 12.5 13.3 94.1% 13.4 12.7 0.7
ST400b sm 12.5 12.1 103.6% 2.5 13.8 -11.4
100%±14% -3.2±4.6
Table 4-4 Comparison of first-harmonic bottom shear stresses afforded by the momentum integral
method and the log-profile fitting method: tests over the "sandpaper" bottom
Test ID A plitude [cm2 /s' Phase [01
Mom. int. Log-law M.I./L. Mom. int. Log-law M.I.-L.
SP200_sa 7.1 9.1 78.0% 15.9 19.8 -3.9
SP250_sa 41.9 66.6 62.9% 20.7 19.6 1.1
SP400bsa 23.1 33.5 69.0% 18.4 19.3 -0.9
SP400asa 101.2 145.9 69.3% 19.8 18.1 1.7
FL320b_sa 14.9 20.9 71.6% 23.4 18.9 4.5
FL320a_sa 61.2 103.1 59.4% 22.1 18.4 3.7
FL160_sa 24.9 29.7 83.7% 19.9 19.8 0.1
ST400bsa 27.2 30.7 88.7% 18.1 20.0 -1.9
ST400asa 99.5 147.3 67.5% 22.5 18.2 4.2
ST200 sa 29.5 44.4 66.5% 22.4 21.2 1.2
72%±9% 1.0±2.7
Table 4-5 Comparison of first-harmonic bottom shear stresses afforded by the momentum integral
method and the log-profile fitting method: tests over the ceramic-ball bottom
Test ID Amplitude [cm 2/s2  Phase [0]
Mom. int. Log-law M.I./L. Mom. int. Log-law M.I.-L.
SP200_ce 12.6 22.15 57.0% 26.7 24.5 2.2
SP250_ce 80.8 141.07 57.3% 24.0 22.6 1.4
SP400ace 193.2 303.28 63.7% 28.7 23.0 5.7
FL320a ce 120.8 218.14 55.4% 26.0 19.5 6.5
FL160ce 38.5 72.72 53.0% 26.4 20.0 6.4
ST400ace 201.3 299.85 67.1% 26.5 23.1 3.4
ST200 ce 52.7 102.74 51.3% 26.5 22.7 3.8
58%±6% 4.2±2.0
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4.5 Instantaneous bottom roughness for periodic waves
In the previous log-profile fitting analysis, we have assumed that the instantaneous bottom roughness
kb is time-invariant, which is confirmed by our observation for test SP400ace. For all ceramic-ball-
bottom tests in this study, the large Nikuradse equivalent sand grain roughness kN (20mm) ensures
that the instantaneous Roughness Reynolds number, Re.(t), is larger than the threshold for fully rough
turbulent flow, except for the moments when the shear velocity crosses zero, so assuming kb to be
time-invariant is appropriate. However, if the near-bottom bottom responds quickly to the time-
varying flow condition, a time-varying kb(t) can be expected since for smooth-bottom tests:
k =3.3v (4.19)
1 U(t) I
Meanwhile, for "sandpaper"-bottom tests, it is possible that the instantaneous flow is in the transition
regime, i.e. Re.(t)<300-400, and consequently kb is also time-varying. This issue will definitely affect
the shear velocity and hence the bottom shear stress given by the log-profile fitting method, so a
detailed investigation is necessary.
Smooth-bottom tests
The smooth-bottom tests generally give similar conclusions on the temporal variability of kb, so the
following discussion is based on a typical test, SP400a_sm, i.e. the strongest sinusoidal wave test.
Figure 4-13 shows (a) the free-stream velocity, (b) the instantaneous shear velocity and (c) two
instantaneous bottom roughnesses, one directly from the log-profile fitting and the other is given by
Eq. (4.19). This test has the same issue of flow separation as SP400a_ce shown in Section 4.1, so
there are a few unrealistic values around ot-90' and 2700 which are larger or smaller than the kb from
fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude by more than a factor of 10 and hence not shown. The
remaining values of kb appear to be generally time-invariant. Their average is 0.058mm+0.02mm
which is larger than the kb of 0.045mm obtained from fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude
profile by roughly 30% (the black dashed line in Figure 4-13(c)). Given that the 95%-confidence
factor is between 1.5 and 2, this discrepancy is insignificant. Clearly, the fitted kb does not follow the
trend of variation predicted by Eq. (4.19). For example, the predictions increase from ot-200 to
250' by a factor over 2, but measurements are essentially unchanged. This may indicate that kb is
time-invariant, but we also cannot ignore the potential influence of the relatively large uncertainty of
fitted kb. Nevertheless, even if the bottom roughness is indeed time-varying, for periodic-wave tests,
the instantaneous kb can differ from the overall average value by a factor of 2 only for two short time
windows around the two zero-crossings of shear velocity when u.(t) is sufficiently low, e.g. the
predicted kb for test SP400asm suggests that the two windows are from ot-50' to 125' and from
ot-225' to 300'. Thus, a time-invariant kb still works during most of the wave period. More
significantly, the kb under the maximum bottom shear stress is well represented by the kb from fitting
the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile, so the maximum bottom shear stress which is of most
interest to us is estimated accurately. Therefore, we conclude that for periodic smooth-bottom tests kb
can be considered time-invariant and takes on the value from fitting the first-harmonic velocity
amplitude profile.
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"Sandpaper" bottom tests
For tests over the "sandpaper" bottom, we have shown that the flow is in the transitional rough
turbulent regime and the bottom roughness is no longer a constant value when the roughness
Reynolds number Re. is less than 300~400. Since Re varies with the instantaneous shear velocity
u(t) for which the magnitude will always reach zero twice during a wave period, it is possible that at
some instants when u.(t) is sufficiently low the flow is in the transitional regime, while the flow under
the maximum u.(t) is in the fully rough turbulent regime, and hence the bottom roughness is time-
varying. To investigate this, here we consider a typical test, FL320a sa (a forward-learning wave).
Figure 4-14 shows (a) the free-stream velocity, (b) the time series of Re.(t) and (c) the time series of
obtained bottom roughness kb(t). Due to the effect of flow separation, here we also have two time
windows around the two zero-crossings of the free-stream velocity when unrealistically large or small
values of kb(t) are obtained. The second-harmonic free-stream velocity decreases the temporal
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gradient Ou/t for the zero down-crossing but increases that for the zero up-crossing, so the length of
the time window containing the zero down-crossing is relatively longer. The acceptable values of kb
are distributed around a mean value of 3.8mm which is nearly identical to the 3.7mm Nikuradse
equivalent sand grain roughness obtained from log-profile fitting analysis of the first-harmonic
velocity amplitude profile. This is because Re.(t) is generally over 300, so the flow is mostly in the
fully rough turbulent regime. The average 95%-confidence factor of kb is 1.3, which suggests a
standard deviation of 0.6mm. This is smaller than the observed standard deviation (0.9mm),
indicating that the scatter is not completely due to the analysis error. A close inspection of Figure
4-14(c) reveals, however, some systematic variation of kb. At wt= 119', the instantaneous Re. is 217,
and the fitted kb is 1.4mm with a 95%-confidence factor of 1.9, both indicating that the flow is not in
the fully rough turbulent regime immediately after recovering from boundary layer separation. As the
flow accelerates from ot=1 19' to 153', kb quickly increases to the value of kN (3.5-4mm) and then
becomes virtually constant from ot=153' to 2310 before it increases again due to the effect of flow
separation. We can express the variation of kb from cot=119' and 220' in terms of the factor C(Re.)
and make comparisons with the previous results (Figure 3-20) from the pure current tests and the pure
sinusoidal wave tests, as shown in Figure 4-15. In the fully rough turbulent regime (Re.>350), the
present results add more data points and the average value of C is 8.55±0.29 (or
kN =3.66mm+0.41mm), which is in good agreement with the theoretical value of 8.5. This confirms
the previous experimental determination of the fully rough turbulent regime's kN3 .7mm. For the
transition regime, given the relatively few data points and the large 95%-confidence intervals, the
agreement is still acceptable. It is important to point out that the observed increase of kb may also be
due to the unfinished recovery of the instantaneous boundary layer from the effects of flow separation,
since kb also increases from ot=85' to ot=108' when it is unrealistically small (even much smaller
than predicted by the formula for smooth turbulent flow, Eq. (4.19)). Nevertheless, the finding
suggests there is a possibility that kb responds sufficiently quickly to the time-varying flow condition
to render kb time-varying. The total duration when kb is significantly different from the average value
is short, e.g. only 3 points in Figure 4-14 (c) are below kb=3mm, which amounts to 10% of the entire
wave period T. Similar conclusions apply to other periodic wave tests over the "sandpaper" bottom.
Even including the time windows of flow separation which is about 20~30% of T, it is still reasonable
to take kb as time-invariant for periodic waves over the "sandpaper" bottom. The kN (3.7mm) from
fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile, as indicated by the black dashed line in in Figure
4-14 (c), can represent the instantaneous kb quite well when u.(t) is around its positive and negative
maxima. Therefore, using this value as the constant kb for log-profile fitting instantaneous velocity
profiles can accurately estimate the two extreme values of bottom shear stress, which is of primary
importance. Thus, it is appropriate to assume a time-invariant bottom roughness which takes on the
value given by fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile for periodic wave tests over the
"sandpaper" bottom.
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Figure 4-14 Instantaneous bottom roughness kb of test FL320a sa (questionable fittings are marked
by red "x" markers): (a) free-stream velocity, (b) instantaneous roughness Reynolds number, (c)
instantaneous bottom roughness (circles: fitted kb with questionable values which are abnormally
small or large are replaced with 0mm or 6mm, respectively, dashed line: kb obtained from fitting the
first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile)
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Figure 4-15 Dependency of C on Re. for the "sandpaper" bottom including results from fitting the
instantaneous velocity profiles of test FL320a sa (error bars indicate 95%-confidence interval and the
data points for current tests and sinusoidal wave tests based on their first-harmonic amplitude profiles
are copied from Figure 3-20)
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4.6 Characteristics of bottom shear stress under periodic waves
Having identified the log-profile fitting as the correct method to infer bottom shear stress from
experiments, we will present some general characteristics of bottom shear stress under periodic waves
in this section. Most existing experimental and theoretical studies use the sinusoidal wave as the first-
order approximation of coastal waves, and characterize the bottom shear stress by its maximum.
Following this "tradition", we will first investigate the maximum bottom shear stress of our
sinusoidal wave tests and make comparisons with other studies. This quantity alone cannot reveal the
intra-period variation of bottom shear stress, especially when sizeable second-harmonic dynamics are
added for nonlinear waves. Thus, we will also discuss the characteristics of the meaningful Fourier
components of bottom shear stress.
Maximum bottom shear stress under sinusoidal waves
As suggested by a typical test, SP400ace, shown in Figure 4-16, the time-series of the bottom shear
stress obtained from the log-profile fitting method is not completely smooth due to inevitable
experimental errors and the phase resolution is coarse (11.25'), so we cannot directly locate the
maximum bottom shear stress for each half period from the original time series. For sinusoidal waves,
the bottom shear stress should only contain odd Fourier components for which the amplitudes decay
quickly with orders. Therefore, to remove experimental noise, the time series of bottom shear stress is
smoothed by only retaining its first and third harmonics, and the maximum bottom shear stress is
obtained from this smoothed signal, i.e. the solid line in Figure 4-16. As we can see, the two
harmonics reach their positive or negative maxima almost simultaneously with the third harmonic
slightly leading over the first harmonic, so the maximum bottom shear stress has a magnitude
(342.8cm 2/s 2) which is virtually the sum of two amplitudes (303.2cm 2/s 2 and 39.7cm 2/s 2) and it leads
the first-harmonic maximum bottom shear stress by just 1.1 .
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Figure 4-16 Bottom shear stress of test SP400a ce
It is customary to express the maximum bottom shear stress Thin/p in terms of a wave friction factorf,
introduced by Jonsson (1966):
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, = .02 m / P (4.20)U2
where U is the amplitude of the free-stream velocity. There are a few simple analytical models based
on a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity, such as the widely-used Grant and Madsen (1979)
model, which can predict the fw for pure sinusoidal waves and combined wave-current flows.
Recently, Humbyrd (2012) proposed an improved version of the Grant and Madsen (1979) model
without empirically determined parameters. The wave friction factor for pure sinusoidal waves given
by her model is:
2(30X / r)- 21 3 , 0.05 <X 0.342
f, = exp{-1.69X 0344 - 0.473}+ 0.0388, 0.342 < X 10 (4.21)
exp{5.70X-O - 7.46}, 10 < X 10 5
where Xis:
x - b (4.22)
kb
It should be noted that a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity leads to a sinusoidal temporal
variation of the bottom shear stress, so the prediction given by the Humbyrd (2012) model (or Grant-
Madsen type models in general) is the amplitude of the predicted first-harmonic bottom shear stress.
This is not so for our experimentally obtained values which is achieved by the max of the sum of the
first and third harmonics. Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a) compared the predictions of the maximum
bottom shear stress for a sinusoidal wave, Tbm/p, given by their analytical model based on a time-
varying turbulent eddy viscosity and a modified Grant-Madsen type model, and showed that there is
little difference. This is because the time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity in the Grant-Madsen type
models is scaled by the maximum shear velocity, which works ideally for predicting the maximum
bottom shear stress. Thus, it is still suitable and of interest to compare the Humbyrd (2012) model to
the results of the present studies and some existing experimental studies which have reliable
measurements of bottom shear stress, as shown Figure 4-17. The results of Jonsson and Carlsen
(1976) are those obtained from the re-analysis of their data by Grant (1977), because the log-profile
fitting in their original publication was questionable, i.e. they obtained the zero offset by reference to
the bottom shear stress obtained from the momentum integral method which is proved inaccurate in
Section 4.4. For smooth-bottom tests, kb is taken as the effective bottom roughness from fitting the
first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile. Jensen et al. (1989) did not report kb for their smooth
bottom tests, so for these tests the values of kb are evaluated using the formula, kb=3. 3 v/O. 8 u.m,
obtained in Section 3.3.4. Here we only consider the regime Abm/kb>10 where all our measurements
are obtained. The results of the present study agree very well with those of the existing studies. For
smooth bottom tests, our measurements agree excellently with the direct measurements of Jensen et
al. (1989), which again proves the validity of the log-profile fitting method. The data points clearly
indicate that fw decreases with increasing Abkb, which is well represented by the Humbyrd (2012)
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model, although the model seems to slightly under-predict f, for Abj/kb<50 and over-predict for
Abm/kb> 1 04. The relative discrepancies are of the order 10-15%, so the model's general performance is
very good.
The maximum shear stress leads the maximum free-stream velocity in phase by an angle Prob.. As a
first-order approximation, the time series of the bottom shear stress can be treated as a sinusoidal
variation characterized by rbm/p and Prbm, so the wave energy dissipation is:
E = pf 0U (4.23)4
where U., is the amplitude of the sinusoidal free-stream velocity and the energy dissipation factorfi is
related with the wave friction factor through:
fe = fw cos Obm (4.24)
This suggests that rpb, is critical for determining energy dissipation. Figure 4-18 shows the measured
qprbm from the present and some existing studies. The prediction by the Humbyrd (2012) model is also
shown for comparison:
[r / 4, 0.05 < X ! 0.342
Yrbm[rad] -0.303X. 260 +0.00967X+1.02, 0.342 <X 10 (4.25)
0.649X-'.160 +0.118, 10 < X! 105
Due to some experimental error, the measurements show some scatter which is estimated to be 1-5'.
The rough-bottom tests in the present study are generally consistent with those of existing studies. For
the smooth turbulent tests, the values of 9rbm from the present study are higher than the direct
measurements by Jensen et al. (1989) by roughly 50, which only corresponds to less than 5%
difference for the energy dissipation factor. It is unclear what causes the difference between their and
our results. However, since the discrepancy is not vital, we shall not speculate on the actual reasons.
The data points suggest that qPrm decreases as Ab,/kb increases. They are almost evenly distributed
around the curve given by the Humbyrd (2012) model over the entire range 1 0<Ab2 /kb<l 05, except for
the three points given by Jensen et al. (1989). Therefore, the Humbyrd (2012) model can predict the
phase lead of maximum bottom shear stress with excellent accuracy.
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Figure 4-18 Phase lead of the maximum bottom shear stress
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Fourier components of bottom shear stress
The maximum bottom shear stress cannot reveal the intra-period variation of bottom shear stress.
Therefore, it is of interest to Fourier analyze the instantaneous bottom shear stress and examine the
characteristics of meaningful harmonics. Here we only consider the first three harmonics of bottom
shear stress, since higher order harmonics cannot be accurately resolved, since they are comparable to
the experimental error in magnitudes. The second harmonic of sinusoidal waves is not considered
either, because it should not exist due to symmetry and we have seen that it is not resolved reliably.
It is of interest to compare our measurements with some predictive models. Since some high order
harmonics of bottom shear stress, e.g. the third harmonic, are the direct results of the time variation of
turbulent eddy viscosity, the Humbyrd (2012) model which assumes a time-invariant turbulent eddy
viscosity cannot predict them and is not suitable for comparison. However, Gonzalez-Rodriguez
(2009) approximated the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity by its mean and first two harmonics
and analytically obtained the first three harmonics of the bottom shear stress for periodic waves with
a free stream velocity given by the sum of two harmonics: um(t)=U cos(ot)+U,cos(2wqt+2,).
Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2010) (hereafter GRM10) further approximated the analytical
solutions by explicit formulas in terms of friction factors and phase leads:
=b-~fiU, cos(wt +9p~s )
1 1
+-f 2aU 0U 2,c cos(2wt + (Pb,2a + (2,,,) + -If2pfUl cU 2, cos(2cot + ob,2, - 92,-) (4.26)2 2
1 2
+--f3U1,2 cos(3at + 9(b,3)2
Both the friction factors and the phase leads are given as functions of the inverse relative roughness X
based on the first-harmonic excursion amplitude:
X = AbM'' (4.27)
kb
The formulas for friction factors are:
exp(17.59X- 0 5 - 20.42) 0.02 <X 0.1
= p(10.17X-1.15 -12.10) 0.1 <X 100 (4.28)
exp(5.84X-- " - 7.54) 100 < X 105
exp(-21.6X 05 +19.3) 0.02<X 0.1
f 2a = exp(9.78X - 0 .6 -11.2) 0.1 <X 100 (4.29)
exp(6.05X- 11 - 7.42) 100 <X 105
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exp(18.74X--O5 -- 23.2) 0.02 <X 0.1
f2p = exp(8.25X10 7 -11.85) 0.1<X 100 (4.30)
exp(5.50X 0 " -9.19) 100 < X ! 105
exp(-25.8XO.04 +20.92) 0.02 < X ! 0.1
f3 = exp(10.23X-0. 05 -14.07) .1<X 100 (4.31)
exp(5.60X 0-"-9.32) 100<X ! 10 5
and the formulas for phase leads are:
0.660 0.02 < X & 0.045
( rb,1 [rad]= -0.168(loglo X) 2 - 0.105 logo X + 0.825 0.045< X 2 (4.32)
t0.0202(logio X)2 - 0.228logo X +0.846 2< X 10 5
Ob,2 [rad] = 2[4.8 -1 0-3(log 0 X)2 -0.074logO X+0.34], 0.02 X 105  (4.33)
CArb,2p6[rad] = 2[-6.3 10-3 (logo X)3 + 0.096(logo X)2 -0.53logO X], 0.02 X 105 (4.34)
rb,3[rad]= 3[-7.19 10-3 (log 0 X)3 + 0.0967(loglo X) 2 -0.474logO X+1.03], 0.02 X 105 (4.35)
It should be noted that the model essentially ignores the effect of the second-harmonic free-stream
velocity on the first and third harmonics of bottom shear stress based on the assumption that these
terms should be negligibly small. For easy comparison, our measurements are also expressed in term
of these friction factors and phase leads.
Figure 4-19 shows the friction factors and phase leads for the first-harmonic bottom shear stress. For
the friction factor, the measurements exhibit little scatter and nicely form a decreasing trend. The
GRM10 model predicts the measurements in the regime Ab,I/kb>100 very well, but increasingly
underestimates the friction factor as Abm,J/kb drops below 100 by up to 20%. No visually detectable
difference among the three wave conditions is observed, so the effect of the additional second-
harmonic velocity is insignificant for the first-harmonic friction factor, as assumed in the GRM10
model. Similar to the phase lead of the maximum bottom shear stress, the first-harmonic phase lead
decreases as Ab,/kb increases. The phase leads of the forward-leaning waves appears slightly smaller
than those of the other two wave conditions, especially in the low Abm, /kb regime. This is possibly
because the phase is relatively more sensitive to the effect of the additional second-harmonic free-
stream velocity than the friction factor. Nevertheless, the difference is less than 5', so it is small
enough to be considered negligible. The model consistently overestimates the first-harmonic phase
lead by up to 5-10' in the low Abm,J/kb regime but improves with increasing Abm,I/kb to roughly 1~3
in the high Abm,I/kb regime. Therefore, the GRM10 model can predict the first-harmonic bottom shear
stress with good accuracy.
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Figure 4-19 First-harmonic bottom shear stress: (a) friction factor, (b) phase lead
Figure 4-20 shows friction factors and phase leads of the third-harmonic bottom shear stress. Since it
is a small quantity, the measurements are quite sensitive to experimental error, as evidenced by the
larger scatter observed for both friction factors and phase leads. Nevertheless, the measurements
suggest that both friction factor and phase lead decrease with increasing Abm,1/kb. The GRM 10 model
predicts the friction factors quite accurately, but tends to overestimate the friction factors of Stokes
waves and Forward-learning waves. To understand the relative strength of the third harmonic, the
ratios of the friction factors f/f 1 are shown in Figure 4-21. As we can see, the third harmonic is in
general between 10-16% of the dominant first harmonic. For the sinusoidal wave, the ratio appears
nearly constant, which is predicted quite well by the GRM 10 model, but for the two nonlinear waves,
the ratio appears to increase with increasing Abm, ,/kb, e.g. for the Stokes wave the ratio increases from
less than 10% to about 15%. For the third-harmonic phase lead, the model underestimates it for
sinusoidal waves and forward-leaning waves, i.e. more data points from these wave types are above
the curve of prediction in Figure 4-20(b) than below. In spite of these shortcomings, the GRM10
model predictions are generally good. Since the third-harmonic bottom shear stress is very small
compared to the first-harmonic, it is very difficult to get accurate experimental data, and consequently
no systematic measurements from other studies have, to the author's knowledge, been reported. Our
measurements, although showing considerable scatter, still reveal systematic features that are in
general agreement with the GRM 10 model, so we successfully fill in the blank.
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Figure 4-21 The ratio of the third-harmonic friction factor to the first-harmonic friction factor
The second-harmonic bottom shear stress in Eq. (4.26) has two components, a and / components.
The a component is mainly produced by the second-harmonic free-stream velocity, and the P
component is mainly produced by the interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the
time-varying velocity. As shown in Figure 4-22, the 8 components is much smaller than the a
component.
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Figure 4-22 Friction factors of the two components of the second-harmonic bottom shear stress given
by the GRM10 model
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The two components have different signs of 02,, so the combined second-harmonic friction factor
and phase lead must also be a function of qi2 ,,. Since we only have two values of 02, (00 and 900), we
can calculate a combined friction factor f2 and a combined phase lead rPb,2 for each 02,. Thus, we
obtain two curves in Figure 4-23 (a) and (b), one for Stokes waves (q 2 ,= 0') and the other for
forward-leaning waves (V2,&= 900). For the combined friction factor, the measurements suggest that
the friction factors of the Stokes wave are slightly smaller than those of the Forward leaning wave.
The GRM10 model reasonably captures this small difference, but it underestimates f2 for both wave
conditions by up to 20-30% for both low and high values of Abm,J/kb, which is a more severe
discrepancy than found for fi. For the combined phase lead, the data points show a systematic
difference between the two wave conditions, i.e. the phase leads of forward-leaning waves are larger
than those of Stokes waves by roughly 5~10'. The GRM10 model reasonably predicts the phase leads
for each wave condition, and captures the observed difference quite well. Thus, the model works well
for predicting second-harmonic phase lead, but the 20~30% underestimation of the second-harmonic
wave friction factor may be a non-negligible problem, because the second-harmonic bottom shear
stress plays a major role in producing net cross-shore sediment transport. Therefore, it would be
desirable to improve the GRM 10 model's prediction of the second harmonic shear stress
characteristics.
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Figure 4-23 Second-harmonic bottom shear stress: (a) friction factor, (b) phase lead
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Chapter 5
Combined wave-current boundary layers
In the coastal environment, waves and currents are always simultaneously present and nonlinearly
interact with each other in the near-bottom region, which leads to a combined wave-current boundary
layer. In the past decades, many theoretical models on this subject have been proposed, e.g. Grant and
Madsen (1979), but high-quality field or laboratory measurements are still insufficient, especially for
full-scale flow conditions. Therefore, in this chapter, we report a comprehensive experimental study
on combined wave-current boundary layer flows in the WCS. Some theoretical background for
understanding the experimental results will be introduced first. After that, typical measurements are
shown to give a qualitative description of the wave-current interaction in the WCS. We then present
experimental results for two major aspects of the combined wave-current boundary layer: the bottom
shear stress and the current velocity profile. Since coastal waves are always nonlinear, the effect of
wave nonlinearity will also be briefly discussed at the end of this chapter.
5.1 Theoretical background of combined wave-current boundary layers
Grant and Madsen (1979) developed a simple yet accurate analytical model of combined wave-
current boundary layers based on a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity, which successfully reveals
the fundamentals of wave-current interaction and is widely used in researches and practical
applications. Therefore, we here briefly review their work to provide a theoretical background for
understanding the experimental results.
The wave boundary layer is usually much thinner than the current boundary layer, e.g. for typical
flows over the continental shelf, the boundary layer of storm waves is about 10-30cm thick, while the
current boundary layer thickness can be over 1 Om. Therefore, in the immediate vicinity of the bottom,
the flow is controlled by turbulence produced by both waves and currents, while the flow only feels
the turbulence produced by currents in the region far above the bottom since the wave boundary layer
vanishes quickly with elevation. Thus, Grant and Madsen proposed the following two-layer time-
invariant turbulent eddy viscosity:
rU*MZ z < S"
VT = (5.1)LKU*cZ, z S9C
where u., is the current shear velocity IVc 'P I, U*m is the maximum shear velocity 1 Tbm Ip 1, and
'5, is a transition level where wave-produced turbulence vanishes. Here Tcb and Tbm are the current and
maximum bottom shear stresses, respectively. The time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity makes it
possible to split the 1 DV momentum equation into a wave equation:
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ai5 _ ai, a ai5at a +--(VT -) (5.2)8t t z az
and a current equation:
0 = a (va ) (5.3)
az az
For solving the wave equation, they neglected the upper layer of the turbulent eddy viscosity and
assumed that the lower layer continues above 6,. Therefore, the only influence of currents on waves
is included in the maximum shear velocity u., which contains the contribution of the current bottom
shear stress rb.
When deriving Eq. (5.3), it is assumed that the region of interest is only a small portion of the entire
current boundary layer, so the current shear stress can be considered depth-invariant and is equal to
Tcb. Then, Eq. (5.3) can be integrated to give:
rcb _ *c2 = T (5.4)
p az
The current velocity must approach zero towards the bottom. By consulting the study of steady
turbulent boundary layer flow, Grant and Madsen chose the following no-slip boundary condition for
solving the current equation:
ti=0 at z=zo (5.5)
where zo is based on the physical bottom roughness kb=30zo which has been extensively discussed in
Chapter 3. With Eq. (5.1) and Eq.(5.5), Eq. (5.4) can be solved analytically to give a two-log-profile
structure for the current velocity profile:
U~c *-) In( ), z < 5cv[K U*m Z0
U = -(5.6)
*- ln( ), z >- ) ,
K ZOa
where zoa defines a new roughness scale ka=30zoa, the apparent roughness. To make the solutions in
the two layers continuous at z=6, results in:
ZOa CW U*' (5.7)
Zo Zo
Since 6, is usually much larger than zo and u*Iu*, is always less than 1 by definition, ZOa is generally
larger than zo, sometimes by several orders of magnitude, which means that the current velocity
profile, except for the very near-bottom region z<5c,, experiences a dramatically increased apparent
bottom roughness ka >>kb. This finding successfully explains why some field studies, e.g. Forristall et
al. (1977), obtained an unrealistically large bottom roughness by log-profile fitting the measured
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current velocity profile using data from the upper layer z>6,. The analytical solution also gives the
following implications for wave-current interaction. If a current bottom shear stress Tcb is prescribed,
the upper current velocity profile must maintain the same slope as when the current is alone, as shown
in Figure 5-1 (a), so the total discharge is reduced. Equivalently, if a total current discharge is
prescribed, the current bottom shear stress must be increased, i.e. the slope of the upper current
velocity profile is reduced, as shown in Figure 5-1 (b), so the reduced discharge over the lower
current velocity profile is compensated by an increased discharge in the upper region.
in(z) In(z)
0/
JI
zoo U I
(a) (b)
Figure 5-1 Effect of coexisting waves on currents: (a) a fixed current shear stress is prescribed, (b) a
fixed total current discharge is prescribed (dashed lines: pure currents, solid lines currents in the
presence of waves)
The original Grant and Madsen (1979) model illustrates the fundamentals of wave-current interaction,
but its predictive abilities are not always satisfactory due to some oversimplifications. For instance,
the proposed discontinuous two-layer structure is only conceptually correct, since a rational eddy
viscosity should be continuous. Meanwhile, the transition level 6c, is scaled with a characteristic
length scale of the near-bottom wave boundary layer 1 as:
(5", = 1~l -= Cu*" (5.8)
where the scaling parameter (c, was simply taken as 2 in the earliest version of the Grant-Madsen
model. In fact, (C,, was shown later by Madsen and Salles (1998) to be a function of the relative
roughness, Ab,,/kb, and can be as large as 6 for values of Ab,/kb<l. When predicting ka with Eq. (5.7),
if the parameter u*)/u., is small, i.e. weak currents plus strong waves, using (C,=2 can result in a
significant difference. Therefore, the Grant-Madsen model was further modified several times, e.g. by
Madsen (1994). Humbyrd (2012) provided the latest and most consistent version of this model.
Instead of using a discontinuous two-layer structure of turbulent eddy viscosity, she proposed the
following continuous three-layer structure:
KCU*MZ zo < z ! 9t
Vr =1 Vu.*, (, < z:!', = 5,1a (5.9)
1Cu*cz S, la < z
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where a is the ratio of the current shear velocity to the maximum shear velocity:
a = u*'- (5.10)U*m
A sketch of this turbulent eddy viscosity model is shown in Figure 5-2. Inside the wave boundary
layer, VT is scaled with u*m but has a linear-constant structure, which gives the lowest two layers. The
transition level 6, is taken as 1/6 of the wave boundary layer thickness 5,:
=, -- w (5.11)6
3 is defined as the level where the wave velocity deficit reaches 5% of the free-stream value and is
obtained by iteratively solving the wave equation. The reason for choosing this vertical structure is
that velocity measurements obtained in steady turbulent flows are reproduced accurately by a linear-
constant turbulent eddy viscosity model if the thickness of the inner layer is assumed to be about 1/6
of the boundary layer thickness, e.g. Clauser (1956). Since the region of interest is assumed much
thinner than the entire current boundary layer, the turbulent eddy viscosity associated with the current
has a linear variation v-Ku*,z. It will always intersect with the constant layer at a transition level
6,=6,/a. The current-generated turbulence becomes dominant above this level, so VT is given by
VrKU*cz. This vertical structure can yield more realistic prediction than the two-layer structure, e.g.
the resulting current velocity profile does not exhibit a kink at z-6,. Meanwhile, the Humbyrd (2012)
model solves the wave equation, Eq. (5.2), using the entire three-layer structure of vT, so the effect of
currents on waves is more realistically modeled. We have shown in Section 4.6 that the pure wave
version of this model works excellently for predicting the wave friction factors and phase leads of
maximum bottom shear stress for sinusoidal waves. Thus, we continue to choose this model as a
representation of the Grant-Madsen model and use it for quantitative comparisons with our
measurements.
2
KU 2
Figure 5-2 Three-layer turbulent eddy viscosity of combined wave-current boundary layer proposed
by Humbyrd (2012)
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5.2 Observation of wave-current interaction in the WCS
In this and following sections, we will focus on tests of sinusoidal waves plus currents and leave the
tests of nonlinear waves plus currents to the end of this chapter, since the wave nonlinearity is not
considered a major factor in the wave-current interaction. For each test, the double-averaged velocity
profiles are period-averaged to give a current velocity profile and the time-varying part is Fourier
analyzed to give profiles of the first three harmonics. To illustrate the typical observed patterns of
wave-current interaction in the WCS, the following discussion is based on a representative test over
the ceramic-ball bottom, SP400aC40_ce. This test has a sinusoidal wave of approximately 160cm/s
free-stream velocity amplitude with 6.25s period and a cross-section average current velocity of
approximately 50cm/s. The measured current velocity profile and the amplitude profile of the first-
harmonic velocity are shown in Figure 5-3 (a) and (b), respectively. The current profile clearly
exhibits the two-log-profile structure suggested by the Grant-Madsen model. The lower current
profile has a relatively larger slope, which indicates that it is scaled by a reduced shear velocity. The
amplitude profile of the first-harmonic velocity can be well represented by a logarithmic profile in the
very near-bottom region, which we also observed for periodic wave tests, so the wave seems to
experience little influence from the superimposed current.
To perform log-profile fitting, the following data selection rules are applied. Since the superimposed
current should have little influence on the wave in the very near-bottom region, we can treat the wave
as if it is alone. Therefore, for fitting the first-harmonic amplitude profile, the data selection rules for
pure sinusoidal waves, as introduced in Section 3.3.3, can be directly applied. Since the selected data
points are well inside the wave boundary layer, i.e. z<0.151, they are also inside the lowest layer of
the three-layer turbulent eddy viscosity proposed by Humbyrd (2012), i.e. z<0.151<w/6. Thus, the
corresponding data points from the current velocity profile, as indicated by the lowest two red crosses
in Figure 5-3, are used for fitting the lower current profile. For the upper current profile, the selected
data points must be above the second transition level in Eq. (5.9):
(51 = I U*M 9, (5.12)6 u.c
As will be introduced in Section 5.3, the bottom shear stress can be estimated by fitting the
instantaneous velocity profiles, so the experimental values of the maximum shear velocity u-m and the
current shear velocity u., can be obtained in advance. For 6w, Humbyrd (2012) showed that it is scaled
with the characteristic length scale of wave boundary layer / as:
-1 =(;11 (5.13)
where the parameter C, is approximated from analytical solutions as:
w =exp a(C,, k)b (5.14)
In this formula, C,, is the ratio of the maximum bottom shear stress Trb, to the maximum wave bottom
shear stress T m which can be related to a as:
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2
C m =U= Q= - a-2)-l
CU u.,, U -M2_U*C2
Thus, C, can also be determined in advance. For l0<CAbm/kb<1
(5.14) are functions of a:
2.03
a= {3.8la3 + 0.795a 2 + 0.83la +1.92)
-0.0849
a / (9.84a 3 - 25.5a 2 - 8.77a -22.6)
-0.845
Xi, c,.,,(-1I7.4a 3 + 6.96a 2 - 5.40a - 1.77)
o5, the parameters a, b, and c in Eq.
0 < a 1/ 6
1 / 6 < a I1
0 < a 1 /6
1/6 < a 1
0<ac1/6
1/6 < a:! 1
where:
0.342
Xcrt = 22.6a 3 -18.9a2 + 4.83a -0.035
0.222a 2 - 0.619a + 0.490
0 c a !0.15
0.15 a 0.3
0.3 a 1
Therefore, we can obtain the transition level 6c, using these formulas. To be conservative, the lower
limit for data selection is further increased to:
z >1 .58c, (5.18)
As indicated by the second highest red cross in Figure 5-3 (a), this threshold is sufficiently above the
transition region, so the determination of the lower limit is appropriate. 40 data points above this
threshold are used for log-profile fitting the upper current velocity profile. Since the current generated
in the WCS is driven by a mean pressure gradient, which be approximately taken as depth-invariant,
the mean shear stress decays linearly from the bottom to the edge of the current boundary layer z=6:
(5.19)
e(Z) = rcb(1 )
tSc
Thus, the current equation, Eq. (5.3), becomes:
rcb ) ViSc az
(5.20)
Therefore, the upper velocity profile should deviate from the logarithmic profile for large z. If we
only consider the upper current velocity profile by solving this equation with a linear turbulent eddy
viscosity VT=KU*cz and a no-slip boundary condition at z=zOa=k,/3 0, we can obtain an analytical
solution as:
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(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
U= z n( ) (5.21)
K Sc Z~a
It can be readily seen that the first term in the brackets represents the distortion due to the pressure
gradient. It reduces the current velocity, which makes the log-profile fitting give smaller shear
velocity and apparent roughness. This effect becomes more significant as the apparent roughness ka
and hence zoa increases, since the distortion term becomes increasingly comparable to the logarithmic
term. For all tests in this study, the apparent roughness is in general between lcm and 20cm. The
current boundary layer thickness can be roughly estimated to be 25cm, i.e. half of the test channel's
height, so the current velocity at z=10cm is only reduced by 7~15%, which can be considered
insignificant. As shown in Figure 5-3 (a), the velocity profile above z=10cm also reasonably follow
the fitted logarithmic profile, so z=10cm can be applied as a conservative upper limit for data
selection. If some of the initially selected 40 data points exceed this level, they are excluded from the
analysis. However, if too many data points are removed, the amplification factor in Eq. (5.18) is
reduced a bit (no less than to 1.3) since 1.5 is a conservative choice to have at least 20 data points,
e.g. for the current velocity profile shown in Figure 5-3 (a) a lot of data points below the second
highest red cross are still nicely represented by the fitted logarithmic profile.
The results of log-profile fittings are shown in Table 5-1. The lower current velocity profile gives the
largest value of 1-R2 which is of the order 0(10-3), and consequently it has the largest 95%-
confidence interval of shear velocity (5%) and largest 95%-confidence factor of fitted roughness
(1.14). These intervals are small enough to be considered acceptable, so the properties of the three
log-profile fittings are good. The first-harmonic amplitude profile and the lower current velocity
profile give very close values of bottom roughness, 18.6mm and 19.4mm, which both agree with the
Nikuradse equivalent sand grain roughness kv20mm obtained in Section 3.3.4. Thus, both the lower
current velocity and the wave velocity profiles are controlled by the physical bottom roughness, and
the no-slip boundary condition assumed in the Grant-Madsen model seems appropriate. The upper
current velocity profile gives an apparent roughness of 189.3mm which is an order of magnitude
larger than the physical bottom roughness. The shear velocity inferred from the lower profile
u*ca,=3.3cm/s is much smaller than that of the upper profile u*c2=8.4cm/s, which is in agreement with
the implication of Eq. (5.6) that U*c,/U*c,2=u*c/u*m<1. Meanwhile, U*c,2 is much larger than
u*c=3.55cm/s for a pure C40 current (see Table 3-8). Thus, a clear pattern of wave-current interaction
as suggested by the Grant-Madsen model is observed. More quantitative comparison with the Grant-
Madsen model based on all combined (sinusoidal) wave-current tests in this study will be presented in
Section 5.4.
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Figure 5-3 Velocity profiles of test SP400aC40_ce: (a) current velocity profile, (b) first-harmonic
amplitude profile (black dots: measurements, black solid lines: fitted logarithmic profiles, red crosses:
upper and lower limits of selected data points for log-profile fitning)
Table 5-1 Log-profile fitting of the current velocity profile and the first-harmonic amplitude profile of
Test SP400aC40_ce
1-R2 u*[cmls] +Au*/u* kb[mm] Akb ( x/ )
Current (lower part) 2.4-104 3.3 5.0% 18.6 1.14
Current (upper part) 5.3i-0-4 8.4 1.0% 189.3 1.03
Wave 5.2 10-4 17.9 2.3% 19.4 1.06
The first three harmonics of the wave velocity are compared with those of the pure sinusoidal wave
test SP400a ce in Figure 5-4. Based on the first-harmonic velocity shown in Figure 5-4 (a) and (b),
the wave boundary layer seems to be thickened by the superimposed current, i.e. the overshoots of
both amplitude and phase profiles are lifted. This is because the characteristic length scale 1 is given
by a maximum shear velocity which is increased slightly by the addition of a current bottom shear
stress. The third-harmonic velocity is slightly reduced by the superimposed current, e.g. the maximum
of the overshoot is reduced by roughly 1cm/s and the "free-stream" value is also reduced. Other than
this, no significant change is observed. For sinusoidal waves, the second-harmonic velocity should
not exist, as confirmed by the measurements, i.e. unstructured vertical profiles. However, the second-
harmonic velocity of the combined wave-current flow clearly exhibits an organized vertical variation
which is very similar to the third harmonic, i.e. its amplitude has a overshoot structure with a
maximum of 6.7cm/s in the very near-bottom region and its phase profile varies smoothly and rapidly
below z=6Omm. This second-harmonic velocity can only be explained by the interaction of the first-
harmonic velocity and a first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity which is produced by the
superimposed current, so existence of a temporal variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity is once
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again demonstrated by our experimental results. This interaction also produces a boundary layer
streaming embedded in the observed current velocity, which can potentially make the two-log-profile
structure invalid, if this streaming velocity is of comparable magnitude to that of the superimposed
current.
In conclusion, for wave-current boundary layer flows in the WCS, the measurements show that the
current is significantly modified by the coexisting wave in the manner suggested by the simple Grant-
Madsen model, while the wave experiences only some minor influences from the current.
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Figure 5-4 First three harmonics of wave velocity (red dots SP400a - C40 - ce, black dots: SP400a - ce):
(a) first-harmonic amplitude, (b) first-harmonic phase, (c) second-harmonic amplitude, (d) second-
harmonic phase, (e) third-harmonic amplitude, (f) third-harmonic phase
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5.3 Bottom shear stress for combined wave-current boundary layer
The bottom shear stress is a quantity of primary interest for practical applications and it plays an
important role in the wave-current interaction, i.e. the current velocity profile is extensively
controlled by the current shear velocity u., and the maximum shear velocity ur. Since the log-profile
fitting method is considered to yield the correct estimate of the instantaneous bottom shear stress and
only requires the very near-bottom parts of instantaneous velocity profiles, it is essentially "blind" to
the wave-current interaction. Therefore, we will first investigate the characteristics of bottom shear
stress before embarking on a quantitative discussion of experimentally obtained current velocity
profiles.
5.3.1 Temporal variation of bottom roughness and its effect on the experimental determination
of bottom shear stress
In Chapter 4, we established the methodology to estimate bottom shear stress for periodic waves: the
log-profile fitting method. Since the underlying quasi-steady assumption has no preference on flow
conditions, this method should also be applicable for the combined wave-current boundary layer,
except for the assumption of a time-invariant bottom roughness. For rough-bottom tests, if the current
is strong enough to significantly differentiate the positive and negative half periods of a wave, it is
possible that the enhanced half period is in the fully rough turbulent regime, while the weakened half
period is in the transitional regime and consequently experiences a smaller bottom roughness. This
will result in an additional imbalance of bottom shear stress between the two half periods, and
produce an additional current bottom shear stress in the current direction. For smooth-bottom tests, a
similar situation may occur, but the bottom roughness is reduced for the enhanced half period and is
increased for the weakened half period since the instantaneous effective bottom roughness, according
to Eq. (4.19), should be inversely proportional to the instantaneous shear velocity. Consequently, the
additional current shear stress opposes the current direction. It is unclear how significantly a time-
varying bottom roughness can affect the estimate of bottom shear stress, so we need to examine this
issue.
Smooth-bottom tests
Among all combined wave-current tests over the smooth bottom, the test SP400b_C40_sm should be
the one which experiences the most significant influence from a time-varying bottom roughness,
since it is the weakest wave condition (free-stream velocity amplitude of 80cm/s and wave period of
12.5s) combined with the strongest current (a cross-section average velocity of roughly 50cm/s). Log-
profile fittings are performed to the double-averaged instantaneous velocity profiles, and the obtained
shear velocity u.(t) and bottom roughness kb(t) are shown in Figure 5-5. The questionable values of
kb(t) due to flow separation when the free-stream velocity (Figure 5-5(a)) crosses zero are not shown.
A prediction of kb(t) using Eq. (4.19) is also provided for comparison. The 1-R2 values are of the
order O(10-) to O(102) and the 95%-confidence factors of kb have a median value of 1.6, so the
properties of fittings are generally quite good. As shown in Figure 5-5(b), the superimposed current
makes the negative maximum of u.(t) less than half of the positive maximum, so in Figure 5-5(c) the
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predicted kb(t) associated with the negative maximum is more than twice of that associated with the
positive maximum. However, such a variation is not picked up by the fitted values of kb(t). Except for
the regions close to flow separation, the fitted kb(t) is quite consistent and agrees well with the value
from fitting the first-harmonic amplitude profile (0.061mm indicated by the dashed line in Figure
5-5(c)). This behavior was also observed for periodic waves, as discussed in Section 4.5. Therefore, it
seems that the bottom roughness can be treated as time-invariant for smooth-bottom wave-current
flows.
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Figure 5-5 Instantaneous bottom roughness kb for test SP400b_C40_sm: (a) free-stream velocity, (b)
shear velocity (error bars indicate 95%-confidence intervals), (c) bottom roughness (circles: fitted
values, crosses: predicted by Eq. (4.19) dashed line: kb from fitting the first-harmonic amplitude
profile).
Given the sizeable uncertainty of the fitted bottom roughness (95%-confidence factor of 1.6), we still
cannot completely rule out the possibility of a time-varying bottom roughness. Therefore, we try to
evaluate the potential influence of such a variation by using a fictitious time-varying kb(t) as the
known kb(t) for fitting each instantaneous velocity profile:
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Here a maximum cut-off for kb, 5 times of kb under the maximum shear velocity, is introduced to
prevent unrealistically large values when u.(t) is close to zero. Figure 5-6 shows the comparison of
the obtained time series of bottom shear stress with the one obtained with a time-invariant kb
(0.061mm) which is given by log-profile fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile. Around
the negative maxima, the bottom shear stress is slightly increased by about 1 cm 2 /s2 (roughly 20%) if
the time variation of kb is considered. Other than this, the difference is insignificant. As shown in
Table 5-2, the current bottom shear stress is only reduced from 7.4cm 2 /s2 to 7.2cm 2/s 2 . The first-
harmonic bottom shear stress is slightly increased from 13.7cm 2 /s2 to 14cm 2/s 2 , and its phase is only
changed by 1.3'. The second and third harmonics of bottom shear stress are immaterial compared to
the dominant first harmonic, so they can be safely neglected. Therefore, even if a time variation of kb
exists, it does not significantly affect the estimate of bottom shear stress for smooth-bottom tests, and
consequently we can use the constant kb obtained from fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude
profile.
Table 5-2 Potential effect of time-varying bottom roughness on the estimate
test SP400b_C40_sm
of bottom shear stress for
Mean r&/p First harmonic of ri/p Second harmonic of rb/p Third harmonic of rb/p
[cm 2/s2] Amp. [cm 2/s2] Phase [0] Amp. [cm 2/s2] Phase [] Amp. [cm 2/s2] Phase []
invariant k 7.4 13.7 11.9 2.9 21.4 0.3 28.5
varying kh 7.2 14.0 13.2 1.7 10.9 0.2 -37.6
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Figure 5-6 Potential effect of time-varying bottom roughness kb on the estimate of bottom shear stress
for test SP400b_C40_sm (red triangles: time-varying kb, black circles: time-invariant kb)
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Rough-bottom tests
For tests over the ceramic-ball bottom, due to the large Nikuradse equivalent sand grain roughness
kN=20mm, the instantaneous roughness Reynolds number Re.(t)=u.(t)kN/v is usually greater than
1000, so the instantaneous bottom roughness should always be equal to kN and hence a time-invariant
assumption is legitimate. This is confirmed by the pure wave test, SP400ace, shown in Table 4-1 and
Figure 4-2. Therefore, only the "sandpaper" bottom requires our attention. Here we will base our
discussion on test SP400bC40_sa. The SP400b wave has a free-stream velocity amplitude of 80cm/s
and a wave period of 12.5s. As shown in Table 3-7, test SP400asa has a Re. of 293 based on the u.
obtained from fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile and a kb of 3.1mm, which indicates
that the pure wave flow is just slightly outside the fully rough turbulent regime, so the superimposed
current which has a roughly 50cm/s cross-section average velocity can be anticipated to make one
half period fully rough turbulent, whereas the other half period would fall well into the transitional
regime.
Log-profile fitting is applied to the double-averaged instantaneous velocity profiles for this test, and
the obtained Re.(t) and kb(t) are shown in Figure 5-7. The 1-R2 values are in general of the order
0(10-3) and the 95%-confidence factors of kb are between 1.1 and 1.8, so the fittings have acceptable
properties. As shown in Figure 5-7 (b), Re. is less than 200 around the negative maximum of the free-
stream velocity, indicating that the instantaneous flow should be in the transitional regime, but it is
about 400 around the positive maximum of free-stream velocity, and consequently the instantaneous
flow should be in the fully rough turbulent regime. This is confirmed by the time series of kb shown in
Figure 5-7 (c), i.e. kb is between 1.5mm and 3mm when Re.<300, but is about 5mm when Re.>300.
As shown in Section 3.3.4, kN is 3.7mm for the "sandpaper" bottom, which is smaller than the fitted
5mm by a factor of 1.35. Given that the 95%-confidence factor of kb(t) is up to 1.8, this discrepancy is
acceptable and is probably due to some experimental inaccuracy. The kb obtained from fitting the
first-harmonic amplitude profile (3.25mm) is approximately an average of all acceptable values. It is
slightly smaller than kN 3 .7mm, since the average Re.=238 (the dashed line in Figure 5-7 (b)) is
smaller than the threshold for rough turbulent flow (300~400) shown in Figures 3-20 and 4-15.
Since our interest is the effect of time-varying bottom roughness on the estimate of bottom shear
stress, similar to the smooth-bottom tests, we here perform a modified log-profile fitting with a time-
varying kb(t) as the known bottom roughness. The variation of kb for the "sandpaper" bottom is
described by the measured C-Re diagram shown in Figure 3-20. Thus, we adopt the following curve
fitting which is compared with the measurements in Figure 5-8:
12.56, Re. < 33
C = -3.341- log(Re.) 2 +9.325 -log(Re.)+ 6.134 33 s Re. <320 (5.23)
8.5 320 Re,
For Re.<33 where no measurement is available, we simply impose a cut-off of C which takes on the
measured value C=12.56 for Re.=33. Since the instantaneous Re. only drops below 33 around the
flow separation when the log-profile fitting can only yield a rough estimate of u.(t), as discussed in
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Section 4.1, this simplification should not be a big problem. For 33<Re.<320, the observed
decreasing trend of C is subject to insufficient data points and large experimental uncertainties, so we
just approximate it with a quadratic function of log(Re.). This quadratic function intersects with
C=8.5 at Re.=320 which is chosen as a rough threshold for the fully rough turbulent regime. With this
approximation of the C-Re. relationship, we can use the Re.(t) based on the fitted u.(t) to predict C(t),
and kb(t) is given by:
kb (t)= kN_-KC(t (5.24)
Log-profile fitting is then performed to the instantaneous velocity profiles using the predicted kb(t) as
the known bottom roughness. The obtained time series of bottom shear stress is compared with the
one obtained from log-profile fittings with a constant kb=3.25mm in Figure 5-9. Since this test only
covers 16 wave periods, the turbulent fluctuations are not satisfactorily removed by the double-
averaging, which results in relatively unsmooth velocity profiles and hence a large data scatter of the
fitted bottom shear stress. The magnitude of the maximum negative bottom shear stress is reduced
from roughly 18cm2/s2 to 12cm 2/s2, which is quite a substantial reduction, while the maximum
positive bottom shear stress is slightly increased from less than 60cm 2/s 2 to about 65cm 2 /s2 . As shown
in Table 5-3, the current shear stress is increased by 8.6% (from 17.5cm 2 /s2 to 19.Ocm 2 /s2 ), and the
first-harmonic bottom shear stress is merely increased by 0.8% (36.2cm 2/s 2 to 35.9cm 2/s 2) in
amplitude and 0.2' in phase. The differences for the second and third harmonics can be simply
disregarded since these two components are much smaller than the dominant mean and first
harmonic. Therefore, the temporal variation of bottom roughness has an insignificant effect on the
leading components of the bottom shear stress for rough-bottom tests. This is not surprising, since
only the two maxima of bottom shear stress is influenced, while the rest of the time series is still
reasonably estimated by using a constant kb. The observed variation of kb is about a factor of 2 around
the kb=3.25mm obtained from fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile. For real coastal
flows over moveable bottoms, various bed forms can develop, e.g. ripples or sheet flow conditions.
The present understanding of the physical bottom roughness for moveable beds is still quite poor, i.e.
it is impossible to determine kb within a factor of 2. Even for a flat sand bottom, various
measurements report bottom roughnesses between 1-4 times the diameter of sand grains, which is
also quite a large variability. Thus, the observed variation of kb by about a factor of 2 is of minor
practical importance and the bottom shear stress can be estimated using a constant kb for all wave-
current tests.
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Figure 5-7 Instantaneous bottom roughness kb for test SP400bC40_sa: (a) free-stream velocity, (b)
roughness Reynolds number (crosses: acceptable measurements, dashed line: average of all
acceptable measurements), (c) bottom roughness (black circles: fitted values, dashed line: k from
fitting the first-harmonic amplitude profile).
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Figure 5-9 Potential effect of time-varying bottom roughness kb on the estimate of bottom shear stress
for test SP400bC40_sa (red triangles: time-varying kb, black circles: time-invariant kb)
Table 5-3 Potential effect of time-varying bottom roughness on the estimate of bottom shear stress for
test SP400b_C40_sa
Mean r/p First harmonic of rb/p Second harmonic of rb/p Third harmonic of rb/p
[cm 2/s2] Amp. [cm 2/s2 ] Phase [0] Amp. [cm 2/s2] Phase [0] Amp. [cm 2/s2] Phase [0]
invariant k 17.5 36.2 16.3 4.4 25.2 1.0 58.7
varying kb 19.0 35.9 16.5 8.8 32.6 1.5 50.6
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5.3.2 Current bottom shear stress for combined wave-current boundary layer flows
The current bottom shear stress Tcb/p is given by period averaging the time series of bottom shear
stress Tb(t)/p obtained from log-profile fitting the double-averaged instantaneous velocity profiles:
p- = 1 -op dt (5.25)
p TO0 p
As shown in Figure 5-9, the instantaneous rb(t)/p is contaminated by some high frequency noise,
which results in a noticeable scatter around its maxima. This affects the determination of Tbm/p and
U*m, SO Tb(t)/p is smoothed by retaining its mean and first three harmonics, as shown in Figure 5-10.
The magnitude and phase of rbm/p is obtained from the smoothed time series, and u*c and u*m are then
given by the square roots of Tcb/p and Tbm/p, respectively. Table 5-4 provides a complete lists of all
(sinusoidal) wave-current tests in this study and the associated u*c and u*m. Following Humbyrd
(2012), we use the ratio a=uc/u.f to represent the relative strength of currents. From the ratio u*c/u*,
we can see that the present study covers a range of current conditions with u-c/u.m=0. 27 ~0.6 1, which
is equivalent to rcb/rb,=7~3 7% or Tr/Trl=8~60%, where TwmTb,,m-Tcb is the maximum wave bottom
shear stress. Such a range should be sufficient to cover most wave-current flows encountered in the
coastal environment.
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Figure 5-10 The bottom shear stress of test SP400b_-C40 -sa (full circles: from log-profile fitting
analysis, solid line: smoothed time series based on the first three harmonics and the mean)
As mentioned in Section 5.1, if a total current discharge is prescribed, the current bottom shear stress
must be increased to compensate for the loss of discharge over the lower current profile due to the
wave-current interaction (see Figure 5-1(b)). Apparently, this increase is determined by the
magnitude of the coexisting wave. For wave-current tests in this study, the current conditions are
specified by the pump frequency, and a constant discharge is maintained for tests with the same pump
frequency. Therefore, it is expected that the obtained u-c should increase with the wave's magnitude
which follows the order: SP400a>SP250>SP400b>SP200. The measurements reported in Table 5-4
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confirm our expectation. For example, the values of u*c for a 40Hz current (identified by C40) over
the ceramic-ball bottom are 8.77cm/s, 6.75cm/s and 6.04cm/s for the three wave conditions, SP400a,
SP250 and SP400b, respectively. These values are much larger than the u*c=3.55cm/s for a pure 40Hz
current (see Table 3-8), indicating that the current bottom shear stress is dramatically increased due to
the presence of waves. The "sandpaper"-bottom tests suggest an even more significant decreasing
trend, which is also due to the fact that the bottom roughness decreases for waves in the transitional
turbulent regime. Therefore, the effect of wave-current interaction on current bottom shear stress
implied by the Grant-Madsen model is confirmed.
Table
study
5-4 Current and maximum shear velocities for combined (sinusoidal) wave-current tests in this
Test ID Shear velocity [cm/s] Current strength
Ceramic-ball bottom u*C U*m a~u*clur
SP400a_C13_ ce 4.90 17.79 0.28
SP400aC40_ce 8.77 21.01 0.42
SP250a_C13_ce 3.87 13.46 0.29
SP250a_C40_ce 6.75 14.17 0.48
SP400bC13_ce 3.29 9.27 0.36
SP400b C40 ce 6.04 11.52 0.52
"Sandpaper" bottom
SP400aC13_sa 3.60 13.30 0.27
SP400a_C40_sa 6.35 14.85 0.43
SP250_C13_sa 2.49 8.94 0.28
SP250_C40_sa 4.74 10.16 0.47
SP400bC13_sa 2.16 6.19 0.35
SP400bC40_sa 4.35 7.91 0.55
SP200_C13_sa 1.75 4.25 0.41
SP200 C40 sa 3.15 5.17 0.61
Smooth bottom
SP400a_ C20_sm 2.65 8.18 0.32
SP 400a _C40_sm 3.87 8.68 0.45
SP 250_C20_sm 2.07 5.42 0.38
SP 250_C40_sm 2.92 5.99 0.49
SP 400b_ C20_sm 1.95 4.31 0.45
SP 400b C40 sm 3.00 5.39 0.56
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5.3.3 Wave bottom shear stress
The Grant-Madsen model (represented by the Humbyrd (2012) model) assumes a time-invariant
turbulent eddy viscosity, so the wave bottom shear stress only contains the first harmonic. Thus, what
the model predicts is essentially the maximum wave bottom shear stress Twi given by subtracting the
current shear stress Tcb from the maximum bottom shear stress Tbin. Both Teb and Tbm can be
experimentally determined, so it is of interest to compare the experimental results of Tw,=Tbm-c to the
model's prediction. Meanwhile, the wave bottom shear stress also contains some higher order
harmonics which modify the temporal variation of Tb(t), so it is also necessary to investigate these
small yet important quantities.
Wave frictionfactor and phase lead
In the Humbyrd (2012) model, Twi is expressed by a wave friction factorfc:
f, = 2r" (5.26)
fw, depends on the relative bottom roughness Abm/kb and the current condition which is represented by
the parameter C,,=rb/T.- =(1-a 2 )-1. By approximating her analytical solution, Humbyrd obtained a
simple explicit expression forfwc:
fwc=exp a(C Abm) +c} (5.27)
C, kb
where:
X=Ck (5.28)
and the three parameters a, b and c are functions of a=u.*/u.. For 10<X,<10', it has been shown that
these three parameters have very weak dependencies on a (see Figure 2-11 of Humbyrd (2012)), so
we can simply take them as invariant and takefwc as:
fwc= exp{5.70X,-11 
-7.46} (5.29)
The bottom roughness kb can be obtained from log-profile fitting the first-harmonic velocity
amplitude profile, and the shear velocities u*c and u., are already obtained and presented in Table 5-4,
so C,, , X and f,, can all be experimentally determined. Thus, we can plot the measured variation of
fwc/Cl, against X, and compare this with Eq. (5.29), as shown in Figure 5-11. The measurements have
little scatter and form a consistent trend offc/C, decreasing with increasing X.. The Humbyrd (2012)
model reasonably captures the observed trend, although it slightly overestimates the friction factors
by roughly 10%. Such a small error is insignificant compared to the potential uncertainty in the
determination of the bottom roughness, so the model's performance can be considered excellent. This
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is not surprising, since the model's time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity is scaled by the maximum
shear velocity u*rn, which works ideally for predicting the maximum bottom shear stress.
The maximum wave bottom shear stress -,wi leads the free-stream velocity by a phase lead p ,
which is also a function of both wave and current conditions, i.e. a and X,. For 0<a<0.4 and
1O<X<105, the Humbyrd (2012) model suggests that qp, can be approximately expressed as (see
Figure 2-12 of Humbyrd (2012)):
(r,,[ ](0.649X0.160 + 0.118).180/ir (5.30)
When the current intensity becomes relatively large, i.e. a>0.4, 9,, becomes increasingly lower than
predicted by Eq. (5.30). For a=0.6 which is the upper limit for a of the tests in the present study (see
Table 5-4), this underestimate is no more than 2', so we simply neglect this effect as being minor.
The measurements of p.m are compared with the model's prediction in Figure 5-12. Same as the
phase leads for sinusoidal waves shown in Figure 4-18, the measurements exhibit noticeable scatter,
especially for the "sandpaper"-bottom tests (up to 5*). This is probably because the second and third
harmonics of bottom shear stress which play important roles in determining ,m. are subject to a
relatively large experimental inaccuracy. Nevertheless, the data points suggest that (pO, decreases
with increasing X, in a manner that is reasonably represented by the Humbyrd (2012) model, i.e. the
data points appear to be distributed evenly on both sides of the curve. Given the fact that the
amplitude is also well predicted, the performance of the Humbyrd (2012) model for predicting the
maximum wave bottom shear stress can be considered excellent.
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Figure 5-11 Wave friction factors of combined wave-current flows (squares: smooth-bottom tests,
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Figure 5-12 Phase lead of the maximum bottom shear stress of combined wave-current flows
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Higher order harmonics
The higher order harmonics of bottom shear stress are produced by the interaction of the time-varying
turbulent eddy viscosity and the time-varying velocity. For the combined wave-current boundary
layer, the superimposed current differentiates the two halves of a wave period, which results in a first-
harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity. Therefore, a small but meaningful second-harmonic bottom shear
stress is produced by the interaction of the first-harmonic velocity and the first-harmonic turbulent
eddy viscosity. More generally, even order harmonics of bottom shear stress which do not exist for
sinusoidal waves are present for combined wave-current flows. Here we will focus on the second and
third harmonics which are the two dominant ones among the higher order harmonics.
The second-harmonic bottom shear stress rb(2> should depend on the relative intensity of the
superimposed current. Namely, it should be zero when no current is added, but increases in relative
magnitude, Irb(2> I(i>, as the current becomes stronger. Therefore, it should be primarily controlled
by the parameter a= uIu , rather than X, which mainly represents the wave condition. Consequently,
we can describe the variation of rb(2> in terms of jr(2> (1> versus a=uI/u.. As shown in Figure 5-13,
the measurements suggest that rb (2> V(> increases steadily as a increases. For a >0.50, Irb(2> 1(1> is
about 20%, which means that when the current is strong, i.e. the current shear stress is over 1/4 of the
maximum bottom shear stress or 1/3 of the maximum wave bottom shear stress, the second-harmonic
bottom shear stress is no longer an insignificant quantity. Its presence affects the temporal variation
of the bottom shear stress, e.g. makes the time series skewed or asymmetric (see Figure 1.1), and
hence influences the net sediment transport.
The third-harmonic bottom shear stress Tb(3> is consistently about 15% of the dominant first-harmonic
bottom shear stress for pure sinusoidal waves, as shown in Figure 4-21, so the variation of Tb(3> for
combined wave-current flows, if existing, should be controlled by the current condition, a. Thus, here
we also plot its relative magnitude ITb (3)/ITb(')l against a, as shown in Figure 5-14. For a<0.4, the
measured |13(3> (1> is between 10% and 15%, which agrees with the values for sinusoidal waves, so
Tb(3) is not significantly influenced by weak currents. However, for a>0.4, the ratio clearly decreases
with increasing a, and is reduced to only 2~3% for a=0.55, indicating that Tb(3 virtually does not exist.
Therefore, the current suppresses Tb(3>. This is because the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy
viscosity which is the origin of 'b(3> is significantly modified by superimposing a strong current. We
will revisit this phenomenon in Chapter 7.
These observations show that the higher order harmonics of bottom shear stress, which are related to
the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity, indeed exist and can be a substantial part of the
bottom shear stress. They make the temporal variation of wave bottom shear stress different from the
sinusoidal variation suggested by the Grant-Madsen model, and may result in a non-negligible
difference in net sediment transport. Thus, for modeling combined wave-current flows, it is necessary
to consider the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity.
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2Figure 5-13 The variation of the second-harmonic bottom shear stress with the relative strength of
current
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Figure 5-14 The variation of the third-harmonic bottom shear stress with the relative strength of
current
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5.4 Current velocity profiles of combined wave-current flows
As introduced in Section 5.1 and demonstrated in Section 5.2, the current velocity profile of
combined wave-current flow has a two-log-profile structure, so it can be characterized by two bottom
roughnesses and two shear velocities: the physical bottom roughness kb, the apparent roughness ka,
the lower shear velocity u., and the upper current shear velocity U*.c,2. The Grant-Madsen model
assumes that kb controls the lower current profile and that Uc,2 is equal to the actual current shear
velocity u.,. The model predicts ka and u., which represent the wave-current interaction. Ideally,
these four parameters can also be obtained by the log-profile fitting analysis with data selection rules
introduced in Section 5.2, so it is of interest to validate the Grant-Madsen model (represented by the
Humbyrd (2012) model) against the results of log-profile fittings of our experimental data. For
references, the current velocity profiles and fitted log profiles of all (sinusoidal) wave-current tests in
this study are shown at the end of this section in Figures 5-14 to 5-16.
Upper current velocity profile
The upper current velocity profile is controlled by the apparent roughness ka and the upper current
shear velocity Uc,2. The obtained results of log-profile fittings for all wave-current tests in this study
are shown in Table 5-5. The 1-R 2 values are of O(10-4), and the 95%-confidence intervals of U'c2 and
the 95%-confidence factors of ka are less than 5% and 1.1, respectively, so the properties of log-
profile fittings are very good. For clarity, these confidence limits are not shown. The fitted U'c2
(second column) is compared with the current shear velocity u., (third column) given by fitting the
instantaneous velocity profiles, as shown in Table 5-4. In the Grant-Madsen model, the upper current
velocity profile is scaled by the actual current shear velocity, so we expect good agreement between
u*c,2 and u*c. The fitted ka (fifth column) is compared with the prediction (sixth column) given by
Humbyrd (2012):
=--( ' =- (5 ,)1- (5.31)
kb a ezo a ek
where a is the ratio u*c/u*,,, & is the wave boundary layer thickness given by Eq. (5.13), (5.14), (5.16)
and (5.17) and kb is obtained from fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile.
The obtained ratio u*,/u*c2 (fourth column of Table 5-5) is in general between 100%±10%, indicating
very good agreement between u., and U*c,2. Among all rough-bottom tests, the test SP400a_C1 3_ ce
has a ratio U*c/U*c,2 of 152%, which appears to be an outlier. Its fitted apparent roughness (235mm) is
also much smaller than the predicted value (416mm). As discussed in Section 5.2, the mean pressure
gradient in the WCS reduces fitted shear velocity and apparent roughness, which is significant for
tests with large apparent roughness. This possibly explains the discrepancies observed for this test,
since it has the largest predicted apparent roughness (416mm) among all tests (see the sixth column of
Table 5-5) which potentially could make the current velocity measured at z-10cm deviate from the
logarithmic profile by roughly 20% according to Eq. (5.21). For the smooth-bottom tests, u*c,2 is
consistently smaller than u*, by 20~30% and the predicted apparent roughness is much larger than the
fitted values. This is possibly due to the effect of the secondary flow which also transfers momentum
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in the boundary layer, i.e. -- ivaf/z 0. Since the smooth-bottom tests have much lower turbulence
intensity than the rough-bottom, the Reynolds stress may not be strong enough to make the effect of
the secondary flow negligible. Consequently, the current velocity profile is distorted from the
assumed logarithmic profile. For the rest of the tests, the ratio U.c/Uc,,2 has an average 96%t8%,
which confirms that the upper current velocity profile is indeed scaled by the current shear velocity.
The fitted values of apparent roughness ka are also in reasonable agreement with the predictions of the
Humbyrd (2012) model, except for test SP400aC13_ce and the smooth-bottom tests. Excluding
these tests, the ratio ka,p/ka has an average of 91% with a 18% standard deviation. Such an error has
an insignificant effect on the prediction of current velocity, so the observed agreement is acceptable.
In many practical applications, only the upper current velocity profile is of importance and the current
bottom shear stress and hence u., is a given quantity, so the apparent roughness ka is the only required
parameter to account for the effect of waves on currents. Therefore, the good agreement suggests that
the Humbyrd (2012) model can successfully predict the wave-current interaction over a wide range of
current conditions, i.e. u., /u.,, from 0.28 to 0.6 (see Table 5-4), except for smooth turbulent flows.
Table 5-5 Current
current flows
shear velocity and apparent roughness for current profiles of combined wave-
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Test ID Shear velocity [cm/s] Apparent roughness [mm]
Ceramic-ball bottom U*c,2 UUC U*c / U*c,2 ka kar kapr / ka
SP400aC13_ce 3.22 4.90 152% 235 416 177%
SP400aC40_ce 8.36 8.77 105% 189 213 112%
SP250a_C13_ce 3.70 3.87 105% 301 301 100%
SP250a_C40_ce 7.43 6.75 91% 161 129 80%
SP400b_C13_ce 2.99 3.29 110% 232 286 123%
SP400b C40 ce 6.98 6.04 87% 146 134 92%
"Sandpaper" bottom
SP400a_C13_sa 2.89 3.60 125% 168 194 115%
SP400aC40_sa 6.66 6.35 95% 103 76.2 74%
SP250 C13_sa 2.84 2.49 88% 160 131 82%
SP250_C40_sa 5.10 4.74 93% 50.6 48.5 96%
SP400bC13_sa 2.42 2.16 89% 127 90.8 71%
SP400bC40_sa 4.65 4.35 94% 35.6 34.4 96%
SP200_C13_sa 1.74 1.75 101% 52.7 38.3 73%
SP200 C40 sa 3.61 3.15 87% 15.8 18.3 116%
Smooth bottom
SP400a_ C20_sm 3.12 2.65 85% 62.3 20.1 32%
SP400a _C40_sm 4.62 3.87 84% 18.7 5.9 31%
SP250_C20_sm 2.94 2.07 70% 49.7 9.1 18%
SP250_C40_sm 4.12 2.92 71% 15.1 3.5 23%
SP400b_ C20_sm 2.38 1.95 82% 21.5 6.3 29%
SP400b C40 sm 3.61 3.00 83% 8.34 2.5 30%
Lower current velocity profile
The Grant-Madsen model assumes that the lower current velocity profile is controlled by the physical
bottom roughness kb. With an assumed turbulent eddy viscosity which is scaled by the maximum
shear velocity u.m, the model predicts a lower current shear velocity which is given by:
2
U~c 1,, = uC2 (5.32)
U*M
For our wave-current tests, kb can be obtained from fitting the amplitude profile of first-harmonic
velocity, and the two shear velocities, u~c and u.., are already given by fitting the instantaneous
velocity profiles, so Eq. (5.32) can be directly applied to give a prediction U*c,l,pr. Therefore, as a
model validation, we can compare kb and u*c, 1,pr with the bottom roughness kb,1 and shear velocity uC I
obtained from log-profile fitting the lower current velocity profile, as shown in Table 5-6. For the log-
profile fittings, the 1-R2 values are in general of O(1 0-3), and the 95%-confidence intervals of shear
velocity, u*c ,, is less than 10%, and the 95%-confidence factors for kb,1 are between 1.1 to 2, so the
properties of log-profile fittings are acceptable, and the existence of a lower logarithmic profile is
confirmed.
The ratio u*clpr/u*c l shown in the fourth column of Table 5-6 is generally between 70% and 120%,
except for tests SP400a_C1 3_ce and SP250_C1 3_ce, so the agreement between fitted and predicted
lower current shear velocity is reasonable. It should be noted that when predicting u*c1, with Eq.
(5.32), the determination error for u*c and u*, are accumulated, which makes the prediction subject to
a potentially larger error. For example, if the determined u*c and u*, both have 5% error, the error of
Eq. (5.32) could be as large as 15%. Judging from the 95%-confidence intervals of shear velocity
given by fitting the instantaneous velocity profiles, 5% is a fair estimate. Given this uncertainty, we
can conclude that the Grant-Madsen model reasonably predicts the lower shear velocity u*c, 1.
For the bottom roughness, the agreement is also acceptable, but not as good as the agreement for
apparent roughness. For the "sandpaper"-bottom tests, the fitted bottom roughness kb,1 is consistently
larger than the physical bottom roughness kb by a factor up to 3 (test SP25O_C 13sa). Meanwhile, the
agreement seems to be worse for the tests with weak currents. For instance, for the two tests with the
SP400a wave, adding a 13Hz current (SP400a C13 sa) gives a kb,1 (9.88mm) which is about twice as
large as kb (4.32mm), but adding a 40Hz current (SP400a C40_sa) gives better agreement between
kb,1 and kb (5.06mm vs. 4.03mm). Therefore, it seems that the agreement for bottom roughness has
some dependency on current conditions, i.e. larger values of a=u*c/u*,n correspond to k/kb,I closer to
1. The ceramic-ball bottom tests suggest the same conclusion. The two tests with weak currents,
SP400aC13_ce and SP250_C13_ce, give very poor agreement, e.g. the values of k//kb,I are 16 and
1.7, respectively, while the other tests have klkb, within ±20% of unity. For the lower current
velocity profile, the effect of the mean pressure gradient and the secondary flow is immaterial.
However, the boundary layer streaming which is produced by the interaction of the time-varying
turbulent eddy viscosity and the time-varying velocity can be non-negligible. Therefore, the expected
logarithmic profile may be distorted and hence the fitted bottom roughness may not be equal to the
actual physical bottom roughness. Nevertheless, except for test SP400a_Cl 3_ce, kb,] and kb are still of
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the same order, even for the smooth-bottom tests, so the no-slip boundary condition for current
velocity profile in the Grant-Madsen model appears appropriate.
In conclusion, the fitted shear velocities for the lower current velocity profile are in good agreement
with the predictions by the Grant-Madsen model, and the fitted bottom roughnesses are of the same
order as the physical bottom roughness. Therefore, the Grant-Madsen model has reasonable skills in
predicting the lower current velocity profile.
Table 5-6 Log-profile fitting of the lower current velocity profiles of combined wave-current flows
Test ID Shear velocity [cm/s] Roughness [mm] surent
Ceramic-al U*C,1 U*c,1,pr Uc,1,prU*c,1 kb,I kb kb/kbI aU*c/U*m
SP400aC13_ce 0.55 1.35 246% 1.38 22.28 1610% 0.28
SP400aC40_ce 3.32 3.66 110% 18.62 19.40 104% 0.42
SP250aC13_ce 0.74 1.11 150% 9.78 16.91 173% 0.29
SP250aC40_ce 2.62 3.21 122% 14.83 17.59 119% 0.48
SP400bC13_ce 1.17 1.17 100% 25.26 22.61 90% 0.36
SP400b C40 ce 3.39 3.16 93% 20.77 19.05 92% 0.52
"Sandpaper" bottom
SP400a_C13_sa 1.15 0.97 84% 9.88 4.32 44% 0.27
SP400aC40_sa 2.75 2.71 99% 5.06 4.03 80% 0.43
SP250_C13_sa 0.95 0.70 73% 10.37 3.44 33% 0.28
SP250_C40_sa 2.67 2.22 83% 6.60 3.65 55% 0.47
SP400bC13_sa 0.89 0.75 85% 6.09 2.64 43% 0.35
SP400bC40_sa 2.74 2.40 88% 4.98 3.26 65% 0.55
SP200_C13_sa 0.73 0.72 100% 3.73 1.44 39% 0.41
SP200 C40 sa 2.47 1.92 78% 2.98 2.54 85% 0.61
Smooth bottom
SP400a- 0.71 0.79 111% 0.079 0.070 89% 0.32C20_sm
SP400a 1.55 1.43 92% 0.103 0.057 55% 0.45
_C40_sm
SP250_C20_s 0.79 0.88 111% 0.054 0.070 130% 0.38
m
SP250_C40_s 1.68 1.68 100% 0.080 0.061 76% 0.49
SP400b- 0.70 0.86 123% 0.048 0.072 150% 0.45C20_sm
SP400b 1.72 1.73 100% 0.072 0.054 75% 0.56
C40 sm I I I IIII_ I
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Figure 5-15 Current velocity profiles for combined wave-current tests over the ceramic-ball bottom
(thick solid lines: measurements, thin solid lines: fitted logarithmic profiles, red crosses: ranges of
data selection): (a) SP250_C13_ce, (b) SP250_C40_ce, (c) SP400bC3_ce, (d) SP400bC40_ce, (e)
SP400a_C13_ce, (f) SP400a_C40_ce,
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Figure 5-16 Current velocity profiles for combined wave-current tests over the "sandpaper" bottom
(thick solid lines: measurements, thin solid lines: fitted logarithmic profiles, red crosses: ranges of
data selection): (a) SP200_C13_sa, (b) SP200_C40_sa, (c) SP250_C13_sa, (d) SP250_C40_sa, (e)
SP400b_C 13_sa, (f) SP400bC40_sa, (g) SP400a_C 13_sa, (h) SP400aC40_sa
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Figure 5-17 Current velocity profiles for combined wave-current tests over the smooth bottom (thick
solid lines: measurements, thin solid lines: fitted logarithmic profiles, red crosses: ranges of data
selection): (a)SP250_C20_sm, (b)SP250_C40_sa, (c)SP400bC20_sm, (d)SP400b_C40_sm,
(e)SP400a_C20_sm, (f) SP400a_C40_sm
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5.5 The effect of wave nonlinearity on wave-current interaction
Waves become increasingly nonlinear as they move into shallow waters, so it is necessary to consider
the effect of wave nonlinearity on wave-current interaction for modeling circulations in the nearshore
region. In this section, we briefly present some experimental results for nonlinear-wave-current flows
in the WCS with focus on the current velocity profile, since the wave velocity experiences little
influence from the superimposed current, except for the thickening of wave boundary layers which
we have already discussed.
Unlike sinusoidal waves, nonlinear waves have direction dependency, so we shall consider currents
with different directions. Figure 5-18 shows measured current velocity profiles of four typical tests
over the "sandpaper" bottom. They have the same wave conditions, i.e. the strongest Stokes waves
ST400a (first-harmonic velocity amplitude of 160cm/s and 6.25s wave period), but different current
conditions. Figure 5-18(a) shows the current velocity profiles of the strong superimposed current C40
following or opposing the wave direction (roughly 50cm/s cross-section average velocity), while
Figure 5-18(b) shows the same comparison for the weak superimposed current C13 (roughly 17cm/s
cross-section average velocity). Here the magnitudes of measured current velocities are shown for
easy comparison of currents in the two directions. As we can see, there is a pronounced difference
between currents following or opposing the waves. In the very near-bottom region, the negative
currents, shown in red, are stronger than the positive currents, shown in black, but the discrepancy
decreases with increasing elevation z. For the two weak-current tests, the two profiles intersect at
about z=65mm, and the positive current becomes increasingly stronger than the negative current
above this level. For the two strong-current tests, the two current velocity profiles do not intersect
within the range of observation, but there is a clear indication of the same crossing at a higher level.
The Grant-Madsen model cannot explain the observed discrepancies, since it is entirely blind to the
direction of currents. Meanwhile, it will always give a two-log-profile structure of the current velocity
profile which is completely absent for the test with a weak negative current, ST400a_C13rsa.
Therefore, the Grant-Madsen model is incapable of modeling nonlinear-wave-current flows,
especially for a wave with strong nonlinearity plus a weak current.
As shown in Figure 3-32 (f), the periodic wave test ST400asa has a wave boundary layer streaming
which is produced by the interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the time-
varying velocity. The streaming is negative (opposing the wave direction) in the very near-bottom
region and becomes positive (following the wave direction) as elevation increases. Thus, if added to a
two-log-profile structure suggested by the Grant-Madsen model, in the very near-bottom region, it
will enhance a negative superimposed current but suppress a positive superimposed current, while
this situation reverses when the streaming turns positive at higher elevations. Therefore, the
discrepancies observed in Figure 5-18 can be possibly explained by this wave boundary layer
streaming. As a confirmation, we subtract the magnitude of the negative current profile from the
magnitude of the positive current profile and divide the results by 2, which should give an estimate of
the embedded wave-induced boundary layer streaming. As shown in Figure 5-19, the obtained results
agree well with the measured wave boundary layer streaming. In the very near-bottom region, the
three profiles are all negative and reach their maxima of comparable magnitudes (3-4cm/s) at about
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the same level z~ 0mm. The negative streaming decreases and eventually becomes positive at higher
elevations. The reasons for not getting three identical streaming profiles could be the boundary layer
streaming related to a current-produced first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity and also the
experimental inaccuracy for measuring such a small quantity. Nevertheless, this clearly suggests that
it is the wave-induced boundary layer streaming of nonlinear waves that changes (even invalidates)
the wave-current interaction suggested by the Grant-Madsen model when the waves are nonlinear.
Our finding also implies that if one were to blindly apply the Grant-Madsen model for analyzing field
measurements obtained in relatively shallow waters where the waves are nonlinear, the obtained
results, e.g. current shear velocity u.c, apparent roughness ka or physical bottom roughness k, can be
unreliable, since the expected two-log-profile structure are contaminated by the wave boundary layer
streaming, especially for weak current conditions, e.g. test ST400a_Cl3rsa. In such situations, it is
necessary to have a more elaborate wave-current boundary layer model which can consider the wave
nonlinearity, i.e. a second-harmonic free-stream velocity, and a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity.
Therefore, a new theoretical model is developed and presented in the following Chapters.
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Figure 5-18 Measured current velocity profiles of the ST400a
"sandpaper" bottom (red dots: negative currents (against the wave
currents (in the wave direction)): (a) strong current, (b) weak current
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Figure 5-19 Estimate of the embedded wave boundary layer streaming of the Stokes wave ST400a
wave plus currents over the "sandpaper" bottom (crosses: weak current, circles: strong current, solid
line: measured boundary layer streaming of test ST400asa from Figure 3-32 (f))
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Chapter 6
A theoretical model for oscillatory turbulent
boundary layers
The experimental study presented in Chapter 3, 4 and 5 provides many pieces of evidence which
demonstrate the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity for oscillatory turbulent boundary
layers, e.g. a third-harmonic velocity embedded in a pure sinusoidal wave and a boundary layer
streaming embedded in nonlinear waves. This physical phenomenon can have pronounced effects on
the bottom shear stress (Sections 4.6 and 5.3) and the wave-current interaction (Section 5.5), and
consequently should be considered in theoretical models. Therefore, a new model which can
rigorously account for a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity is developed. The majority of the
model's algorithm is analytical with certain non-vital parts being numerical, so that we can efficiently
achieve very high order of accuracy. The model assumes that the flow is homogeneous in the wave
direction and only considers a collinear wave-current interaction, so it is perfectly suitable for
predicting boundary layer flows in oscillating water tunnels (OWT). We shall leave the extension to
propagating waves and wave-current interactions at various angles for the future, since these are not
the foci of this study.
6.1 Governing equation for the oscillatory turbulent boundary layer
Oscillatory flows in OWTs are uniform in the longitudinal direction of the test channel, and the lateral
variation can be neglected for the flow along the lateral centerline, so the governing momentum
equation is:
au - (p/p) (.(1/P))
t ax az
where u is the Reynolds-averaged velocity in the longitudinal direction, x and z are the longitudinal
and vertical coordinates,, t is the time, p is the water density, p is the pressure and Tz, is a component
of the Reynolds stress. This equation also corresponds to the linear wave theory, so it is applicable
when the wave height is much smaller than the wave length and the superimposed current either
follows or opposes the wave. rz, can be related to the Reynolds-averaged velocity through the concept
of a turbulent eddy viscosity:
a u
=T a (6.2)
p az
The pressure gradient ap/Ox can be considered depth-invariant, and its oscillatory part is related to the
external flow as:
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-I_ ap =.(6.3)
p ax at
where i, is the oscillatory part of the free-stream velocity. The time-invariant part of the pressure
gradient can be neglected if we only consider the very near-bottom part of the current boundary layer.
Even for the currents in the WCS which are driven by a mean pressure gradient, we have shown in
Section 5.2 that in the region less than 10cm from the bottom, we can in general neglect the mean
pressure gradient. Therefore, Eq. (6.1) can be rewritten as:
au a + a au
-=- -+-(vT ) (6.4)
at at az az
For mathematical convenience, we define a velocity deficit:
U u - (6.5)
The governing equation for ud is:
auda( ald (6.6)
at Z az
This is a second-order partial differential equation, so two boundary conditions are required. It is
customary to split ud into a wave (time-dependent) velocity fi and a current (time-invariant) velocity
u as:
Ud - Ud + U (6.7)
Since ud is obtained by subtracting the oscillatory part of the free-stream velocity, it time-invariant
part is the actual current velocity, so no subscript "d" is added. The wave velocity must converge to
the free-stream value asymptotically and is zero at the bottom to satisfy the no-slip boundary
condition which is prescribed at z=zo according to Grant and Madsen (1979). Therefore, the following
two boundary conditions are prescribed for Ud:
Ud-, z = zO (6.8)
Ud >0, Z- > (6.9)
For the current velocity, the no-slip boundary condition also applies:
i= 0, z=zO (6.10)
The other boundary condition can be a prescribed current shear velocity u., or a reference current
velocity u, at a reference elevation z,:
U=U,., at z = z, (6.11)
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Any oscillatory turbulent boundary layer flow in the WCS can be described by Eq. (6.6) with
boundary conditions given by Eq. (6.8) to (6.11). The only unknown parameter which has to be
determined to solve the governing equation is the turbulent eddy viscosity VT.
6.2 Turbulent eddy viscosity
For oscillatory turbulent boundary layers, we expect that the flow is quasi-steady in the very near-
bottom region, so the following relationship, obtained by generalizing the well-known results for
steady turbulent boundary layer flows, is applicable in the immediate vicinity of the bottom:
VT -= IC z CIu.(t)|z (6.12)
p
where K is the Von Kairmin constant, Tb(t) is the instantaneous bottom shear stress an u.(t) is the
instantaneous shear velocity. Therefore, the temporal variation of VT is characterized by the temporal
variation of ju.(t)j, which can be expressed as:
I u. (t) I= u."ff(t) (6.13)
where u, is the period average of ju.(t)l andJft) is a dimensionless temporal variation function which
is always positive and has an time-averaged value of 1. Thus, Eq. (6.12) can be rewritten as:
VT = VT (z)f(t) (6.14)
where '9(z) = KUwcz is the time-averaged turbulent eddy viscosity. Many experimental studies, e.g.
Sleath (1987), have shown that the turbulence of oscillatory turbulent boundary layers is produced at
the bottom and is gradually diffused upward. Therefore, at higher elevations the temporal variation of
VT may not be synchronized with that in the very near-bottom region, which means thatftt) also varies
with z. However, for mathematical convenience, we have to ignore the vertical variability ofj(t). Such
a simplification will certainly deteriorate the model's prediction for the oscillatory velocity in the
upper part of the boundary layer, but the flow in the very near-bottom region which is critical for the
determination of the bottom shear stress is still well-predicted. Therefore, we treat VT as the product of
a temporal variation function ft) and a mean turbulent eddy viscosity iT(z), and their formulations
are as following.
Temporal variation function f(t)
Following Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a,b), we expressj(t) in terms of a Fourier series:
f(t) =1+a, cos(ct+V/1)+a 2 cos(2cot+ V2 )+... (6.15)
For sinusoidal waves, the bottom shear stress rb(t) can be roughly represented by a sinusoidal
variation, which gives two identical bumps of ju.(t) and hence](t) over a wave period, as indicated by
the black solid line in Figure 6-1(a). This temporal variation can be approximated by adding a second
harmonic to the mean, which gives the red dashed line in Figure 6-1(a). According to the expression
for the Reynolds stress, Eq. (6.2), the second-harmonic VT will interact with the first-harmonic
velocity gradient to produce a first- and a third-harmonic shear stresses, i.e.
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( 2) au((z) (1) + 3)
T z
This third-harmonic shear stress will create a third-harmonic velocity which then interacts with the
second-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity to produce a fifth-harmonic shear stress. Thus, higher odd-
order harmonics of velocity and shear stress are produced. These are confirmed by our observations
shown in Sections 3.4.1, 4.3 and 4.6.
For nonlinear waves, the two half periods offit)=u.(t)/u,v will no longer be symmetric, e.g. the
positive half period of a Stokes wave will have larger ju.(t) than the negative half period, as shown in
Figure 6-1(b). Such an asymmetry can also be produced by superimposing a current which will
enhance Iu.(t) for one half period but suppress it for the other half period. In such cases, the second
harmonic offit) alone cannot capture the asymmetry, so it is necessary to add a first harmonic to the
sum of the mean and the second harmonic, which gives the red dashed line in Figure 6-1(b). This
first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity will interact with the first-harmonic velocity gradient to
produce a second-harmonic shear stress and more importantly a mean shear stress, i.e.
(1) aU() (2
This mean shear stress results in a mean velocity which is the boundary layer streaming observed for
nonlinear waves, as shown in Figure 3-30. We have shown in Section 5.5 that the wave boundary
layer streaming can have substantial influence on the wave-current interaction, so it is necessary to
include the first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity in our theoretical model. Therefore, to reasonably
represent the temporal variation off~t), we should at least consider its first and second harmonics.
I U,(t) I I __ )_ I
0 >t 0 t
(a)
Figure 6-1 Schematic sketch of Fourier series approximation of the temporal variation of the turbulent
eddy viscosity: (a) sinusoidal wave (black solid line: actual temporal variation, red dashed line: mean
plus a second harmonic, black dashed line: the mean): (b) nonlinear wave or wave-current flow (black
solid line: actual temporal variation, red dashed line: mean plus first two harmonics, thin dashed line:
mean plus the second harmonic)
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Mean turbulent eddy viscosity PT(Z)
The linear variation of the mean turbulent eddy viscosity, i(Z) = KU.wcz, is only valid in the
immediate vicinity of the bottom. The steady open-channel turbulent flow is usually modeled with a
parabolic turbulent eddy viscosity:
VT (z)= KU~Z(1 ) (6.16)
h
where h is the water depth. By analogy, we adopt this vertical variation for modeling pure wave
boundary layers by using the wave boundary layer thickness'65 for h. Here 6" is defined as the level
where the magnitude of the first-harmonic velocity deficit reaches 1% of the amplitude of the free-
stream first-harmonic velocity, as discussed in Section 3.4.2. For easy derivation of analytical
solutions, we can further approximate the parabolic variation (black dotted line in Figure 6-2) with an
isosceles trapezoid (black solid line in Figure 6-2) which maintains the same total area. The two
transition levels are:
3, =0.2136, (5j=0.798, (6.17)
However, the linear-decaying layer, z>6j, gives a zero turbulent eddy viscosity at Z--6, which will
produce a singularity for the analytical solution, so we replace it with a more realistic exponentially
decaying layer, as indicated by the red solid line in Figure 6-2:
V(z)=iT(c)exP -- 2} z>8 J (6.18)
To maintain the same total area, the parameter A is chosen to be 9.5, which makes the eddy viscosity
at z-- 1. 3 equal to about 1% of that of the constant layer.
Z
6, (h)
Parabolic
---- --- Trapezoid
it r(z)
Figure 6-2 Sketch of the mean turbulence eddy viscosity for a pure wave boundary layer
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For modeling wave-current boundary layers, we introduce a current-dominant layer above the three-
layer structure to give the following four-layer structure shown in Figure 6-3(a):
KCU*WCZ z 0 ! z < 5
KIM c5 (5, !! 5
VT (z) = F - 1 (6.19)
KUseSexp{-7 o S Z < SK
KIU*CZ (SK Z
where 6K is the level where KU*cz intersects with the underlying three-layer structure and the
parameter y is given by:
K9.5 "' (6.20)
9W
If we do not propose the exponential-decaying layer, when modeling strong waves plus weak
currents, i.e. u*c/u*sc<0.21, the current-produced turbulent eddy viscosity will intersect with the
constant layer at a level 5K which is above the wave boundary layer, i.e. 5K>6w. This may have
significant effect on the prediction of the current velocity profile, since it is controlled by an
unrealistic turbulent eddy viscosity from 6w to 6K. However, with the introduction of the exponential-
decaying layer, the wave-produced turbulent eddy viscosity decays rapidly above z=8 j, so 6K will
always be below or at most slightly above z=56. When the superimposed current is sufficiently strong,
i.e. u./ui>/jo=0.2 7 , 6K will be within the constant layer, as shown in Figure 6-3(b), so the
exponential-decaying layer does not appear and the three-layer structure suggested by Humbyrd
(2012) is reproduced. In such situations, we have:
, =K *c(6.21)
U*C
When the current bottom shear stress Tcb is comparable or even stronger than the maximum wave
bottom shear stress Twi, it is possible that use is smaller than u*c, so that the intersection 6K does not
exist. As a rough investigation of this issue, we can take the bottom shear stress of wave-current flows
as the sum of a sinusoidal variation and a constant, i.e.
1Tb Q) =-(C ot + Trcb)
Iwm Zwm
Then the ratio of u*c/u*,c can be calculated for various values of rel/,.. As shown in Figure 6-4, this
ratio is slightly larger than 1 for rcb/T>0.64. Under such circumstances, we shall simply take
u*c=u.c, since the difference between the two is no more than 12%. Therefore, the mean turbulent
eddy viscosity follows a linear variation Ku*cz, which would give the impression that the waves have
no influence on the current velocity profile. However, for current bottom shear stresses of this
magnitude, a large first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity is produced which interacts with the first-
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harmonic velocity gradient to produce a sizeable boundary layer streaming, so it is actually the wave
boundary layer streaming rather than an enhanced turbulent eddy viscosity that represents the
influence of waves on currents. We will discuss this in more details when validating the model
against measurements in the next Chapter.
The temporal and vertical variations of the turbulent eddy viscosity are now formulated by Eq. (6.15)
and Eq. (6.19) with unknown parameters {a}, {yIV}, u.*, u,,, and '5. The idea is that we initially
assume values for these parameters and solve the governing equation. The obtained solution gives
new determinations of these parameters through a closure hypothesis, and we can iteratively solve the
governing equation until convergence is achieved.
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Figure 6-3 Vertical structure of the time-averaged turbulent eddy viscosity for oscillatory turbulent
boundary layer flows: (a) weak current, (b) strong current
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Figure 6-4 The ratio of the current shear velocity to the period-averaged shear velocity
function of the ratio of the current bottom shear stress to the maximum wave bottom
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6.3 Solution of the governing equation
Since the temporal and vertical variations of the turbulent eddy viscosity are separated, the governing
equation for the velocity deficit, Eq. (6.6), becomes:
a (z)f(t) ad (6.22)
at z az~
The product offt) and aud/az represents the interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity
and the time-varying velocity, which makes it impossible to split the governing equation into a wave
equation and a current equation and therefore is the main challenge for obtaining an analytical
solution. Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a, b), followed by Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2011),
assumed that the time-varying part of At) is small and solved the governing equation using the
perturbation method. However, the solution suggested that the second harmonic of ft) has a
magnitude of about 0.4 which contradicts with their assumption. Thus, additional terms, such as a
vT 2 ua2)/az term, should be included in their solution, which would make the algebra too complicated
to carry out. Therefore, their method to treat the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity is not rigorous,
and we need to seek another approach.
6.3.1 Change of temporal variables
Since the boundary conditions are imposed for the time-varying and time-invariant parts of Ud
separately, it is desirable to split the governing equation into two parts. Thus, we write Eq. (6.22) as:
ad (Z)f(t) 'd a a(2
at -z az +z z
The second term on the right-hand side is related with the current velocity. However, due to the
existence offt), this term is not time-invariant, so we cannot directly separate Eq. (6.23) into a wave
and a current equation. To remove this problem, we divide all terms byJ(t) to get:
ad -a - N a
V7 =-0(Z) d +- T(Z) )(6.24)f(t)at az az az az
Following Lavelle and Mofjeld (1983), we define a new time variable:
r= ff(t)dt= t + h(t) (6.25)
where:
h(t) a" sin(not + /,t) (6.26)
n= no
Such a definition gives the following relationship between the two temporal partial differential
operators:
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a a
- fat (6.27)
a'r f t)at
Thus, we can use this relationship to change the temporal variable of Eq. (6.24) to give:
id = a (Z) a +-(7 (Z) -) (6.28)a'r az az az az
It can be readily seen that the mathematical difficulty due to the f(t) term is removed by changing the
temporal variable. For clarity, hereafter we denote the solution in r-space by V(zr), and split Eq.
(6.28) into a wave equation:
av a av
-- (VT (Z) -) (6.29)
and a current equation:
a av0 = (VT(z) ) (6.30)
az az
The oscillatory velocity in z-space can be expressed in terms of a Fourier series:
V(z,r) = Re{ZVn)(z)e"in"} (6.31)
n=1
where V") is the complex n-th Fourier component of V(z,r):
V(n>(z)= V (z)exp(iCPyn(z)) (6.32)
where V(z) and po(z) are the amplitude and phase of V"), respectively. The wave equation can then
be solved harmonic by harmonic:
inco) = V- (77Z) ) (6.33)az az
With a given vertical structure of the mean turbulent eddy viscosity, both Eq. (6.30) and (6.33) are
ordinary differential equations (ODE) and can be solved analytically.
6.3.2 Analytical solutions of the wave equation in T-space
To facilitate solving the ODEs, a characteristics length scale is defined as:
U= /u'" (6.34)
The vertical coordinate z and the transition levels for the mean turbulent eddy viscosity are
normalized as:
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= z/1
(@O, ,g 4, K) = 0 I, j/, e~ /1, 8 K /1)
Substituting Eq. (6.19), into Eq. (6.33), the following four ODEs are obtained:
d dVE"( dV )-inV(") =0,d d
d 2 _)inV ")=0, 
d 2
j exp(yvgg )d-(exp(-yvg) V() )-in VC") = 0,
d d j < < K
(6.36)
U. d dV"))
u., d d
To satisfy the free-stream boundary condition, Eq. (6.9), j/n) must converge to zero as z approaches
infinity, which leaves only the no-slip boundary condition to be applied after converting the wave
solution back to t-space. Therefore, V") can be expressed in terms of a vertical structure function n)
and an unknown complex-number constant ("):
(6.37)
~n) is the analytical solution of the four ODEs in Eq. (6.36), which are given by:
ker 24n + ikei2Jn + C1 (ber2 f+ ibei2j )
C2 exp[-e /4 n1)1/2 + )] C3exp[e;T14 (n)1/2 ( )
C40( )K[()] + C5On ()I [on()]
C 6(ker24n7,+ ikei2k7 )
;% s < I
(6.38)
where n,=nu.*/u.,*, (kei, kei, ber, bei) are Kelvin functions of order zero (e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun
(1972)), I is the first order modified Bessel function of the first kind, K is the first order modified
Bessel function of the second kind , C, to C6 are unknown constants to be determined, and 0,() is
defined as:
O, (n ) = e''/42 n ey-G (6.39)
The solutions of the first, second and fourth layers are given by Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009), while
the derivation of the solution for the third layer is shown in Appendix C. The fourth layer only has
one homogeneous solution, since the other becomes exponentially large as z approaches infinite, and
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(6.35)
VC"(n)() = Xf")F (")(,f)
therefore is dropped to satisfy the boundary condition, Eq. (6.9). The velocity and the shear stress
must be continuous, so we impose that k") and aE")/a are continuous at each transition level.
Matching hn) gives the following three equations:
ker2J 7 + ikei2jn7 +C 1(ber2Jn7 +ibei24fT )C = C2 + C3  (6.40)
C40,( j)K[0,( ., )] + C50 ( g,)Il [on ( gA =
C2 exp[-e ,1(n)1/2(,j - r)+ C3 exp[e'74n )1/2g ] (6.41)
C6 (ker 2 4n +ikei2j 47 ) C 40, ( K)K[On ( K)] +Cs50, (K)I [0, (K)] (6.42)
Matching aF')/a gives:
-iker 2j± +kei1 2Jn7 + C1 (-iber 2Jn7 + bei1 2Jn7) -C 2 + C3  (6.43)
-C 2 exp[-e' 2 j 4 J)](!n)1/2 + C3 exp[e () 2 ( 1)]( )1/2
={C4ye-0 [K1 - - -(K 0 + K 2 )] +Cse-" 42 2 2 [I 2 + (In +I2 1=|
C6  C (-iker 2JF7+kei, 2 f- T )
4 K
jC4veii14on[K1 -- On-(K 0 +K 2)] +C5ye -iz4 On [J,2 2 2
(6.45)
+ 2(o +12)]1 4-5
In deriving Eq. (6.43) to Eq. (6.45), the following relationships given by Abramowitz and Stegun
(1972) were used:
dker(2Jfn) n T)
dk = (ker (2n) + kei1 (2Jn))
dkei(2,lfn) n
dke( (- ker, (2n7) + kei, (24n))
dber(2jn) n 
d = (ber (2j7) + beil (2,f))
d bei(2 JR ) = + bei (2 )
= - (- ber (24n4) +bi (2Tn7)d4 2
(6.46)
(6.47)
(6.48)
(6.49)
(6.50)dK(0) - K (0)+ K 2 (0)dO 2
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dhi(0) _ Io(0)+12(O) (6.51)
dO 2
where (keii, kei1 , beri, beii) are Kelvin functions of first order, o and 12 are the zeroth and second
order modified Bessel functions of the first kind, and KO and K2 are the zeroth and second order
modified Bessel functions of the second kind.
The six unknowns (CI to C6) can be obtained by solving an equation set consisting of Eq. (6.40) to
Eq. (6.45), so the wave equation in r-space is solved harmonic by harmonic with a series of unknown
constants {Xn} to be determined by matching the no-slip boundary condition in t-space.
6.3.3 Conversion of wave solutions from r-space to t-space
Without loss of generality, here we consider the m-th-harmonic velocity in z-space, which is given by:
Re{V(m)(z)enwT}= Vm(z)cos[mor + g,,(Z)]
To convert the time-varying part cos[mor+(pv,,(z)] back to t-space, we replace r by r=t+h(t):
cos[mwr + (z)] = cos[mw(t + h(t)) + c (z)] (6.52)
The right-hand side can be rewritten in complex form as:
cos[mo(t + h(t)) + qv(z)] = Rejexp[icpm(z)] -exp[imo(t + h(t))]}1 (6.53)
We can always express exp[imcv(t+h(t))] as the sum of its real and imaginary parts:
exp[imw(t + h(t))] = R(t) + I(t)i (6.54)
Both R(t) and I(t) can be written as a Fourier series:
R(t)=RO + I R, cos(ncot + Rn (6.55)
I(t) =10 + I In cos(ncot+ 1 )
Since h(t) depends on {an} and {y~n} which are considered known quantities when solving the
governing equation, the time series of exp[imco(t+h(t))] over a wave period T can be calculated with
the "known" h(t) defined by Eq. (6.26) and we can numerically Fourier analyze it to give RO, 1o, {Rn },
{#Rn}, {In } and {# 1,}. Substituting Eq. (6.55) and Eq. (6.54) into the right-hand side of Eq. (6.53), we
can obtain:
Re{exp[ipvm(z)] -exp[imw(t + h(t))]}=
{cos vm(z) -[R + z RP, cos(not +OR)] (6.56)
-sin v, (z) -[I + n In cos(not + b1 )]}
After some simple algebra, the right-hand side of Eq. (6.56) can be further written as:
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{COSOVm(Z).[JR + 1  Rn cos(ncot + n
-sin p,, (z)- [I0 + I I cos(nwt + # )]}
n o [i2 c s(nwt + + vn (z)) - Ln cos(ncot + (In - (+Vn (z))] (6.57)
+ I[ cos(na(t+ Rn V(om (z)) + cos(ncot + n - -In Vm (z))]
S2 2 2
+ 1O cos[ y,( z)] - I0 COs[,( Z) ]2
To make this more concise, we define the following complex parameters:
Ana=R, I if
A,n,a = exp(i)Rn - n exp(i(In2 2 2
Amnb = xp(iORfl) + - exp(i$Rn ne )n (6.58)
2 2 2
A = R0 + iU0 }
Then, the m-th harmonic velocity in T-space is converted to t-space by the following formula:
Re{V(m) (z)e''"l}= Re{ [A,n,aV(m) (z) + Amn b (V(m) (z))* ]'o }+ Re{V(m)(z)Am } (6.59)
n=1
This equation shows that a single harmonic in i-space can contribute to any harmonic in t-space and
may also produce a mean velocity. These are essentially the higher-order harmonics and the boundary
layer streaming produced by the interaction of the time-varying velocity and the time-varying
turbulent eddy viscosity. For a certain harmonic in t-space, it receives contributions from all
harmonics in i-space, which can be written as:
U"(z)= A a A '"V()(z)+I Amn b(V()(z))* (6.60)
M=1 M=1
where L")(z) is the n-th complex Fourier component of the velocity deficit Ud in t-space. In actual
applications, we only consider a finite number of harmonics of the oscillatory velocity in t-space, i.e.
n= 1~N, and the infinite series of T"/") is also truncated accordingly at the order N. Therefore, the
conversion of the oscillatory velocity to t-space can be expressed in the matrix form as:
[U(z)]Nx1 [MNx2N[V(z)] 2 N1 (6.61)
where [MNx2N is a conversion matrix defined as:
A a AIb A2,1a A2,1,b --- AN,I,a AN,,b
[ 2 2,a 1,2,b 2,2,a 2,2,b ... N,2,a AN,2,bAMa 1,b 2,1,a 2,1,b ' A N,1,b _(6.62)
AINa 1I,N,b A2,N,a A2,N,b .. N,N~a AN,N,b
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and [U]NxI and [ V2NxJ are vectors of the harmonics in t- and r-spaces:
[U(z)]Nxl = [U'(z) U(2)(z) ... UN (Z)] (6.63)
[V(z)] 2 Nx1 = ([V1)(z) (V(l)(Z))* V(2)(Z) (V(
2 )(z))* ... V(Z) (V(N)(Z))*] T  (6.64)
We can also define a conversion vector:
[MO]1x 2N =[A 1 O0, 0, A2,0 0, ... AN,O, 0] (6.65)
which leads to a simple formula for the time-invariant part of the conversion:
i,(z)= Re([M]x 2NV(z) 2Nxl) (6.66)
Eq. (6.61) and (6.66) together describe the entire conversion of temporal variation to t-space.
6.3.4 Matching the no-slip boundary condition for the wave equation in t-space
The solutions for each harmonic of the oscillatory velocity in r-space, Eq. (6.37), carries an unknown
constant X"), which must be determined by matching the no-slip boundary condition, Eq. (6.8), in t-
space. For the n-th harmonic velocity, the no-slip boundary condition is:
U = (zo) -U") (6.67)
where U,<" is the n-th harmonic of the free-stream velocity. L")(zo) can be related to $")(zo) through
Eq. (6.61), so Eq. (6.67) becomes:
[M]Nx2 N [V(ZO) 2 Nxl = [U. ]Nxl (6.68)
The real and imaginary parts of J/")(zo) and U(") are considered separately, which makes Eq. (6.68)
into the following 2N-by-2N real-number linear system:
Re[V(2 )(zO)] Re[Uj1 ]
In[V()] Im[U.0 I
Re[V 2) (z)] Re[Uj 2 ) ]
[ML] 2Nx2N [V(2)(z 0)] = - Im[Uj 2 ) ] (6.69)
Re[V(N) (Z0)] Re[U.(N)]
Im[V(N)(z) 
.2Nx1 
-Im[UX(N)]2NxI
where the elements of [ML] are related to the elements of [M] as:
ML2 ,11 23 1 =Re(M, 2 1 +M )
ML2 1 ,2 =Im(M, -M2j-1) (6.70)
ML2 23 -1 M=(M_,23 1 + Mi,2 )
ML2,=Re (M,21 1 -M 2j)
so:
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Re(Aiia +Allb) Im(Allb -A 1 1 ) ... Re(ANla +A 1N,b Ir(AN,1,b - ANla
Im(Aiia + A 1 ) Re(AIa - Alb) ... Im(ANIa +Al,,b) R e(AN,Ia -AN,,b
[ML]2 Nx 2 N * 671)
Re(A 1,N, 1,N,b) m(ANb ,N,a ) ... Re(AN,Na + A N,N,b) (A N,N,b AN,N,a
hm(Al,N,a + A,N,b) Re(AlNa -A 1,N,b) '.. l(AN,N,a +AN,N,b) Re(AN,N,a -AN,N,b)_
The real and imaginary parts of / ")(zo) can be obtained by solving this linear system:
Re[V2 D(z,)] Re[U 2)"]
IM[V(2" (Z A] Im[U.( o ]
Re[ V (2 (Z Az) Re[U,) ]
Im[V(2 (z2)] = -[ML] 1 2Nx2N Jm[U)" ] (6.72)
Re[V(N) (Z)] Re[U.(N)j
Im[V(N) (z0 )] Im[U(N)]
Consequently, the unknown constants {"jn)} are given by:
(n) VC" (zO) _ Re(VC") (z0)) + Im(VC") (zO)) -i
x F (") (Z0/1) F (") (Z0/1)
Thus, the oscillatory velocity deficit in t-space is now obtained harmonic by harmonic. We then add
the free-stream oscillatory velocity to obtain the final prediction of wave velocity in t-space.
6.3.5 The analytical solution for the current velocity
Eq. (6.30), which is the current equation separated from the governing equation in r-space, can be
vertically integrated to give:
vT (z) = cI (6.74)Oz
where ci is an unknown constant. Dividing both sides of Eq. (6.74) by i7 (z) and then integrating the
resulting equation with respect to z, we can obtain:
-z ciV(z)= _ dz'+c2  (6.75)
VT(Z)
where c 2 is another unknown constant to be determined. The total current velocity ii(z) is the sum of
V(z) and a mean velocity ii, (z) given by converting the wave velocity to t-space:
ii(z)= UV(z)+ z CI dz'+ c2  (6.76)
To V (Z')
To match the no-slip boundary condition, Eq. (6.10), the constant c 2 must cancel i-V(z) at z=zo, so:
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c2 = -UV (Zo) (6.77)
The other unknown constant c1 can be shown to be the current bottom shear stress as follows. We
here consider the period average of the instantaneous bottom shear stress given by Eq. (6.2):
Tc au _8(u+iu)
'r= vr (zo, t)- =u v (z=t -z LO (6.78)
-V(Ot).. a -VT (ZO)f (t) Iz
where the overbar denotes period averaging. Substituting Eq. (6.76) into Eq. (6.78), we obtain:
Tcb =T(ZO fi (6.79)
p 8
(ii + UV) is essentially the result of converting the oscillatory velocity from r-space to t-space, so the
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.79) can be written in terms of the oscillatory velocity in T-
space as:
VT (zo)f(t) + ()[ f(t)V(z, r(t))dt] __ (6.80)
where:
V(z,r(t))= V (z)cos[nwr(t)+ cp (z)] (6.81)
Since fAt)=dr/dt, we can change the variable of the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.80) to
obtain:
[T f V f(z,r(t))f(t)dt] = - [- (z, r)dr] z=z (6.82)T Dz T az fr(0)
According to the definition of r, r(T)-r(0)=T. Thus, the right-hand side of Eq. (6.82) contains an
integral of a periodic function with a zero mean value over its period. Consequently, this term and
hence the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.79) are both zero, resulting in:
c- (6.83)
P
Therefore, the current velocity profile is given by:
VZ)U (Z)= U,(Z) - V(zo) +( " 7 Z1 dz' (6.84)
Since the first two terms on the right-hand side are related to the oscillatory velocity in the i-space,
they represent the boundary layer streaming produced by the interaction of the time-varying turbulent
eddy viscosity and the time-varying velocity:
9, (z) = ii,(z)-ii,(z") (6.85)
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The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.84), however, carries no information about the temporal
variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity, so it essentially represents the superimposed current:
f (z)=  _Zb dz' (6.86)
Hereafter, this will be referred as the "basic current velocity". With such a separation of the mean
velocity, we can divide the mean bottom shear stress into three parts:
__b i; aiil
cb [T(ztZ, (--+T_ Z (Z) c(6.7)
P z az az (.7
The pervious arguments demonstrate that the sum of the first two terms are zero, which means that
the mean bottom shear stress (first term) related to the product of the time-varying velocity gradient
and the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity is balanced by the mean bottom shear stress related to
the wave boundary layer streaming (second term). Therefore, the wave alone will not produce a mean
bottom shear stress, regardless of the wave shape. The reason for getting non-zero mean bottom shear
stresses for nonlinear waves in the OWTs is the returning current developed to have a zero net
volume flux, which is equivalent to superimposing a current. Thus, the mean bottom shear stress is
indeed the "current" bottom shear stress. This gives us a way to define the equivalency of currents in
the presence of different waves: two equivalent superimposed currents have the same mean bottom
shear stress.
Using Eq. (6.19) for i7 (z), the integral of iC (z) can be analytically evaluated to give:
'wcu*c [I(zZO Z < (K ZO
K 0S Z
UC (Z) = (6.88)
WC (e -)+ +In')] <
K 70, 0; ZS
uc ()+ ( / 1)+ + ln( )] 5 K Z
5KK K Z
where:
r =UC (6.89)
U*wc
It should be noted that the u*c in Eq. (6.88) will be negative if Tcl/p is in the negative direction. In
some applications, rjs/p is a model input for prescribing the current condition, so the current velocity
profile is now completely solved. When modeling the wave-current test results obtained in this study,
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a reference velocity u, at a reference height z, is prescribed as a boundary condition, so u., must be
obtained by solving:
ii(Zr,U*c) =Ur (6.90)
which gives:
U. = Ur -[,s(Zr)-S(ZO)] (6.91)
A
where:
r-L- [ln(r)] zo Zr < 05
K z0
+n()] Si Zr < (J
K 5 zo
A = c ((6.92)
r 1 rS- + ln(-)] 05 < Z, < 05
K 7J
Jn(-r- )+ 5W-c (e '5 88 )+5j-9
-1)+ + ln( )] 5K Zr
K K I 5 0
After this, the current velocity profile is completely solved.
6.4 Closure hypothesis for the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity
With the solution of the governing equation obtained, the remaining task is to determine the unknown
parameters for the turbulent eddy viscosity, i.e. {a}, { qV}, 6w and u.,, through a closure hypothesis.
Following Eq. (6.12) and using Eq. (6.2) for the instantaneous bottom shear stress, we have:
u.'jf(t))= 1 - KU'WCzOf zau L1(9
P az
Since u.c andftt) are always positive by definition, Eq. (6.93) can be rewritten as:
u.,ef(t) = KzO I a 1 (6.94)
az
Thus, the time series of u*,,,At) over a wave period can be obtained by evaluating the right-hand side
with the obtained solution u(z,t). At any instant t, the derivative of au/az can be calculated using the
solution in r-space and the conversion matrix and vector, [M and [M]. To facilitate the calculation,
we define a derivative vector:
[I* - aF* X(aF ) ()F X (2)aF(* z(N)F(N) X(N)OF(N) )*]T
az a ( a a ) a ( ) (
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and a temporal vector:
[T(t)],xN = [e'" i2t ... e ct ( .6
Then, right-hand side of Eq. (6.94) can be calculated from:
au(z, t) -r,, /PaV a MV
KZ 0 Iaz, t) = lz,, /KZ0 Tcb +Re{[Mo IIV LZ=OI + [T(t)]([M] IV j)} (6.97)
and the time series of uf(t) from t-O to t--T is obtained. We then numerically Fourier analyze it to
give the mean and the Fourier components which define the new values of u*e , {a} and {yi}. In
addition, a new wave boundary layer thickness &, can also be determined using the solution of the
first-harmonic velocity in t-space. Therefore, we can iteratively solve for {a}, {iu}, &, and u*,,.
6.5 Summary of the solution procedure
The entire solution procedure of the new theoretical model is briefly summarized below:
(a) Specify the free-stream wave velocity, the bottom roughness and the current condition
(reference velocity or u.c)
(b) Initiate values for parameters juc (if necessary), u e, {a}, 6w, and {yV} which defines the
four-layer mean turbulent eddy viscosity (Section 6.2).
(c) Solve for T/")(z) in z-space, i.e. determine the vertical structure functions P")() (Section
6.3.2).
(d) Construct [M and [M] for converting solutions from r-space to t-space (Section 6.3.3).
(e) Convert the solution to t-space and match the no-slip boundary condition to determine the
unknown constants (") for kn)() (Section 6.3.4).
(f) Match the reference current velocity to determine a new value for u., (Section 6.3.5). If u., is
specified as a model input, this step is skipped.
(g) Apply the closure hypothesis to obtain new values for u*,, {a}, {uf} and e,6 (Section 6.4).
(h) If the new parameters agree with those assumed in step (b), stop the iteration. Otherwise,
replace the old ones with the new values and go through steps (c) to (g) again.
For step (a), the reference current velocity is generally defined as the measured current velocity at a
given reference level zr. For our experiments, we choose z,=10cm or the highest level zn of
measurements if zm<10cm. For some tests the effect of the mean pressure gradient may be
considerable, so using a lower level will yield a better prediction. The bottom roughness kb for the
ceramic-ball bottom is set to kb= kN-20mm. For the "sandpaper" bottom, kb is obtained from log-
profile fitting the measured first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile. For the smooth bottom, kb is
calculated using the predicted ue as:
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u*wc
Thus, for smooth-bottom tests, the determination of kb becomes part of the iterative procedure.
For step (b), we first apply the Humbyrd (2012) model which requires the same model inputs
obtained in step (a) to predict the current bottom shear stress Tcb and the maximum wave bottom shear
stress Twi, which together give a time series of the bottom shear stress as:
Tb ) = rw. cos(Ot + 'wb ) + Tb (6.99)
We then use this time series to calculate ju*j, u*wc, {an} and {in}, which are taken as the intimal
values for these parameters. The initial value of the boundary layer thickness 6w is also given by the
Humbyrd (2012) model. For simulating all tests in this study, this initiation of parameters never
results in a divergence of the model results, and the solution converges quickly.
Steps (d) and (g) are not analytical. They are simply some numerical Fourier analyses of given
periodic time series which are generated for a full period (at-0 -3600) with a phase step of
3600/1024=0.35'. These analyses can be very quickly (much less than Is) performed by a common
personal computer, so the entire algorithm still maintains very high efficiency.
For step (h), the following convergence criteria are imposed:
| "1 o! |l <1%o, x-~ 5w,u.e,u~wc (6.100)
Xold
and
(aee. )nw 
-(an e' < %Sn" ne. old 1%, or, an <0.01 (6.101)
The criterion a,<0.01 is imposed in case that it is zero or extremely small, e.g. the odd harmonics for
sinusoidal waves are all zero. Since most of the algorithm is expressed using matrixes and vectors,
e.g. Eq. (6.61), (6.66), (6.72) and (6.97), the solution procedure can be easily programmed with
MATLAB. We can consider any number of terms of {a,}, {} and {on")} by simply changing the
sizes of these matrixes and vectors. This is a great advantage of this new theoretical model, because
we do not need to make prior assumptions on flow conditions to neglect higher order terms, but
simply keep adding terms until the predictions for the leading Fourier components of the velocity and
the bottom shear stress converge. Thus, we essentially let the model tell us which higher order terms
can be neglected. Since the most complicated flow condition in the experimental part of this study is
the superposition of a current and the first- and second-harmonic velocities, we therefore only
consider the convergence for the mean and first three harmonics of the velocity and the bottom shear
stress. The third harmonic is included since it is an important indicator of the effect of the time-
varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the third-harmonic bottom shear stress can be up to 15% of the
dominant first-harmonic bottom shear stress. The predicted higher order harmonics are neglected
since our measurements show that they are too small to be accurately determined. When applying the
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kb =0 3v (6.98)
model, we start by considering the mean and the first three harmonics of velocity and the mean and
the first two harmonics of the turbulent eddy viscosity, which is defined as the first-order analysis.
We then increase the order of analysis each time by including two higher order harmonics for both the
velocity and the turbulent eddy viscosity, i.e. the fourth- and fifth-harmonic velocities and the third-
and fourth-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosities are added for the second-order analysis. This is
because the even order harmonics are zero for sinusoidal waves. From modeling the experimental
results obtained in the WCS, calculations show that it is only necessary to carry the analysis to the
second order, since the third-order analysis will cause only minor changes to the quantities of primary
interest, e.g. for Stokes waves over the range 10<Abfl/kb<10' the first three harmonics of bottom shear
stress are changed by less than 0.5%, 1.5% and 5.0% in amplitude, and less than 0.1 , 0.3' and 5.5' in
phase, respectively, by going from second-order analysis to third-order analysis. Thus, unless
otherwise indicated, model predictions are obtained from the second-order analysis. In the next
chapter, we will compare our theoretical model's prediction with our experimental results.
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Chapter 7
Model validation
In this chapter, we will validate the theoretical model for oscillatory turbulent boundary layer flows
developed in Chapter 6 against the experimental results shown in Chapters 3 to 5. Based on the
complexity of the flow condition, we will begin with the simplest sinusoidal wave boundary layer
flows and end with the nonlinear-wave-current boundary layer flows.
7.1 Sinusoidal wave boundary layers
For sinusoidal wave boundary layers, since no current shear stress exists, the top-most current
dominated layer of the four-layer mean turbulent eddy viscosity is not considered, and the model's
algorithm is accordingly simplified. Because the two half wave periods of a sinusoidal wave are
symmetric, the even-order harmonics of the velocity and the bottom shear stress vanish, so the
following comparisons are based on the first- and third-harmonic velocities and bottom shear stresses.
7.1.1 Velocity profile
For simplicity, the prediction of the wave velocity is presented based on three representative tests
with the same wave condition, SP400a (a sinusoidal wave with roughly 160cm/s free-stream velocity
amplitude and 6.25s wave period), but over the three different bottom configurations. The relative
roughness, Abrn/kb, of these three tests are roughly 80 (the ceramic-ball bottom), 400 (the "sandpaper"
bottom) and 4-104 (the smooth bottom), so they cover a range of Abrn/kb which is sufficiently wide to
include most coastal conditions.
The predictions of the first-harmonic velocity are compared with the measurements in Figure 7-1. In
the immediate vicinity of the bottom, the model successfully predicts the logarithmic amplitude
profiles suggested by the measurements. For the two tests over the ceramic-ball and "sandpaper"
bottoms, (Figure 7-1 (a-1) and (b-1)), the error in predicting the amplitude of the first-harmonic
velocity is no more than 2% below z=I i0mm and z=6mm, respectively, and the agreement improves as
the bottom is approached, while for the smooth-bottom test (Figure 7-1 (c-1)) the model slightly
over-predicts the amplitude by roughly 5% in the region below z=8mm, and the error does not
decrease towards the bottom. For the first-harmonic phase, the model captures the trend that the phase
increases as elevation decreases. Although the measurements do not exactly follow the predicted
curves, the discrepancy is generally between 1~5'. Thus, the model's performance is considered good
for prediction of the first-harmonic velocity in the immediate vicinity of the bottom. This is crucial
for the prediction of the bottom shear stress, since it is mostly determined by the prediction of the
first-harmonic velocity gradient at z=zo.
In the upper part of the wave boundary layer, the model's performance, however, is not as good as in
the very near-bottom region. The magnitudes of the amplitude overshoot are under-predicted, and
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most importantly their elevations are consistently over-predicted, which indicates that the model may
over-predict the boundary layer thickness (5, (the vertical level where the first-harmonic velocity
deficit reaches 1% of the free-stream first-harmonic velocity). To see this more clearly, the
predictions of , are compared with the measurements presented in Section 3.4.2. As shown in Figure
7-2, the model over-predicts &, for the rough-bottom tests by a factor of 1.5, but works well for the
smooth-bottom tests. As suggested by Trowbridge and Madsen (1984a), the prediction of the first-
harmonic velocity does not have much dependency on the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy
viscosity, so the model's performance in the upper part of the wave boundary layer is mostly related
with the accuracy of modeling the mean turbulent velocity i7(z). As shown in Figure 6-2, &, is used
as the length scale to define a parabolic 1 rT(z) which is further approximated to give the three-layer
VT(Z) for wave boundary layers. The analogy between wave boundary layers and steady turbulent
open-channel flows is only conceptual, so it is possible that i 7T(z) should vanish at a level lower than
&,. If a length scale shorter than & was used to formulateT W(z), we indeed could get better prediction
for 6w, but the prediction in the very near-bottom region would deteriorate, since the first transition
level 6, is forced to be 0.216,,. Beside the problem with 7T(z), we also have to consider the effect of
the vertical secondary flow. As we have already argued in Section 3.5, a downward mean vertical
secondary flow for the rough-bottom tests can make the wave bottom boundary layer thinner, and
vice versa for an upward mean secondary vertical flow embedded in the smooth-bottom tests.
Therefore, the overestimate of &, is amplified for the rough-bottom tests, which results in the
observed 50% discrepancy, while for the smooth-bottom tests, the thickening of the bottom boundary
layer balances the overestimate, so the predictions are in good agreement with the measurements.
Generally speaking, it is unnecessary to predict the first-harmonic velocity very accurately in the
upper part of the wave boundary layer. This region has little influence on the prediction of bottom
shear stress, and for predicting suspended sediment transport such an error (roughly 10%) is
immaterial compared to the error in predicting the sediment concentration which will be considered
acceptable if it is within a factor of 2. Therefore, we shall keep our present simple model of i Y (z).
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Figure 7-1 Prediction of the first-harmonic velocity of sinusoidal waves (red solid lines: predictions,
black dots: measurements): (a-1) first-harmonic amplitude of test SP400a-ce, (a-2) first-harmonic
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Figure 7-2 Predicted and measured boundary layer thickness (solid line: prediction, full circles:
measurements for the rough-bottom tests, open circles: measurements for the smooth-bottom tests)
The predictions of the third-harmonic velocity J3) are compared with the measurements in Figure
7-3. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the measured U3) is the superposition of the boundary-layer-
produced & 3 ) and a free & 3 ) which is developed by the WCS to have a nearly zero total third-
harmonic volume flux. Thus, to predict the measurements, a free-stream third-harmonic velocity U (3
is required. Since the measurements do not always give a well-defined U we simply take the
average of ten measurements around z=10cm as a rough estimate of U . For the third-harmonic
velocity amplitude, the model to some extent predicts the overshoot structure in the very near-bottom
region, but the magnitudes are underestimated by up to 40%. For the ceramic-ball-bottom and
smooth-bottom tests shown in Figure 7-3 (a-1) and (c-1), the model does not produce the kink in the
amplitude profile which is due to the cancellation of the system-produced and boundary-layer-
produced &3) . The third-harmonic phases are over-predicted in the very near-bottom region by
30~500, and the predictions in the upper part of the water column deviate even more significantly
from the measurements. Therefore, it should be concluded that the model only qualitatively predicts
the third-harmonic velocity.
The third-harmonic velocity is directly related to the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy
viscosity VT which can be roughly represented by its second harmonic V(2) for sinusoidal wave
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boundary layers. Since the spatial and temporal variations of VT are directly separated in Eq. (6.14),
the magnitude of v (2> remains a constant percentage of the mean VT and its temporal variation is the
same at any elevation z. However, it is expected that the turbulence produced at the bottom cannot be
immediately diffused to the upper part of the water column, so the amplitude of VT(2> may decay with
elevation more rapidly than the mean vT, and the phase of v 2 ) should be depth-varying. Thus, the
third-harmonic velocity is predicted with a (2) which is only realistic in the very-near bottom region,
and consequently the model exhibits huge inaccuracies in its prediction of the third harmonic
velocities. Nevertheless, the third-harmonic velocity is a very small component of the entire
oscillatory velocity. For the bottom shear stress, its contribution can be only seen in the prediction of
the third-harmonic bottom shear stress, which can be approximately written as:
Zrb,3) 1 (2) auI) _ aU(3>(1 VT 2  +VT )zz (7.1)
p 2 az az
The second term on the right-hand side is about 10~30% of the first term in magnitude. Neglecting it
will only change the predicted total third-harmonic bottom shear stress by 8~15% in amplitude and 5
to 160 in phase. Given that the third-harmonic bottom shear stress is much smaller than the first-
harmonic bottom shear stress, e.g. Figure 4-21 shows that the ratio Jrb(3> 1('> is about 0.15, the
contribution of the third-harmonic velocity to the total bottom shear stress is considered negligible.
Therefore, there is no need to predict u(3> accurately.
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7.1.2 Bottom shear stress
Following Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2010), we express the predictions of the first and third-
harmonic bottom shear stresses in terms of friction factors (fi, f3) and phase leads ( 9,i, 'rb,3) which
are defined as:
(__ 1)02 = f , exp(iq l( .
pU1 ,0 (7.2)
2rb (3
2b' 2 = f3 exp(oPrb,3
pUsj
where U, is the amplitude of the free-stream first-harmonic velocity. These four parameters are all
functions of the relative roughness Abm/kb. Figure 7-4 shows the comparisons between predictions of
the present model and the measurements from all sinusoidal-wave tests, and the predictions given by
the GRM 10 model are also provided.
As shown in Figure 7-4 (a), the present model very accurately predictsfi in the range Abj/kb<100, but
increasingly overestimates it as Abs/kb increases, while the GRM10 model gives good prediction in
the range Ab/kb> 104 but increasingly underestimates fi as Abm/kb decreases. The first-harmonic
bottom shear stress is mostly determined by the sum of the following two terms:
rbu) _ a' 1 u(2)*
~(VT + -vr )|L (7.3)
p az 2 T z
The second term on the right-hand side represents the effect of the time-varying turbulent eddy
viscosity and its magnitude is a2/2 of the first term. In our model, a2 is given by the numerical closure
hypothesis, and increases slightly from 0.57 to 0.62 as Abj/kb increases from 10 to 10, while, in the
GRM10 model, a2 is given by an approximate analytical closure hypothesis, and is constantly 0.4.
Thus, the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity, represented by the term with VT(2> in Eq. (7.3),
contributes roughly 25% to rb (), whereas its contribution is about 15% in the GRM10 model.
Consequently, the present model predicts a larger first-harmonic bottom shear stress, which explains
the discrepancy between the two models. The comparison forf 3 shown in Figure 7-4 (c) supports the
same conclusion, i.e. our model prediction is always larger than that of the GRM1O model by about
10%.
The present model also reasonably predicts the phase leads, but some systematic error is observed. As
shown in Figure 7-4 (b) and (c), in the range Abj/kb<100, the present model overestimates qptb by
about 2-5', but underestimates 9rb,3 by up to 20'. The model's inaccuracy decreases as Aba/k
increases, but is always larger than that of the GRM10 model. This error is still acceptable, since the
prediction of energy dissipation is only changed by less than 5%, and the phase lead is not very
important for predicting sediment transport.
The predicted pOb,3 is roughly 3 times Orb,1, so the predicted maximum bottom shear stress receives in-
phase contributions from the first- and third-harmonic bottom shear stress. The Humbyrd (2012)
model, which represents the Grant-Madsen-type models, only predicts the first-harmonic bottom
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shear stress since it neglects the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy viscosity. The model uses
the maximum shear velocity rather than the mean shear velocity to scale its time-invariant turbulent
eddy viscosity, so the first-harmonic bottom shear stress is essentially overestimated. However, such
an overestimate is equivalent to adding the contribution of the third-harmonic bottom shear stress.
Therefore, the Humbyrd (2012) model can still reasonably predict the maximum bottom shear stress
under sinusoidal waves, as demonstrated in Figure 4-17, but it cannot give the correct temporal
variation of the bottom shear stress which is influences by the third-harmonic bottom shear stress.
Ideally, the present model adopts a numerical closure hypothesis and can include as many harmonics
of the time-varying VT as necessary, so it has a very accurate representation of the temporal variation
of vT, and therefore is expected to outperform the GRM10 model. However, the comparisons shown
in Figure 7-4 are against our expectation, especially for predicting the phase lead of bottom shear
stress. This is possibly due to the invalidity of the quasi-steady assumption. As shown in Figure 6-1,
the conceptual temporal variation of VT given by the quasi-steady assumption has two sharp kinks
which give zero instantaneous VT. These kinks correspond to the moments when the bottom shear
stress crosses zero, so the instantaneous flow faces the problem of flow separation, as discussed in
Section 4.1. Therefore, the quasi-steady assumption is inapplicable at these moments, and the zero
instantaneous VT is not realistic. From another point of view, the turbulence cannot immediately
vanish, so there will always be some residual turbulence at these moments. Thus, the instantaneous VT
which reflects the intensity of turbulence should not be zero. However, the closure hypothesis of the
present model completely follows the quasi-steady assumption. The time series of ft) is given by
predicted instantaneous velocity gradient through Eq. (6.97), so it will always cross zero twice unless
a very strong current is superimposed. Consequently, the Fourier components obtained by Fourier
analyzing such anft) are influenced by the invalidity of the quasi-steady assumption, especially for
the higher order harmonics which are necessary to produce the two unrealistic sharp kinks. The
prediction of the phase lead is more sensitive to this model inaccuracy than the prediction of the
friction factor, since a slight error in the small terms, such as the second term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (7.3), will immaterially affect the total amplitude, but can noticeably change the phase. The
GRM10 model, however, adopts an approximate method to perform the closure hypothesis, so their
representation of the time-varying VT may be a bit closer to the reality, and consequently yields better
predictions for the phases. This does not mean that our numerical closure hypothesis is useless. Its
advantage will appear when modeling more complex flow conditions, e.g. nonlinear wave plus strong
currents, for which the GRM10 model's closure hypothesis is inadequate.
In conclusion, the present model can reasonably predict the bottom shear stress for sinusoidal
turbulent wave boundary layers, but it does not outperform the existing GRM10 model.
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7.2 Nonlinear wave boundary layers
For nonlinear waves in the WCS, a weak current is developed in the test channel to balance the wave-
produced boundary layer streaming, so the full wave-current version of the new theoretical model is
applied with the current condition specified by a reference mean velocity measured at a reference
level zr=10cm. Similar to the sinusoidal waves, we will separately discuss the predictions of the
velocity and the bottom shear stress.
7.2.1 Velocity profile
For simplicity, the following discussion is based on two representative wave conditions, ST400a
(Stokes wave with a free-stream first-harmonic velocity amplitude of roughly 160cm/s and a wave
period of 6.25s) and FL320a (forward-leaning wave with a free-stream first-harmonic velocity
amplitude of roughly 132cm/s and a wave period of 6.25s) over the three bottom configurations. The
predictions of the first- and third-harmonic velocities lead to the same conclusions as for sinusoidal
waves, so we will only discuss the mean and second-harmonic velocities which are not present for
sinusoidal waves.
The comparisons between the predicted and measured second-harmonic velocities are shown in
Figure 7-5 for Stokes waves and Figure 7-6 for forward-leaning waves. Generally speaking, the
model's performance is very similar to that for the first-harmonic velocity. For the Stokes-wave tests,
the near-bottom logarithmic amplitude profiles are excellently predicted for the tests over the two
rough bottoms (Figure 7-5 (a-1) and (b-1)), while for the smooth-bottom test (Figure 7-5 (c-1)) the
model over-predicts the amplitude by roughly 5%. The second-harmonic phases of the Stokes-wave
tests are also reasonably predicted with an error less than 20. In the upper part of the boundary layer,
the agreement between measurements and predictions becomes worse. The vertical elevation of the
maximum amplitude overshoot is still overestimated. For the forward-leaning-wave tests, the second-
harmonic velocities are also reasonably predicted, but the model's performance is not as good as for
the Stokes-wave tests. The prediction of the second-harmonic amplitude is no longer excellent in the
very near-bottom region, i.e. for the ceramic-ball-bottom test (Figure 7-6 (a-1)) the prediction does
not fully converge to the measurements until the bottom-most level of the measurements, and for the
"sandpaper"-bottom test (Figure 7-6 (a-2)) the model over-predicts the amplitude by roughly 5%
below z=3mm. The prediction of the second-harmonic phase of the forward-leaning wave is also
worse than for the Stokes waves, i.e. the measurements are nearly depth-invariant in the region a few
millimeters above the bottom, but the predictions do not pick up this feature, and consequently the
discrepancy is up to 5' at certain levels. Given that the second-harmonic velocity is only about 25%
of the first-harmonic velocity in magnitude, this performance should be acceptable. As a matter of
fact, the slopes of the amplitude profiles are reasonably predicted, so the second-harmonic velocity
gradient should be predicted better than the second-harmonic velocity. Thus, the model's inaccuracy
will not be amplified in the prediction of the bottom shear stress.
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Figure 7-5 Prediction of the second-harmonic velocity of Stokes waves (red solid lines: predictions,
black dots: measurements): (a-1) second-harmonic amplitude of test ST400a - ce, (a-2) second-
harmonic phase of test ST400a - ce; (b-1) second-harmonic amplitude of test ST400a-sa, (b-2)
second-harmonic phase of test ST400a - sa; (c-1) second-harmonic amplitude of test ST400a-sm, (c-2)
second-harmonic phase of test ST400a-sm
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Figure 7-6 Prediction of the second-harmonic velocity of Forward-leaning waves (red solid lines:
predictions, black dots: measurements): (a-1) second-harmonic amplitude of test FL320a-ce, (a-2)
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The predictions (red solid lines) of the boundary layer streaming for six representative tests are
compared with measurements in Figure 7-7. The black dotted lines correspond to a modification of
the present model, which will be discussed later. For the two ceramic-ball-bottom tests (Figure 7-7 (a)
and (b)), the model accurately predicts the boundary layer streaming in the very-near bottom region,
i.e. the maximum negative velocity and the thickness of the negative-velocity region are both
reasonably predicted. Excellent agreement is obtained for the Stokes-wave test shown in Figure 7-7
(a). The prediction just deviates from the measurements by a couple of mm/s below z= 10cm where
the reference velocity is specified. Above z=10cm, the effect of the mean pressure gradient becomes
significant, so the predicted mean velocity is expected to be larger than the measured, which is
confirmed by the comparison. The model prediction is also very good for the two "sandpaper" tests,
although the maximum negative velocity for the forward-leaning wave (Figure 7-7 (d)) is
overestimated by about 50%. However, for the two smooth-bottom tests shown in Figure 7-7 (e) and
(f) the prediction is only qualitative, i.e. the overshoot is significantly overestimated by a factor over
2. This is not surprising since these two tests have the worst predictions for the first- and second-
harmonic velocities. Estimated with Eq. (3.10), the thickness of the buffer layer can be up to 1-2mm
for the two smooth-bottom tests discussed here. In this layer, the viscous stress is not completely
negligible, which may results in some noticeable effects on the prediction of the boundary layer
streaming. Thus, it is concluded that the model can quantitative predict the boundary layer streaming
for nonlinear waves over rough bottoms, but its performance for smooth-bottom scenarios is only
qualitatively good.
The total mean velocity embedded in a nonlinear wave in the WCS is the sum of a wave boundary
layer streaming U,(z) and a return current ii,(z). The latter is developed by the system, but we
cannot remove it from the experimental results, so the model validation must be based on the entire
mean velocity profile. The present model, however, can separately predicts Tt,(z) and ili(z), so it is
of interest to investigate them individually. For simplicity, the following discussion is based on the
two ceramic-ball tests ST400ace and FL320a ce, since they have the best predictions for the total
mean velocity. In Figure 7-8 (a) and (b), the total mean velocities for the two representative tests, i.e.
the red solid lines in Figure 7-7 (a) and (b), are decomposed into R,(z) (the black solid lines) and
Ttc(z) (the green solid lines). ii,(z) can be further decomposed as follows. By substituting Eq. (6.66)
into Eq. (6.85), fis(z) can be written as:
Us (z) = I' Re{A [V"(z) -V") (z )] } (7.4)
For the nonlinear waves in this study, it is found that the first and second terms of the sum are the two
major contributors to iis(z), while the higher order terms are negligible. Prediction shows that for
nonlinear waves J/1 (z) and /2 )(z) can be approximately taken as the first- and second-harmonic
velocity deficit 01)(z) and 0')(z) in t-space. Thus, we can approximately write ft,(z) as:
I,(z) i 1 (z) + US(z) (7.5)
where:
(z) = Re{A, [U") (z) - UC")(z 0)]}= Re{A(n)u") (z)}, n =1,2 (7.6)
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and u(")(z) is the predicted complex amplitude of the n-th harmonic velocity. The parameters A1,0 and
A2,O can be approximately taken as:
1
2
where an and yfn are the parameters to determine the first and second harmonics of the turbulent eddy
viscosity. This approximation is obtained from using the Taylor series expansion to analytically
perform the conversion of temporal variables. The algebra is quite complicated, so it is not presented
here for simplicity. With this approximation, the boundary layer streaming can be written as:
i,(z) us(z) +us,2 (z) Re{--!I ae- ' (z)} + Re{--a e Y/U () (7.8)2 2 2 ()
It can be readily seen that the two terms on the right-hand side represent the boundary layer streaming
produced by the first- and second-harmonic interactions of the time-varying velocity gradient and the
time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity. The predicted iiS, (z) (red dashed lines) and iis,2 (z) (blue
dashed lines) for the two representative tests are shown in Figure 7-8. Since u") (z) converges to the
free-stream value as z approaches infinity, the predicted individual components of wave boundary
layer streaming asymptotically converge to finite values, i.e.
1
us,(z)= Re{--ae-' u.") }, n=1,2, z -+ oo (7.9)2
Therefore, the predicted ii,(z) first increases in magnitude from the bottom and becomes nearly
constant at higher elevations. In reality, the wave boundary layer streaming needs a certain amount of
time to develop, so only in an experimental facility where we can run the same wave condition for a
sufficiently large number of wave periods to reach the steady state, is this structure of ii,(z) realistic,
whereas in the coastal environment the wave condition can be changed before the steady state is
reached. Thus, the prediction of fii(z) at very high elevations has no practical importance.
For the Stokes wave shown in Figure 7-8 (a), fs,1 (z) and fs,2 (z) are both negative over the entire
boundary layer. ii,,(z) (red dashed line) reaches -19.3cm/s at z--10cm and is much stronger than
us,2 (z) (blue dashed line) which is only -2.3cm/s at the same level. Therefore, the total fis(z) (black
solid line) is -22.5cm/s at z=10cm, which is much stronger than the total mean velocity (1.7cm/s) at
z=10cm (see the red solid line Figure 7-7(a)). Thus, the superimposed return current fr,(z) (green
solid line) which follows the two-log-profile structure must be positive and has a magnitude
comparable to Us (z), i.e. Rc(z) is 24.2cm/s at z=IOcm. The predicted current shear velocity u., which
controls ic(z) is 4.64cm/s, and is in excellent agreement with the measurement u*,=4.67cm/s given
by time-averaging the measured bottom shear stress obtained from log-profile fitting the
instantaneous velocity profiles. This u., is comparable to that of test SP400a_C13_ce which has a
current of 17cm/s cross-section average velocity and a sinusoidal wave of a magnitude comparable to
the Stokes wave considered here (see SP400a_C1 3_ce of Table 5-4). Therefore, the observed mean
velocity embedded in a Stokes wave is essentially a small imbalance between a sizeable boundary
layer streaming and a sizeable return current. The reason for having such a strong ftS, 1 (z) is that the
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first-harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity and the first-harmonic free-stream velocity are roughly in
phase. For this test the predicted a, and V, are 0.28 and -22', respectively, and the amplitude of uj')
is roughly 160cm/s, so the asymptotic value of ft, 1 (z) , according to Eq. (7.9), is about -20cm/s,
which is in agreement with the actual prediction.
The boundary layer streaming of the forward-leaning wave is dramatically different from that of the
Stokes wave. As shown in Figure 7-8 (b), fl, 1 (z) (the red dashed line) is mostly positive over the
entire boundary layer and its magnitude is slightly smaller than that of s,2 (z) (the blue dashed line)
which is always negative. Thus, the magnitude of i(z) (the black line) is quite small, and
consequently the return current (the green line) is weak, i.e. ic(z) is only 1.02cm/s at z= 10cm and the
predicted current shear velocity is only 0.95cm/s (the measured value is 1.36cm/s). The reason for
getting such a small and positive it, 1 (z) for the forward-leaning wave is that first-harmonic turbulent
eddy viscosity is out of phase with the first-harmonic velocity. The predicted V'i is -96', while the
predicted a, is still 0.28. Thus, the absolute value of the complex number in the braces on the right-
hand side of Eq. (7.9) is still large (I8cm/s), but its real part is only 2cm/s.
The model developed by Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009) is the predecessor of the present model. It can
reasonably predict the mean velocity profile for Stokes waves in OWTs, but fails to predict the mean
velocity profile for forward-leaning waves. No solid explanation was given so far. By comparing that
model with the present model, we found that it only considers the first-harmonic interaction s,1 (z),
which is the dominant one for Stokes waves but not for forward-leaning waves. Therefore, the model
still works for Stokes waves, but for forward-leaning waves, since ls,1 (z) is dramatically different
from the total streaming iis(z), the prediction of this model fails. As shown in Figure 4-14 of
Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009), the predicted mean velocity for forward-leaning waves is generally
positive in the very near-bottom region but becomes negative as elevation increases, which
completely disagrees with the corresponding measurements given by van der A, et al. (2011). As a
confirmation, the present model is modified by only considering l, 1 (z). The predictions, indicated
by the black dotted lines in Figure 7-7, are in much poorer agreement with measurements than those
given by the original model. The predicted mean velocity profiles for forward-leaning waves are very
similar to that shown in Figure 4-14 of Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009). Thus, the poor performance of
his model in predicting the mean velocity embedded in forward-leaning waves in OWTs is explained.
These discussions suggest that the boundary layer streaming is very sensitive to the actual flow
condition. It is therefore unsafe to develop a theoretical model based on some rough assumptions on
the magnitude of individual terms. Consequently, the present model, which has a rigorous way to
include as many terms as possible, is preferable.
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Figure 7-7 Prediction of the boundary layer streaming of the nonlinear waves (black dots:
measurements, gray zones: standard deviations given by spatial averaging, red solid lines: prediction,
black dotted lines: predictions comparable to Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009)): (a) ST400ace, (b)
FL320a_ce, (c) ST400a sa, (d), FL320a sa, (e) ST400a sm, (f) FL320a-sm
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Figure 7-8 Decomposing of the mean velocity profile embedded in nonlinear waves in OWTs (black
solid lines: total streaming, red dashed lines: first-harmonic interaction, blue-dashed lines: second-
harmonic interaction, green solid lines: basic (return) current,): (a) Stokes wave (ST400a-ce), (b)
forward-leaning wave (FL320a-ce)
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7.2.2 Bottom shear stress
The predicted bottom shear stress of nonlinear waves in the WCS can be separated into a mean
bottom shear stress and a time-varying bottom shear stress which is mainly characterized by its first
three harmonics. Here we separately discuss these two parts.
Mean bottom shear stress
The predicted and measured mean bottom shear stresses are compared in terms of the current shear
velocity u.*, as shown Figure 7-9. For the Stokes-wave tests, the predictions on average deviate from
the measurements by just 0.5%, i.e. the dashed line in Figure 7-9(a) which corresponds to least square
fit to the data points almost coincides with the solid line which indicates perfect agreement. For the
forward-leaning-wave tests, the agreement is still reasonable but not as good as for the Stokes-wave
tests, i.e. fitted dashed line in Figure 7-9(b) corresponds to a factor of 0.65, indicating that the model
underestimates u*, by 35%. This is partly because the forward-leaning-wave tests have smaller u*,
than the Stokes-wave tests, so the same absolute experimental inaccuracy will result in a larger
relative error for the forward-leaning-wave tests. Meanwhile, the model's performance for predicting
the mean velocity is generally worse for forward-leaning waves, as shown for Figure 7-7,
consequently the model's inaccuracy in predicting the mean bottom shear stress is expected larger.
Nevertheless, the agreement is still acceptable.
For the nonlinear waves in the WCS, as discussed in Section 6.3.5, the mean bottom shear stress is
solely related to the return current produced by the WCS, so it will not be the same if the waves are
produced in open flumes or real coastal waters, and hence has little value for practical applications.
However, this mean bottom shear stress can be very important for interpreting the measurements of
net sediment transport under pure nonlinear waves in OWTs, such as the experimental results
reported by Ribberink and Al-Salem (1995), van der A et al. (2010) and Ruessink et al. (2011).
Generally speaking, the wave nonlinearities make the maximum onshore (positive) bottom shear
stress Trbm stronger than the maximum offshore (negative) bottom shear stress Tibm, so a net onshore
sediment transport which is closely related with the difference between the two maxima is produced.
When studying this phenomenon using OWTs, the additional positive mean bottom shear stress
produced by the return current will enhance T+bm, but suppress Tibm, so the net onshore sediment
transport will be increased. For forward-leaning waves, both measurements and predictions suggest
that the mean bottom shear stress is very small. For the tests in this study, neglecting it will only
result in less than 1% change of the two maxima of the bottom shear stress, so its effect on net
sediment transport is negligible. However, for the Stokes waves, the mean bottom shear stress is not
negligibly small. For test ST400ace, the measured mean bottom shear stress is about 18% of the
measured second-harmonic bottom shear stress which mainly produces the difference between the
two maxima. Thus, it increases the ratio IJrbmI/IbmI (based on measured bottom shear stress) from 1.54
to 1.75, which means that the difference between the two maxima is increased by roughly 40%. This
can significantly increase the net onshore transport. Therefore, if the measured net sediment
transports under Stokes waves in OWTs are directly used for deriving or validating empirical
formulas, the obtained results are very likely invalid, since it includes the effect of a mean bottom
shear stress which only exists in OWTs.
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Figure 7-9 Comparison of the predicted and measured current shear velocity for nonlinear waves in
the WCS (solid line: perfect agreement, dashed lines: least-square fit to the data): (a) Stokes waves,
(b) forward-leaning waves.
Time-varying bottom shear stress
Following Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2010), we can generalize the prediction of the first-three
harmonics of the bottom shear stress in terms of friction factors and phase leads:
b - --eXp---b, + ------ (7.10)
pU1SU,
2 r 2
0~~~~ ~ 2 5 e . 2253 4455 . 040 b,312 416
pU,
where Ui, and U2, are the amplitudes of the free-stream first- and second-harmonic velocities, and
2, is the phase of the second-harmonic free-stream velocity. The mean velocity and the associated
mean bottom shear stress have little influence on the predictions of the oscillatory part of the bottom
shear stress, so they are neglected in the model, i.e. the current-dominated layer of the turbulent eddy
viscosity is neglected and the closure hypothesis is accordingly simplified. For each wave shape, this
makes friction factors and phase leads functions only of the relative roughness Ab/kb, where Abm is
taken as the first-harmonic excursion amplitude. Two groups of the model prediction, one for the
Stokes wave and the other for the Forward leaning wave, are compared with the corresponding
measurements and the predictions of the GRM10 model in Figure 7-10. For the first- and third-
harmonic bottom shear stresses, the GRM0 model neglects any difference between the two nonlinear
waves, and hence only gives one group of predictions which are indicated by the blue dashed lines.
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For the first-harmonic bottom shear stress (Figure 7-10 (a) and (b)), both measurements and
predictions suggest that there is very little difference between the two nonlinear waves. In the range
Abm/kb<1 00, our model gives good predictions of the first-harmonic friction factor fl, but the first-
harmonic phase lead Pb1 is overestimated by up to 100. As Abm/kb increases, the model increasingly
overestimates fi but decreasingly overestimates Ptb,1, i.e. in the range Abm/kb>10 4, the overestimate of
fi is up to 15%, but the overestimate of prb,1 is reduced to less than 5*. The GRM1O model accurately
predicts fi for large values of Abm/kb, but underestimates it by over 10% in the range Abm/kb<1 00,
meanwhile, it predicts p'b,1 slightly better than the present model. For the second-harmonic bottom
shear stress (Figure 7-10 (c) and (d)), our model generally has better performance than the GRM10
model for predicting the second-harmonic friction factor f2. In the range Abm/kb<100, the present
model accurately predicts f2, while the GRM1O model underestimates it by 20~30%. For higher
values of Abm/kb, the measurements off 2 fall between the predictions of the two models. For the
second-harmonic phase lead qP'b,2, the present model gives good predictions for the forward-leaning
wave but overestimates it for the Stokes wave by up to 100, and it fails to reproduce the stratification
of the measurements which is reproduced by the GRM10 model. For the third-harmonic bottom shear
stress (Figure 7-10 (e) and (f)), the present model has similar performance to the GRM10 model. Both
of them overestimate the third-harmonic friction factor f3 by up to 50% in the range
100<Abm/k<1000. Since the third-harmonic bottom shear stress is a small quantity and suffers
relatively large experimental inaccuracy, such an overestimate is considered acceptable. The third-
harmonic phase lead 9 rb,3 is reasonably predicted by the present model, i.e. the two solid lines nicely
pass through their corresponding data clouds, thus capturing the difference between the Stokes wave
and the Forward-leaning wave which is missed by the GRM10 model.
In conclusion, the present model can reasonably predict the bottom shear stress for nonlinear waves.
The model performance is good for predicting the amplitudes, especially for low values (less than
100) of Abm/kb. The prediction of the phase leads is somewhat less successful. This is possibly because
the present model completely follows the quasi-steady assumption which is invalid when the bottom
shear stress crosses zero, as discussed in Section 7.1.2.
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7.3 Combined wave-current boundary layers
For combined wave-current boundary layer flows, the current velocity profile is our primary interest.
The predictions of the wave velocity and the time-varying bottom shear stress have similar qualities
as for the sinusoidal and nonlinear waves alone, so only the prediction of the current velocity profiles
and the current bottom shear stresses will be presented in this section. Following Chapter 5, the
sinusoidal-wave-current flows and the nonlinear-wave-current flows will be discussed separately.
7.3.1 Currents in the presence of sinusoidal waves
The present model is applied using the procedure described in Section 6.5 with a reference current
velocity u, specified at zr=10cm. The comparisons of the measured and predicted current velocity
profiles for all sinusoidal-wave-current tests in this study are shown in Figure 7-11 to 7-13. The
predictions given by the Humbyrd (2012) model (indicated by the black dotted lines), which is the
latest and most consistent version of the Grant-Madsen model, are also provided. It should be noted
that the Humbyrd (2012) model was derived with the three-layer turbulent eddy viscosity presented in
Section 5.1, but the predicted current velocity profile was further simplified by neglecting the smooth
transition layer between the two logarithmic layers, so the curves have a sharp kink which we shall
not consider when evaluating this model's performance.
Figure 7-11 shows comparisons for the tests over the ceramic-ball bottom. The present model
successfully predicts the logarithmic upper current velocity profile. For the tests with the strong
current (C40) shown in Figure 7-11 (b), (d) and (f), the predicted upper current profiles have virtually
the same slopes as the measurements, while for the tests with the weak current (C 13) shown in Figure
7-11 (a), (c) and (e), the predicted slopes are slightly milder than those suggested by the
measurements, which indicates that the model overestimates the current shear velocity. For
predictions in the very-near bottom region, the present model overestimates the current velocity by
some 5%, but at some locations the overestimate can be up to 20%. However, it appears that the
measurements gradually converge to the predicted lower current velocity profiles as z decreases,
especially for the tests with the strong (C40) current. The test SP400aC13_ce shown in Figure 7-11
(e) has the worst agreement between measurements and predictions. This is possibly because it
suffers from the most significant effect of the mean pressure gradient, since it has the largest apparent
roughness (see Table 5-5 and the discussion presented in Section 5.2). Generally speaking, the lower
and upper logarithmic profiles given by the Humbyrd (2012) models closely follow the predictions of
the present model, indicating that the two models give comparable predictions.
Figure 7-12 shows the comparisons for tests over the "sandpaper" bottom. Since these tests have
much smaller apparent roughness than the ceramic-ball-bottom tests (see Table 5-5), the effect of the
mean pressure gradient is less severe, and the agreement between the model predictions and the
measurements is improved, e.g. for test SP400aC40 sa (Figure 7-12 (f)) the present model provides
an excellent prediction of the current velocity profile. Generally speaking, the upper current velocity
profile is well predicted for all the tests, while in the very near-bottom region, the present model still
overestimates the current velocity for some tests. Test SP200aC40_sa has a very strong current
which gives a current bottom shear stress of about 60% of the maximum wave bottom shear stress
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(calculated based on the ratio u./u-,m shown in Table 5-4). As shown in Figure 7-12 (b), the model
accurately predicts the current velocity profile, implying that the model works well for waves plus a
very strong current. The difference between the present model and the Humbyrd (2012) model is,
again, is quite small.
The comparisons for sinusoidal-wave-current tests over the smooth bottom are shown in Figure 7-13.
For tests SP400bC20_sm, SP400aC20_sm, SP400a_C40_sm, as shown in Figure 7-13 (a), (e) and
(f), the present model accurately predicts the current velocity profiles almost over the entire boundary
layer. However, the Humbyrd (2012) model seems to predict steeper slopes (smaller shear velocity)
for the upper current velocity profiles, and hence will under-predict the apparent roughness. This is in
agreement with the calculations shown in Table 5-5, i.e. for the smooth-bottom tests, the measured
current shear velocities are consistently smaller than the shear velocities given by fitting the upper
current velocity profiles, and the predicted apparent roughnesses are consistently smaller than the
fitted values. As will be shown later, the reason why the present model has a better performance than
the Humbyrd (2012) model for these tests is because it includes the effect of the boundary layer
streaming. The prediction for SP400bC40_sm, as shown in Figure 7-13 (b), is not as accurate but
still acceptable. However, for tests SP250_C20_sm and SP250_C40_sm, as shown in Figure 7-13 (c)
and (d), the agreement between model predictions and measurements is poor. Unfortunately, we do
not have a solid explanation for this poor agreement.
The predicted and measured current shear velocities are compared in Figure 7-14. The present model
(Figure 7-14) generally overestimates the current shear velocity by about 6%, while the Humbyrd
(2012) model has a slightly better performance, i.e. the overestimate is 3%. This difference is
insignificant, so we conclude that both models accurately predict the current shear velocity.
These comparisons suggest that the present model, which has a rigorous way to account for a time-
varying turbulent eddy viscosity, can reasonably predict the current velocity profiles in the presence
of sinusoidal waves, and the model's performance is generally similar to that of the Humbyrd (2012)
model which assumes a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity.
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Figure 7-11 Prediction of current velocity profiles in the presence of sinusoidal waves for the tests
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7.3.2 The difference between the present model and the Grant-Madsen-type model
Although the comparisons shown in Figure 7-11 to 7-12 suggest that the present model and the
Humbyrd (2012) model give virtually identical predictions for the current velocity profile in the
presence of sinusoidal waves, these two models differ substantially in their formulation of the effect
of waves on currents. For the Grant-Madsen-type model, the waves influence the coexisting currents
by increasing the turbulent eddy viscosity in the very near-bottom region, i.e. the lower current
velocity profile is controlled by a turbulent eddy viscosity which is scaled by the maximum shear
velocity u.m. However, for the present model, the total current velocity is the sum of a basic current
velocity ii, and a boundary layer streaming us, i.e. Eq. (6.84). In the very near-bottom region, UC is
controlled by a turbulent eddy viscosity which is scaled by the mean shear velocity ue. If the current
is relatively weak, u*,e will be larger than the current shear velocity u.c, so the effect of an enhanced
turbulent eddy viscosity still exist, but is weaker than that suggested by Grant-Madsen-type model,
since ue is less than u., by a factor of roughly 42 /;r =0.8 (assuming that the current is very weak
and the temporal variation of the bottom shear stress is sinusoidal). Therefore, it is the existence of
the boundary layer streaming, which is entirely neglected in the Humbyrd (2012) model, that makes
this model's predictions agree with those obtained from the present model. To illustrate this, the
current velocity profile predicted by the present model is decomposed into a boundary layer
streaming and a basic current velocity. For simplicity, the following discussion is based on a
representative test SP400a C40 sa (Figure 7-12 (h)) which has the best agreement between model
predictions and measurements.
As shown in Figure 7-15, the predicted ks is opposing ac, and its magnitude is up to roughly a quarter
of fic at the level z=10cm, so it is a non-negligible component of the total current velocity profile. For
sinusoidal-wave-current flow, fis is mainly due to the interaction of the first-harmonic turbulent eddy
viscosity and the first-harmonic velocity gradient. Thus, us can be roughly written as:
us,(z)~;: Re{--are-Auf0)(z)} (7.11)2
Where u(1)(z) is the complex amplitude of the first-harmonic velocity. If the superimposed basic
current iic is in the positive direction, its effect on the temporal variation of the turbulent eddy
viscosity is similar to that of the second-harmonic velocity of a Stokes wave, so roughly speaking, the
phase yIf is zero. The phase of u 1 (z), as suggested by measurements, is changed by no more than 250
over the entire boundary layer, and consequently can be neglected. Thus, Eq. (7.11) can be
approximated as:
1
US,(z)~-- aI 1 (z)I (7.12)2
This suggests that iis is in the negative direction for a positive ftc. For a negative fiu, it can be easily
proved that V, is changed to -180', so fi, becomes positive. Therefore, the boundary layer streaming
embedded in the sinusoidal-wave-current flows is always against the direction of the superimposed
current, as confirmed by the prediction shown in Figure 7-15. Since both measurements and
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predictions suggest that the amplitude of the first-harmonic velocity juM(z) is logarithmic in the very-
near bottom region, ft can be further written as:
,(Z)=1 a, uj In( ) (7.13)
2 K zo
where u.1 is the shear velocity which controls the very near-bottom logarithmic first-harmonic
amplitude profile. As a rough estimate, u.1 is equal to the wave shear velocity u.". Adding such a
logarithmic profile to the first-layer of ft, gives the following total current velocity:
U (Z)= us,(Z)+ UC (Z)
=--a, '**In(-)+ I.2 n(-z (.41 ux z 2u. o
2 Kc Z0  KCU* 1 C Z0
=Z-alu., + u.)n z
K 2 U.. z0
Thus, the total lower current velocity profile is still logarithmic in the very near-bottom region, which
agrees with the prediction of the Grant-Madsen-type model. The shear velocity of the basic current
velocity profile, u*c2 /u*"e, is reduced by alu,/2, which corresponds to the effect of the boundary layer
streaming. Thus, an "effective" shear velocity is given as:
1 u
U., = alu.w + - (7.15)
2 u.W
In the Grant-Madsen-type model, the "effective" shear velocity for the lower current velocity profile
is:
2
Uscb - * (7.16)
U'm
It can be shown that u*-,a is very close to U*c,b as follows. For a simple yet realistic approximation, the
bottom shear stress of the sinusoidal-wave-current flows can be taken as the sum of a sinusoidal wave
bottom shear stress and a current bottom shear stress:
rb(t) =[cos(cot) + 'rcb] (7.17)
Thus, a normalized shear velocity u*(t)/u*w is given as a function of the normalized current shear
velocity u*c/u*w:
u.(t) ___u
cos(t)+( *) (7.18)
u.w u.w
We can assign arbitrary values to u*c/u, and obtain a time series of u.(t)/us over a wave period. This
time series is analyzed to give the normalized maximum and average shear velocities, u.r/u, and
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U*C/u.., as well as the parameter a,. Using these values, the ratio U*c,a/U*cb can be calculated for
different values of u*c/u* as:
U =( 1) 2 2 2 ((U*c/U*W)-~ a U *w + 2 *C 1 (u- /* -,) =_ 
_ _ _ _ _
U*cb 2 u.wc U*m 2 u.,C /U*. u*,,/U*W
As shown in Figure 7-16, for u*c/u*w from 0 to 2 (very weak to very strong current), this ratio is
between 0.93 and 1.15, so the two "effective" shear velocities reasonably agree with each other. This
explains why the two models give virtual identical predictions for the lower current velocity profile.
Intuitively, the current experiences the turbulence over the entire wave period, so it makes more sense
to use the time-average shear velocity u*w to quantify a time-invariant turbulent eddy viscosity which
acts on the current velocity profile. Thus, by using u*m as the scaling shear velocity, the Grant-Madsen
model indirectly includes the effect of the boundary layer streaming which can only be predicted with
a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity.
As elevation increases, the boundary layer streaming ft shown in Figure 7-15 keeps increasing until a
maximum overshoot is reached, and then slightly decreases. This overshoot is within the upper
logarithmic layer of the basic current velocity ft. Thus, the slight decrease of ii, locally reduces the
slope of the total current velocity profile. If we use this region for log-profile fitting, a shear velocity
larger than the current shear velocity u*c will be obtained. Such an effect is more pronounced for
smooth-bottom tests, since they have the lowest u*c, so a slight distortion will result in a larger
relative change. This explains why the ratio u*,/u*c,2 in Table 5-5 is consistently less than 1 for
smooth-bottom tests. As the elevation further increases, ft, becomes depth-invariant. Adding it to ii
will only shift the entire upper logarithmic profile of ft towards the z-axis, but will not change its
slope, so the total upper current velocity profile is still scaled by u*,, which again agrees with the
prediction of the Grant-Madsen-type model.
In conclusion, the new theoretical model suggests two influences of sinusoidal waves on coexisting
currents: a boundary layer streaming against the current direction and an enhanced turbulent eddy
viscosity in the very near-bottom region. The Grant-Madsen type model cannot predict the boundary
layer streaming but indirectly (and unknowingly) accounts for it by using an enhanced time-invariant
turbulent eddy viscosity. Therefore, both models work well for the prediction of current velocity
profiles in the presence of sinusoidal waves.
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Figure 7-16 The similarity between the effective shear velocities for the lower current velocity profile
given by the present model and the Grant-Madsen-type model
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7.3.3 Currents in the presence of nonlinear waves
With the understanding of the mean velocity profile embedded in the nonlinear waves (Section 7.2.1)
and the current velocity profile in the presence of sinusoidal waves, it is now possible to explain the
puzzling difference between currents following and opposing a nonlinear wave observed in the
experimental results shown in Section 5.5.
We begin by considering two scenarios in the WCS with the same sinusoidal waves, the same total
discharge of currents but different current directions. The boundary layer streaming us, due to the
superimposed current (hereafter current-related streaming) is always against the current direction, and
its magnitude has no dependency on the current direction. Meanwhile, the basic currents ii, for the
two scenarios will have the same magnitude but different directions. These are indicated by the black
dashed lines (i-,) and green dashed lines (U-) in Figure 7-17 (a) and (b). We then add a second-
harmonic free-stream velocity to make the sinusoidal wave into a nonlinear wave (Stokes or forward-
leaning wave). The wave direction is defined as the positive direction. By doing so, a negative wave-
related boundary layer streaming iis, opposing the wave direction is produced. For the scenario with a
positive superimposed current shown in Figure 7-17 (a), i-, is added to the negative W., so the total
boundary layer streaming us indicated by the black solid line is increased. Since a constant net
discharge is imposed, i.e. the working frequency of the WCS' pump is not changed, the positive basic
current must be enhanced to balance the increase of the negative net discharge, which gives the green
solid line. However, for the scenario with a negative superimposed current shown in Figure 7-17 (b),
the negative -, suppresses the positive -i, or may even make the total boundary layer streaming
negative, as indicated by the black solid line. As a response to this change, the magnitude of the
negative basic current must be reduced to maintain the same net discharge, which gives the green
solid line. Therefore, the influence of the wave nonlinearity on the currents in the WCS is producing a
positive change ( A-i > 0 ) of the basic current i- , i.e. the green arrows in Figure 7-17 (a) and (b) are
all in the positive direction, and adding a negative wave-related boundary layer streaming U., i.e. the
black arrows are all in the negative direction. Since iis, is approximately the same for the two
scenarios, the two AiiC should also be similar. Thus, subtracting the magnitudes of the total negative
current I- I from that of the total positive current U I , we will obtain:
uIii~ AU-11  - (7.19)
2
For pure nonlinear waves in the WCS, as discussed in Section 7.2.1, the mean velocity profile W,,, is
the difference between a positive basic current ici, in the positive direction and the negative wave-
related boundary layer streaming Uc,:
UnI =cnI -1 UI (7.20)
If u- in Eq. (7.20) is similar to AU_ in Eq. (7.19), we will have:
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- II+ I -lul- IUn & 2 (7.21)
This explains the observation shown in Figure 5-19 that half of the difference between the magnitudes
of the two measured currents generally agrees with the measured mean velocity embedded in the
corresponding pure nonlinear-wave test.
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Figure 7-17 Sketch of the effect of wave nonlinearity on the coexisting current (green dashed lines:
basic current in a sinusoidal-wave-current flow, black dashed lines: boundary layer streaming in a
sinusoidal-wave-current flow, green solid lines: basic current in a nonlinear-wave-current flow, black
solid lines: boundary layer streaming in a nonlinear-wave-current flow): (a) current following the
wave, (b) current opposing the wave
Figure 7-18 and Figure 7-19 compare the model's predictions with the measurements for the four
typical tests shown in Figure 5-18, i.e. C13 currents (roughly 17cm/s cross-section average velocity)
and C40 currents (roughly 50 cm/s cross-section average velocity) following and opposing the
strongest Stokes waves ST400a (first-harmonic velocity amplitude of 160cm/s and 6.25s wave
period) over the "sandpaper" bottom. The predicted current velocity profile for each test is also
decomposed into a boundary layer streaming and a basic current. Since the wave-related and current
related boundary layer streamings are combined together in the model prediction, i.e. the predicted a,
and VI account for their combined influence, we cannot further isolate them, but just present the total
boundary layer streaming, but their mutual interaction can still be traced. The model accurately
predicts the current velocity profiles for the four tests. For the two tests with the C40 current shown in
Figure 7-18, the predictions are in excellent agreement with the measurements. For test
ST400a_C13_sa (Figure 7-19 (a-1)), the model reasonably predicts the very steep slope in the very
near bottom region, but the transition to the upper current profile is predicted to be on the high side.
For test ST400a_Cl3rsa (Figure 7-19 (b-1)), the current velocity profile does not have the
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conventional two-log-profile structure suggested the Grant-Madsen type models. The model
successfully predicts this current velocity profile and offers a clear explanation for this phenomenon.
As shown in Figure 7-19 (b-2), the two-log-profile structure is predicted for the basic current profile
(green solid line), but it is totally obliterated by the coexisting boundary layer streaming (black solid
line) which is much stronger than the basic current.
The decomposed current velocity profiles prove the arguments presented at the beginning of this
subsection. As shown in Figure 7-8, the wave-related boundary streaming of the pure Stokes wave
ST400asa over the "sandpaper" bottom is -22.5cm/s at z=10cm. It enhances the negative current-
related boundary layer streaming produced by a positive C13 current, so the total negative boundary
layer streaming is about -30cm/s at z- 10cm, as shown in shown in Figure 7-19 (a-1). However, for a
negative superimposed C 13 current which gives a positive current-related boundary layer streaming,
the total boundary layer streaming is reduced to about -12cm/s, as shown in Figure 7-19 (a-2).
Accordingly, the basic current is much stronger for the test with a positive C13 current, i.e. at
z-10cm, u, is over 50cm/s for test ST400aC13_sa, but is only -6cm/s for ST400a_CI3rsa. The two
tests with C40 currents give the same conclusions. For test ST400aC40r_sa shown in Figure 7-18 (b-
2), the current-related positive boundary layer streaming should be slightly stronger than the wave-
related negative boundary layer streaming, so the total boundary layer streaming is positive, but its
magnitude (<6cm/s at z=10cm) is much smaller than that of test ST400aC40_sa (Figure 7-18 (a-2))
which is over -50cm/s at z- 10cm. Accordingly, the basic current u, at z= 10cm is about 110cm/s for
test ST400a_C40_sa, but is -65cm/s for test ST400a_C40r_sa.
The predicted magnitudes of the basic currents seem a bit unrealistic, especially for test
ST400aC40_sa which has the 110cm/s basic current velocity at z-10cm. We cannot directly
validate this, since it is impossible to decompose the measured current velocity profile in the same
manner. However, we have shown in Section 6.3.5 that the total current (or mean) bottom shear stress
is just the mean bottom shear stress given by the basic current, so we can validate the prediction of
the basic current using the measured current bottom shear stress given by time-averaging the bottom
shear stress obtained from log-profile fitting the instantaneous velocity profiles. This can also
indirectly validate the prediction of the boundary layer streaming given that the total current velocity
is accurately predicted. As shown in Table 7-1, except for test ST400a_C 13rsa which has a very
small u., and consequently a large relative error, the predicted u., is in excellent agreement with the
measurements, i.e. the relative error for the remaining three tests is only about 5% (overestimate),
which is in agreement with the 6% overestimate for the u., of sinusoidal-wave-current tests, as shown
in Figure 7-14 (a). The measurements suggest significant differences between the current shear
velocities for currents following and opposing nonlinear waves, i.e. the u., of test ST400a_C1 3_sa
(4.75cm/s) is more than four times larger than that of ST400a_C13r sa (-1.10cm/s) in magnitude,
which agrees with our prediction (4.97cm/s vs. -1.62cm/s). Therefore, the present model not only
reasonably predicts the total current velocity profiles, but also accurately predicts its two components.
This, perhaps, is the most significant achievement of the new theoretical model.
These results also have important implications in the study of sediment transport under nonlinear-
wave-current flows in OWTs. Since both the nonlinear wave and the current depend on direction, it is
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natural to compare the net sediment transports of currents following and opposing the nonlinear wave.
If the total current discharge or a reference current velocity at a reference elevation is used to specify
the current condition, the obtained two currents are essentially not equivalent, i.e. the magnitudes of
the current bottom shear stresses are not the same. Consequently, the two net sediment transports are
not comparable. In such cases, the correct thing to do is to adjust the total current discharge to
maintain the same magnitude of the current bottom shear stress.
Table 7-1 Predicted and measured current shear velocities for nonlinear-wave-current tests
Test ID Measured u., [cm/s] Predicted u., [cm/s] Prediction/Measurement
ST400a_C13_sa 4.75 4.97 104.6%
ST400aC13rsa -1.10 -1.62 145.5%
ST400aC40_sa 7.11 7.48 105.2%
ST400a C40r-sa -5.36 -5.69 106.1%
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Figure 7-18 Predicted and measured current velocity profile of a C40 current following and opposing
the ST400a wave over the "sandpaper" bottom: (a- 1) predicted and measured current velocity profiles
for ST400a - C40-sa, (a-2) Decomposing of the predicted current velocity profile for test
ST400a-C40-sa, (b-1) predicted and measured current velocity profiles for ST400a-C40r-sa, (b-2)
Decomposing of the predicted current velocity profile for test ST400a.-C40r-sa
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Figure 7-19 Predicted and measured current velocity profile of a C 13 current following and opposing
the ST400a wave over the "sandpaper" bottom: (a-1) predicted and measured current velocity profiles
for ST400a - C13_sa, (a-2) Decomposing of the predicted current velocity profile for test
ST400a-Cl3-sa, (b-1) predicted and measured current velocity profiles for ST400a-Cl3r-sa, (b-2)
Decomposing of the predicted current velocity profile for test ST400a-C 13-sa
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Chapter 8
Summary and conclusion
In Chapter 2, the main features of the Wave-Current-Sediment facility (WCS) and the associated PIV
system are presented. This facility is able to generate a variety of oscillatory flows, such as sinusoidal
waves, nonlinear waves and spectral waves, which correspond to full-scale coastal waves. A current
generation system is built to superimpose currents on oscillatory motions. With a hydraulic jack and
flexible telescoping connections of pipes, it is possible to tilt the entire facility to produce a bottom
slope up to 1/20. This makes the WCS a unique facility for advanced sediment transport studies. The
flow velocity is measured using a state-of-the-art PIN system. Methodology to set-up and calibration
of the system for measuring boundary layer flows in the WCS has been established. The finest PIV
resolution is roughly 50um/pixel which gives a 0.4mm vertical resolution of velocity profiles. PIV
images are first analyzed using the Insight 4G software. The obtained 2D velocity measurements are
spatial- and ensemble- averaged to give Reynolds-averaged velocities and turbulent fluctuations.
Preliminary tests indicate that the piston can precisely and stably generate a specified oscillatory
motion. The flow response to piston motion is excellent. Therefore, we can produce desired
oscillatory flows in the test section with extremely high accuracy. The pump can produce a steady
discharge that depends linearly on the pump's rotation frequency when operating against both
constant and time-varying pressures. The operation of the pump does not adversely affect the
facility's excellent wave-generation ability.
In Chapter 3, the experimental study of turbulent periodic wave boundary layers is presented. The
tests include three types of wave shapes, i.e., sinusoidal waves, nonlinear waves and forward-leaning
waves, over three different bottom roughness configurations, i.e. smooth, "sandpaper" and ceramic-
ball bottoms. The theoretical bottom locations z=0 for the three bottom roughnesses are accurately
determined. For the smooth bottom, z=0 is directly determined from the PIV images with 0.1mm
accuracy by fitting a normal distribution to the near-bottom image brightness distribution. For the two
rough bottoms, high-quality velocity measurements show that the near-bottom first-harmonic
amplitude profile of sinusoidal waves can be satisfactorily approximated by the logarithmic profile,
so z=0 can be located through log-profile fittings. For the ceramic ball bottom, the obtained z=0 is
4mm±0.4mm (1/3 of the ceramic balls' mean diameter) below the mean crest level. For the
"sandpaper" bottom, the obtained theoretical bottom location is found to be 0.6mm below the mean
crest level with only 0.1mm uncertainty. The bottom roughness is obtained by performing log-profile
fittings with the determined theoretical bottom locations. Smooth bottom tests demonstrate that the
effective bottom roughness formula for steady smooth turbulent flows suggested by Nikuradse
(1932), kb-3.3v/u*, is also applicable for smooth turbulent oscillatory flows if the characteristic shear
velocity based on the time-averaged magnitude of bottom shear stress or shear velocity is used. For
the "sandpaper" bottom, tests over a wide range of Re*, (from 33 to 611) show that kh varies with Re*
in a pattern similar to but not in quantitative agreement with Nikuradse (1933). In the fully rough
turbulent regime, the equivalent Nikuradse bottom roughness kN (3.7mm) is about 4 times the
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physical scale of bottom roughness elements (0.88mm), while for Nikuradse's study, they should be
equal by definition. The present study gives a larger threshold limit for the fully rough turbulent
regime (Re.>300-400), suggests a larger threshold limit for the smooth turbulent regime
(Re.<10-20), and a different variation of C and hence kb in the transition regime. These results
suggest that the curve C(Re.) from Nikuradse's study, which is often used to determine kb(Re.), is not
universally applicable. For the ceramic-ball bottom, all tests are in the fully rough turbulent regime,
so they give consistent values of bottom roughness, kN 20mm±3mm.
Fourier analysis of the Reynolds-averaged velocities of the sinusoidal wave tests shows a small but
meaningful third harmonic embedded in the primary first-harmonic flows. For nonlinear waves, the
second harmonics have slightly thinner boundary layers than the dominant first harmonics. The
amplitude profiles of both harmonics have similar vertical structures, and they both follow the
logarithmic profile in the near-bottom region. The second-harmonic phase lead is comparable to the
first-harmonic phase lead, so the relative phase difference changes with depth and the wave velocity
shape is depth-varying. A weak boundary layer streaming embedded in the nonlinear waves is
observed. It is in the negative direction (against the wave direction) in the very near-bottom region,
and becomes positive further away from the bottom due to a superimposed mean pressure gradient.
This, as well as the third harmonic embedded in both sinusoidal waves and nonlinear waves can be
only explained by the interaction of a time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the time-varying
near-bottom velocity, as suggested by Trowbridge and Madsen (1984 a,b).
Two dimensionless characteristic boundary layer thicknesses, the elevation C, of 1% velocity deficit
and the elevation of the maximum amplitude overshoot C, are measured. For rough bottom tests,
both have power-law dependencies on the inverse relative roughness AbT/kN. The ratio C /, is
consistently about 2.4 over the range 20< AbAkN <1000. The smooth wave boundary layers are found
to be 40-65% thicker than the predictions given by the power-law fits based on rough wave boundary
layers.
Observations show that the period-averaged vertical velocity measured in the 10cm near-bottom
region along the vertical centerline of the cross section is generally positive for smooth bottom tests,
but generally negative for the rough bottom tests. This is due to different patterns of Prandtl's
secondary flows of the second kind. The existence of such secondary flows may not affect the
behavior of the primary flow in the very near-bottom region, but its influence in the region near the
edge of bottom boundary layers may be significant. This secondary flow possibly explains why the
smooth bottom tests give relatively larger boundary layer thicknesses than the rough bottom tests.
In Chapter 4, three methods, log-profile fitting, momentum integral and Reynolds stress, to infer the
bottom shear stress from velocity measurements are discussed. For the log-profile fitting method, the
oscillatory boundary layer flow is assumed quasi-steady, so the instantaneous velocity profile is
logarithmic and controlled by the physical bottom roughness in the very near-bottom region. This is
supported by actual velocity measurements, expect for two short time windows when the
instantaneous flow suffers from flow separation. Thus, the instantaneous bottom shear stress can be
obtained by log-profile fitting the measured instantaneous velocity profiles. To improve the
determination inaccuracy and also to give a fair estimate of the bottom shear stress when flow
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separation occurs, a pre-determined bottom roughness obtained from log-profile fitting the first-
harmonic velocity amplitude profile is imposed in the analysis. The momentum integral method is
based on the 1 DV-approximate momentum equation. The measured velocity deficit is integrated from
the edge of the boundary layer where the local shear stress vanishes to the bottom-most level where
valid measurements still exist. To give the bottom shear stress, the integral is further extended to the
bottom level based on an extrapolated velocity distribution, i.e. a logarithmic velocity amplitude
profile and a depth-invariant phase. This extrapolation is a substantial part of the total bottom shear
stress (up to 20% in magnitude), which makes the momentum integral method inherently
questionable. The Reynolds stress method assumes that the shear stress which controls the Reynolds-
averaged flow contains primarily the Reynolds stress. To account for the inhomogeneity due to
individual bottom roughness elements, a generalized Reynolds stress based on the velocity
fluctuations consisting of both the turbulent and the spatial fluctuations is proposed. Similar to the
momentum integral method, an extrapolation is required to give the estimate of bottom shear stress.
The comparison between the momentum integral method and the Reynolds stress method suggests
that the Reynolds stress method yields smaller estimate of the bottom shear stress than the momentum
integral method. This is because the PIV images are discretized into rectangular interrogation grids
for the PIV cross-correlation analysis, so turbulent eddies with physical scales smaller than the grids
are not captured in the analysis, and consequently their contributions to the Reynolds stress are
missed. The comparison between the momentum integral method and the log-profile fitting method
suggests that the momentum integral method gives a significantly smaller estimate of bottom shear
stress for rough-bottom tests. This is due to the non-zero mean vertical velocity associated with the
secondary flow in the traverse plane, which produces a net transfer of momentum at the conceptual
bottom level where the bottom shear stress is estimated. Therefore, among the three possible methods,
only the log-profile fitting method is considered to yield the correct estimate. The validity of this
method is proved by the excellent agreement with the momentum integral method for smooth-bottom
tests, as well as the experimental evidence provided by Jensen et al. (1989), who performed direct
measurements of the bottom shear stress for sinusoidal wave boundary layers over a smooth bottom.
For sinusoidal wave boundary layers, the measurements suggest that both the maximum bottom shear
stress (in terms of the wave friction factor) and the associated phase lead decrease with the relative
roughness. These variations are accurately predicted by the Humbyrd (2012) model which represents
the Grant-Madsen-type models. A sizeable third-harmonic bottom shear stress which is up to 15% of
the dominant first-harmonic bottom shear stress is measured. Both of these two significant harmonics
are well predicted by the Gonzalez-Rodriguez and Madsen (2010) model which assumes a time-
varying turbulent eddy viscosity. For nonlinear waves, the measurements suggest that first and third-
harmonic bottom shear stresses receive little influence from the wave nonlinearities. A sizeable
second-harmonic bottom shear stress which weakly depends on the wave shape is observed. The
GRM10 model reasonably predicts its phase but underestimates its amplitude by up to 30% for low
values of the relative roughness, implying that the model requires furthered improvement.
In Chapter 5, the experimental study of wave-current boundary layer flows is presented. For this flow
condition, it is possible that the bottom roughness is time-varying, which is demonstrated for the
"sandpaper" bottom. To understand the influence of this phenomenon on the experimental
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determination of the bottom shear stress, the log-profile fitting method is applied with and without a
fixed bottom roughness. No significant difference is observed for the leading components of the
bottom shear stress, i.e. the mean and the leading Fourier components, so it is concluded that there is
no necessity to consider the temporal variation of the bottom roughness. The obtained bottom shear
stress is decomposed into a current bottom shear stress and a wave bottom shear stress. The
measurements suggest that if a total current discharge is specified, the current bottom shear stress
increases with the increasing magnitude of the coexisting wave. The measured maximum wave
bottom shear stress is generalized in terms of the wave friction factor and the associated phase lead.
The results suggest that both of them decrease with the relative roughness, which is reasonably
predicted by the Humbyrd (2012) model. For higher-order harmonics of the bottom shear stress, the
measurements suggest that the superimposed current produces a second-harmonic bottom shear stress
which can be up to 20% of the dominant first-harmonic bottom shear stress when the current is very
strong. However, the current seems to suppress and even remove the third-harmonic bottom shear
stress. These higher order harmonics are important for determining the temporal variation of the
bottom shear stress, and they can be only predicted if the turbulent eddy viscosity is considered time-
varying.
Typical two-log-profile structure of the current velocity profile in the presence of sinusoidal waves,
which is suggested by the Grant-Madsen model, is observed for all sinusoidal-wave-current tests.
Log-profile fitting analysis is applied to the upper and lower current velocity profiles. For the upper
current velocity profile, the fitted shear velocity is in good agreement with the measured current shear
velocity, and the fitted apparent roughness agrees with the prediction of the Humbyrd (2012) model.
For the lower current velocity profile, the fitted bottom roughness is of the same order as the physical
bottom roughness obtained from log-profile fitting the first-harmonic velocity amplitude profile, and
the fitted shear velocity is close to that suggested by the Grant-Madsen model. Thus, the widely-used
Grant-Madsen model is validated by the present experimental study. The first-harmonic wave
velocity profile experiences little influence from the coexisting current, except for the thickening of
the wave boundary layer. A second-harmonic wave velocity, which is not present for sinusoidal wave
boundary layers, is observed. This is another piece of evidence for the temporal variation of the
turbulent eddy viscosity.
For the nonlinear-wave-current boundary layer flows, measurements of typical tests indicate that
there is a substantial difference between currents of the same total discharge but opposing directions
in the presence of nonlinear waves. For a weak current opposing a nonlinear wave, the two-log-
profile structure suggested by the Grant-Madsen model is even totally absent. This is because the
wave-induced boundary layer streaming which is not considered in Grant-Madsen model
contaminates the conventional two-log-profile structure. Therefore, the Grant-Madsen model is not
able to predict the nonlinear wave-current flows. This, together with some other experimental
evidence, e.g. the third-harmonic velocity and bottom shear stress embedded in sinusoidal waves,
motivate the development of a new theoretical model.
In Chapter 6, a new theoretical model for oscillatory turbulent boundary layers is developed. This
model assumes the flow is homogeneous in the wave directions and only considers a collinear
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superimposed current, so it is perfectly suitable for predicting boundary layer flows in oscillating
water tunnels. Following the quasi-steady assumption, the turbulent eddy viscosity is considered
time-varying, and is expressed as the product of a temporal variation function and the mean turbulent
eddy viscosity. To account for the decaying of the wave-produced turbulence in the upper part of the
wave boundary layer, an exponential-decaying layer is added to the three-layer structure of the mean
turbulent eddy viscosity proposed by Humbyrd (2012). Following Lavelle and Mofjeld (1983), a new
temporal variable is introduced for easy decoupling and analytically solving the wave and current
equations. The backward conversion of the temporal variable and the closure hypothesis are
numerically performed, so the model can easily achieve very high accuracy.
The new theoretical model is validated against the experimental results in Chapter 7. For sinusoidal
waves, the model accurately predicts the first-harmonic velocity in the very near-bottom region, while
at higher elevation, the model's performance deteriorates, which is partly due to the inaccuracy of the
proposed mean turbulent eddy viscosity and partly due to the existence of a secondary vertical flow.
The third-harmonic velocity is closely related with the vertical variation of the second-harmonic
turbulent eddy viscosity, which is only realistically modeled in the very near-bottom region, so the
model only qualitatively predicts the third-harmonic velocity. The first- and third-harmonic bottom
shear stresses of sinusoidal waves are also reasonably predicted. The agreement for the amplitudes
(friction factors) is better than for the phase leads. This is because the model completely follows the
quasi-steady assumption which is actually inapplicable when flow separation occurs, and such an
inaccuracy may have a noticeable effect on the prediction of phase leads.
For nonlinear waves, the model predicts the second-harmonic velocity with the same quality as
obtained for the first-harmonic velocity of sinusoidal waves. The first three harmonics of the bottom
shear stresses are also reasonably predicted. The model affords better predictions for the friction
factors than the GRM10 model, but the prediction for the phase leads are slightly inferior. The
boundary layer streaming is accurately predicted for both Stokes waves and forward-leaning waves.
The model illustrates that the observed "streaming" is actually the difference between a wave-
produced boundary layer streaming and a facility-produced return current necessary to maintain a
zero net discharge. For certain wave shapes, both of them can have magnitudes much stronger than
the observed mean velocity, which is supported by the excellent prediction of the mean bottom shear
stress. Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009) fails to predict the mean velocity embedded in forward-leaning
waves, because his model does not consider the boundary layer streaming due to the second-harmonic
interaction of the time-varying turbulent eddy viscosity and the time-varying velocity gradient, while
the present model automatically includes it. Thus, the mystery why his model only works for Stokes
waves is solved.
For currents in the presence of sinusoidal waves, both the present model and the Humbyrd (2012)
model, which represents the Grant-Madsen type models, give good predictions of the current velocity
profiles and the current bottom shear stress. However, there are substantial differences between the
two models' formulations of the effect of waves on currents. For the Grant-Madsen-type model, the
waves influence the coexisting currents by increasing the turbulent eddy viscosity in the very near-
bottom region. In the present model, this effect is relatively weaker, but another effect, the boundary
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layer streaming, is added. This boundary layer streaming is produced by the interaction of the first-
harmonic turbulent eddy viscosity and the first-harmonic velocity gradient, and it is always against
the current direction, so it acts to retard the magnitude of the superimposed current in much the same
manner as would an artificially increased turbulent eddy viscosity. Therefore, the present model and
the Humbyrd (2012) model give nearly identical predictions of current velocity profiles, indicating
that the Grant-Madsen-type models indirectly (and unknowingly) account for the boundary layer
streaming.
For currents in the presence of nonlinear waves, the present model successfully predicts the current
velocity profiles and captures the difference between currents in opposing directions. The prediction
illustrates that the boundary layer streaming which is due to the combined effect of the superimposed
current and the wave nonlinearities can significantly contaminate the basic current which follows the
two-log-profile structure suggested by the Grant-Madsen model. In some situations, i.e. a weak
current against the direction of a strong Stokes wave, the conventional two-log-profile structures is
completely obliterated. This reminds us that it can be inadequate to use the Grant-Madsen model for
analyzing field measurements obtained in relatively shallow waters where the waves are nonlinear. In
such cases, the present model is a better choice.
With the work presented in this thesis, we now have a very good understanding of the boundary layer
flows in OWTs, which is the prerequisite for interpreting the OWT results on sediment transport. Our
work illustrates that there is significant difference between OWT boundary layer flows and those in
the coastal environment, which may lead to significantly different sediment transport rates, e.g. the
inevitable return currents embedded in pure Stokes waves in OWTs would further increase the
expected onshore net sediment transport. Therefore, it is inappropriate to blindly apply the
experimental results for sediment transport in OWTs for developing empirical models or validating
theoretical models. The correct thing to do is to develop a theoretical model specifically for OWTs,
which is then validated against the experimental results. After this, the model can be extended to real
coastal flows. Given the confirmed validity for OWT flows, we should be confident that the model
also works well for real coastal flows.
This work only covers the most basic oscillatory turbulent boundary layer flows in OWTs, i.e. only
considering periodic waves and fixed bottom roughness, so there is still a long distance to our
ultimate goal, which is the sediment transport in the coastal environment. The most immediate future
work is to extend the present study to random waves, which are of higher practical values than the
study of periodic waves. High-quality experiment studies on random waves, especially for OWT
studies, are greatly needed for improving our physical understanding and validating theoretical
models. It is shown in Chapter 2 that the WCS has an excellent ability to generate spectral waves
corresponding to full-scale conditions. With the experimental methodologies established in this thesis,
it will be straightforward to conduct these experiments and obtain high-quality experimental results.
On the theoretical side, there are various ways to account for random waves, e.g. using a single-
characteristic-wave approach as Madsen (1994) or using a wave-by-wave approach as Yuan and
Madsen (2010). The present theoretical model can be easily modified for each approach. By
validating the predictions against the experimental results, we will be able to justify which approach
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is the better choice. This should complete the study of pure hydrodynamics of boundary layer flows in
OWTs. The next step would be replacing the fixed bottom roughness elements with real sediments.
For moveable bottoms, various types of bed forms will develop, which determine the physical bottom
roughness governing the boundary layer flows. Thus, it is of interest to experimentally investigate the
characteristics of bed forms and gain a quantitative understanding of the corresponding physical
bottom roughnesses. For studying sediment transport in the WCS, it is necessary to develop a bottom-
profiling system to measure the change of the bottom topography, which is used to infer the local net
sediment transport rate based on the continuity equation for sediments. A large set of experiments,
including different flow conditions and different sediments, will be performed. The ability to tilt the
WCS conveniently enables us to study the effect of the bottom slope on the net sediment transport,
which is not considered in the study of boundary layer hydrodynamics. The present theoretical model
will be coupled with a sediment transport model to predict the observed net sediment transport rates.
After this, we shall have a good understanding of both the boundary layer hydrodynamics and the
sediment transport in the WCS.
As mentioned before, the last step will be extending the theoretical model to real coastal flows, for
which waves are propagating and currents may not be co-directional with waves. Following
Trowbridge and Madsen (1984b), Gonzalez-Rodriguez (2009) developed a preliminary theoretical
model for propagating waves and showed that the wave propagation may have a pronounced effect on
the net sediment transport, e.g. it may increase the onshore net sediment transport under a Stokes
wave by a factor of (up to) 3. Thus, we certainly have to include this in our theoretical model as well.
For real coastal flows, currents are more commonly nearly orthogonal to waves, so it is also necessary
to consider the angle between waves and currents. Usually, this is modeled by separately considering
the flow components parallel and perpendicular to the wave direction. The immediate question is
whether the isotropic turbulent eddy viscosity can still be used. Meanwhile, the boundary layer
streaming will no longer be parallel to the current direction, so how to account for its effect on
currents is another challenge.
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Appendix A
Reduction of the effective cross-section area due to boundary layers
Due to the presences of boundary layers, the effective cross-section area of the WCS which carries
the free-stream velocity is reduced, as shown in Figure A-1. This must to be considered when
comparing the PIV measurements of free-stream velocity and the "free-stream" velocity inferred from
the measured piston velocity. This reduction can be estimated using actual measurements of boundary
layers as follows.
z
0
(a)
1* IU- n)I
(b)
h
b
Reduced area
I AS
Figure A-i Reduction of the effective cross-section area:
boundary layers, (b) total reduced area (the shaded zone)
(a) reduction of the effective depth due to
Since a rough estimation suffices, for simplicity, the phase change and the small third harmonics are
neglected, so only the first-harmonic amplitude profiles for sinusoidal waves and the first- and
second-harmonic amplitude profiles for the nonlinear waves are considered. For each harmonic, the
total volume flux inside the bottom boundary layer is estimated using actual measurements:
QbJ, f = UC"(z)kdz+I, n =1,2
.In
(A.1)
where 3 is an elevation in the free-stream region, Zmin is the lowest elevation with valid measurements
and I is volume flux based on an interpolated logarithmic amplitude profile between znin and zo. This
total volume flux can be carried by the free-stream velocity over an effective depth given by:
,n = ; , n=1,2(5 | U,(
Thus, a depth reduction as indicated in Figure A- 1(a) is obtained as:
AS, =5-8s, n=1,2
(A.2)
(A.3)
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For the smooth bottom tests, the reduced depth is found usually to be less than 0.5mm. Since the
sidewall boundary layers and the lid boundary layers are equivalent to the bottom boundary layers,
the total reduced area shown in Figure A-1(b) is:
AA, = 2(b+ h)A,, n =1,2 (A.4)
With A5n =0.5mm, AA, is about 0.5% of the total area. For rough bottom tests, the reduced area due
to the two sidewall boundary layers and the lid boundary layers are determined by the AMn obtained
from the smooth bottom tests, and the reduced area due to the bottom boundary layer is re-calculated
based on measurements. The results show that A5& for rough bottom boundary layers is less than 2mm
for the sandpaper bottom tests and 4mm for the ceramic-ball bottom tests, so the corresponding total
reduced area is less than 0.8% and 1.2%, respectively.
The total reduction of the effective cross-section area must also consider the reduction due to the
thickness of bottom roughness configurations. For the smooth bottom tests, the aluminum plates are
8mm thick. When "sandpapers" and ceramic balls are glued onto the aluminum plates, an additional
thickness of bottom roughness elements, roughly 2mm and 12mm, respectively, should be added to
the 8mm thickness. These correspond to roughly 1.6%, 2.0% and 4.0% of the total cross-section area.
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Appendix B
Details of log-profile fitting
The logarithmic profile is given by:
u* z
u u* in(-)
K Z
Here we define two new variables (x, y) and two parameters (A, B):
y = ln(z)
x=U
A =(u
K
B =ln(zO)
(B.1)
The logarithmic profile can be re-written as:
y = Ax+ B (B.2)
Thus, y varies linearly with x, so we can perform least-square fitting to measurements of x and y. The
following results are according to Douglas C. Montgomery (2012). The two parameters A and B can
be obtained as:
I(xi - )(y, - y-)
A = (B.3)
J(x, - )2
i=1
and:
(B.4)
The coefficient of determination is:
n
R 1 - i=1n
1(yi -Y)2
i=1
where 5', is the prediction based on the least-square fit. The 95%-confidence interval of A is:
(B.5)
(B.6)
gA = ti 1 05/2,,_2 * var(A)
where ti-.05/2, n-2 is the 1-0.05/2 quantile of the student's t-distribution of n-2 freedom, and var(A) is
the standard error of A:
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n - 22
n-2) (B.7
var(A)= (B.7)
(xI - )2
i=1
The 95%-confidence interval of B is:
'5B =1t-0.05/2,n-2 - a()(B.8)
where var(B) is the standard deviation of B:
in
var(B)= var(A) - xi2 (B.9)
n=1
The fitted value of u. is then:
U. = icA- (B. 10)
In this study, 6A is usually much smaller than A (<5%), so the variability of u. can be approximately
given by:
K K 6 8
u = ~(1 TA) Au (B.11)
A ±3A A A A
Thus, the 95%-confidence interval of u* is
U, = A U. (B.12)A
The fitted zo is given by B:
zo = exp(B) (B.13)
Thus, zo can deviate from this fitted value by a factor r:
1 z(
-< <r, r =exp( (B.14)
r zP
Since r can be over 2, it is not realistic to approximate the variability of zo in terms of a confidence
interval as for u., so a 95%-confidence factor r is defined to describe the uncertainty of fitted zo.
Log-profile fitting with pre-determined zo
If zo is pre-determined, the log-profile fitting is performed as follows. First, two new variables and a
new fitting parameter are defined as:
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x = ln(z / zo)
y=u
A = (u)
So the log-profile is re-written as:
y = Ax (B. 15)
The parameter A is obtained through least square fitting as:
A = - (B.16)
x 2
There, u* is:
U =CA (B.17)
The variation of A is:
n- yi - Ax 2n 1
var(A)= n (B.18)
xi2
Its 95%-confidence interval is:
(5 = ti-0 .var(A) (B.19)
Thus, the 95%-confidence interval of u* is
gu = K3s (B.20)
The coefficient of determination R2 is calculated according to Eq. (B.5). It should be noticed that for
linear least-square estimation through the origin, R2 can be negative if the proposed linear relationship
is invalid, e.g. if a set of samples have nearly constant values of y, the denominator of Eq. (B.5) is
close to zero, so R2 approaches negative infinity. To make R2 still in the range [0, 1], a fictitious
measurement (x, y)=(O, 0), is added when applying Eq. (B.5).
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Appendix C
Analytical solution of the wave equation with an exponential-
decaying turbulent eddy viscosity
The wave equation with an exponential-decaying turbulent eddy viscosity is:
g exp(yg) -(exp(-yg) ) - inV") = 0 (C. 1)
d g d g
To analytically solve it, a new vertical coordinate is defined as:
77 = eyw-6) (C.2)
y2
which gives:
d27 1 , = (C.3)
The first-term on the left-hand side of Eq. (C. 1) can be expressed as:
d aV(") d dV'") d 2Vtn)
-(,-'e-r - ) = ( e-r- M )=77d kW a dq dq d77
Thus, the governing equation becomes:
d 2 -inV") =0 (C.4)dr 2
To solve it, a new variable is defined as:
o2 - (C.5)
4n
so:
d d dO 2ni d
dl7dO d 0 dO
and:
d 2  2ni d2  2ni d 2ni 4n 2 d2  4n 2 d
=l,(0d 2 d )-0= - -+
dr7 2 0 dO2 02 dO 0 02 dO2  0 3 dO
Thus, Eq. (C.4) becomes:
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62 -V6 -( 2v (n>=0 (C.6)
d02 dO
Assume the solution is of the form:
V~n> =- Of(6) (C.7)
Eq. (C.6) becomes:
02d 2f df _ 02 +1)f =0 (C.8)
dO2  dO
This is a modified Bessel differential equation of order 1, which has two homogeneous solutions:
f = cII(O)+c 2 K(0) (C.9)
where I, and K are the first and second kinds of modified Bessel functions of order 1. Thus, the
solution of Eq. (C.1) is:
V" =c16 (')I [n()] + c2On(4)K 1I[9()] (C.10)
with:
2n (C.11)
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